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Abstract

Large datasets describing geometric shapes are nowadays available in a variety of applica-
tions, including Geographical Information System. Handling such shapes require extensive
computing resources.

One of the most computer-intensive task is the analysis of their morphological structure.
Morse Theory is a powerful theory, that is used to address the problem of describing topol-
ogy, i.e., the shape features of an object and their relations. Morse theory is defined for a
subset of C∞ functions, that are called Morse functions. We have focused on morpholog-
ical analysis of 2D scalar fields based on Morse Theory, in particular we have developed
techniques for decomposing models according to their semantic structure.

Thanks to mesh-based multi-resolution techniques, we can handle large models and dy-
namically extract smaller-size representations of the an object, that can be efficiently visu-
alized and manipulated. This thesis combines a decomposition of the shape, that takes into
account the semantic of each of its components, with a multi-resolution approach. State-of-
the-art multi-resolution techniques do not take into account the morphological structure of
a geometric shape, but simply rely on error measures like the distance between the model
at full resolution or one of its approximations. A multi-resolution approach, that is aware
of the morphological structure of a shape, can result in a more expressive representation,
that may capture and describe the structure of an object, at different resolution levels.
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Introduction

In this thesis, we consider geometric objects with scalar fields defined over them. Although
geometric objects exist in the continuum, we need discrete models in order to represent and
manipulate them computationally. Some simple geometric shapes admit a discrete analytic
description based on a fixed number of parameters (e.g. a triangle is described by its three
vertices, a spherical surface by its center point and radius). However, more complex objects
are often represented by decomposing them into cells having a simpler geometric shape,
mutually connected through adjacency and incidence relations. This representations are
called cell complexes.

Cell-based representations, such as triangle meshes, are widely used to discretize objects
and the graph of scalar fields (terrains), but they can be verbose. They provide an accu-
rate and detailed description of the object geometry, but they cannot provide a compact
overview of basic shape features at a higher level of abstraction. For this purpose another
kind of model, called a topological model, has to be defined.

In this thesis, we address three problems. The first one is to define morphological models
of geometric objects with scalar fields defined on them. These models will be defined on
an extension of Morse theory, that is developed to describe the morphology of geometric
objects in the continuum, to the discrete case of objects represented as cell complexes. Such
morphological models will also be based on cell complexes, used in a wider perspective.
Different versions of the models are defined, depending on the proprieties we assume on the
scalar field function. The second one is to define multi-resolution models to describe the
morphology of an object at different levels of abstraction simultaneously, with support for
the extraction of morphology at a given level. Finally, we define a technique to synchronize
a multi-resolution model of the geometry and a multi-resolution model of the morphology
of the same object, and be able to extract simultaneously a geometric and a morphological
representation that match with each other, at the desired level of abstraction. For all
models proposed, data structure and algorithms for both construction and querying are
proposed, and experimental results are shown and discussed.

In Chapter 1, we present Morse Theory, which is used to address the problem of describing
topology, i.e., the shape features of an object and their relations. Morse theory is de-
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fined for smooth functions and addresses functions called Morse functions, in which every
maximum, minimum and saddle is isolated, and there are no inflection points. With this
characterization, there is a strict connection between the topology of the carrier of the
function and the number of critical points of this function, i.e. the number of minima,
maxima and saddles. Morse functions induce on domain of the function two decomposi-
tions in cell complexes, that are called stable and unstable Morse complexes. An important
subclass of Morse functions is that of Morse-Smale functions. In this case, it is defined the
Morse-Smale complex, obtained by overlaying stable and unstable Morse complexes.

Morse functions are smooth functions in which critical points must be isolated. These
constraints cannot be applied to functions piecewise defined on a discrete domain, since
they are not smooth. Many authors have investigated how to transpose the results of Morse
theory from the continuous case to a discrete case. Constraints presented in literature are
usually too strong to be applied on real datasets. In Chapter 2, we introduce a new
condition, which is weaker but sufficient to ensures that the function induces two cell
decompositions, that have the same properties as Morse complexes in the continuum case.

Morse-Smale functions have a well-defined structure that we can exploit in order to rep-
resent the Morse-Smale decomposition with a compact combinatorial model. We develop
a dual representation for the stable and unstable Morse complex which is a compact de-
scription of the Morse-Smale complex. Then, in Chapter 2, we extend this representation
for Morse functions that not Morse-Smale.

Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature for decomposing the domain of
a scalar field f (as a terrain model) into an approximation of Morse complexes or of a
Morse-Smale complex. In this thesis, the major motivation is the representation of large
dataset, thus we are not interested in techniques that construct a smooth representation,
since in case of large datasets the numerical computation of smooth representations is
heavy. In Chapter 3, we review the most common techniques that compute a Morse or
Morse-Smale decomposition of a digital terrain model directly. These algorithms can be
classified in many ways, we use a classification based on the decomposition technique, that
names region growing algorithms, watershed algorithms and boundary based algorithms.

We present an original region-growing algorithm, called Source Through Drain (STD), that
is fully discrete, to avoid computation troubles, and simulates the flow of integral lines.

We have implemented some algorithms to decompose in Morse Complexes, that are inspired
by the main techniques presented in literature. The goal of this task is to measure the
quality of the results obtained by applying the different algorithms to decompose into Morse
complexes, as well as evaluating the degree of uncertainty in morphology computation, i.e.,
to which extent the current algorithms are able to provide consistent results. In Chapter
4, we analyze and compare all techniques from different points of view, then, we perform
different experimental comparisons on both synthetic and real datasets.
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We have seen cell complexes used as decomposition-based models for representing the ge-
ometry (regular or simplicial models) and the topology (Morse and Morse-Smale complex)
of a scalar field. For topological models, it often happens that a detailed Morse-(Smale)
complex includes too fine, irrelevant, or even noisy, shape features, and we would like to
remove them. On other hand, the appropriate level of abstraction for the (geometric or
topological) model depends on the specific application, e.g., terrain analysis at the conti-
nental w.r.t. regional level, or even on the specific operation that is being performed in the
current work session, e.g., interactive visualization with respect to flood simulation. Often
the ideal level of detail is not spatially uniform, but we may need to focus the attention,
and the model accuracy, in certain interest areas in which the operation is being applied.
This holds both for the geometrical and the topological representation. Multi-resolution
models provide an answer to this issue.

In Chapter 5, we present a multi-resolution model of Morse-Smale complex called Multi-
resolution Morse-Smale Complex (MMSC), that is based on the Multi-Complex. Further-
more, we extend MMSC to a model that take into account Morse functions that do not
satisfy the Smale condition. This model that is called Multi-resolution Morse complex
(MMC).

Geometrical and morphological representations should be considered as complementary:
geometrical representation is more verbose, so heavy to store and handle, but since it
provides an accurate description of the terrain behavior, it is extremely useful in per-
forming analysis and computation. On the other side, the morphological representation is
more compact and captures the overall structure of the underlying scalar field, providing
a light and efficient way to inspect the salient features of the terrain model. Combining
the two representations could offer a really powerful structure, with the accuracy provided
by the geometrical model, and the abstraction power of the morphological decomposi-
tion. Moreover, a representation that combines a multi-resolution geometrical model and
a multi-resolution topological model can use the morphological model as an index for
the geometrical model, so we can query the combined model by specifying morphological
properties and simultaneously obtain a morphological and a geometrical representation
satisfying the desired properties.

In Chapter 6, we combine both representations, to obtain a multi-resolution representation
that takes into account geometric and morphological approaches. To combine both multi-
resolution representations, we will define a map between geometrical modifications and
morphological modifications, so that at each query, the morphological representation ob-
tained by an MMC is exactly the morphological structure of the geometrical representation
obtained by the MT.

We present a multi-resolution morphological and geometrical representation that we call
Multi-resolution Morse Triangulation (MMT). With this framework, an user can freely
extract from MMT a representation of the object at a variable resolution. He/she can
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also browse the morphological structure, identify a morphological configuration that fits
his/her requirements, and then extract from the geometric level a representation of the
object having the desired topology. He/she can also refine the geometric representation,
specifying a desired geometric error threshold.

This thesis aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of the theoretical background (Morse
and Morse-Smale theory in the continuous case), and provide an extension of Morse theory
in discrete domain. First contribution of this thesis is a characterization of Morse function
in the discrete case, which is weaker than conditions already presented in literature, but
sufficient to ensure that the function induces cell decompositions, that have the same
properties as Morse complexes in the continuum case. We have also contributed to the
representation of discrete Morse function, proposing a dual representation for the stable
and unstable Morse complex which is a compact description of the Morse-Smale complex.
We have also extended such model, in order to be able to represent discrete functions that
do not hold the Smale property.

A second contribution is the development of a novel algorithm to compute Morse decom-
position. We have reviewed the most common techniques that compute a Morse or Morse-
Smale decomposition of a digital terrain model, and we have presented a new algorithm to
compute Morse decomposition, called STD. This algorithm is lightweight, fully discrete,
to avoid computation troubles, and simulates the flow of integral lines. It compares nicely
with state-of-the-art techniques, and its computational cost is at most linear in the size
of the input mesh. We have analyzed and compared all techniques from different points
of view: how they compute critical points, how they transpose concept of gradient in a
discrete context, how they handle meshes with flat areas, etc.. Then, we have performed
different experimental comparisons on both synthetic and real datasets.

Finally we have developed two multi-resolution models. The first one can represent mor-
phological structure of a terrain represented as a Morse-Smale discrete function at a variable
resolution. We have also extended such a model that take into account Morse functions
that do not satisfy the Smale condition. The second multi-resolution representation com-
bines both morphology and geometry in a unified data structure. With this framework,
user can freely extract a representation of the object at a variable resolution. He can
also browse the morphological structure, identify a morphological configuration that fits
his requirements, and then extract from the geometric level a representation of the object
having the desired topology. He can also refine the geometric representation, specifying a
desired geometric error threshold.
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Chapter 1

Background

In this thesis, we consider geometric objects endowed with scalar fields. Although geo-
metric objects exist in the continuum, we need discrete models in order to represent and
manipulate them computationally. Some simple geometric shapes admit a discrete ana-
lytic description based on a fixed number of parameters (e.g. a triangle is described by its
three vertices, a spherical surface by its center point and radius). However, more complex
objects are often represented by decomposing them into cells having a simpler geometric
shape, mutually connected through adjacency and incidence relations.

Cell-based representations, such as triangle meshes, are widely used to discretize objects
and the graph of scalar fields (terrains), but they can be verbose. They provide an accu-
rate and detailed description of the object geometry, but they cannot provide a compact
overview of basic shape structure at a higher level of abstraction. For this purpose another
kind of models, called topological or morphological models, has to be defined.

In this Chapter, we review the notion of cell complex (Section 1.1), which implements the
above mentioned idea of a decomposition-based discrete model of an object. Furthermore,
we present two common instances of the cell complex, namely the regular grid and the
simplicial complex. Even if data structures for encoding cell complexes are available, when
dealing with large models, their cost in term of storage and algorithm complexity is usually
too high. Data structures for regular grids are very efficient, but this representation is not
flexible, in sense that they provide the same level of detail everywhere, and cannot adapt
the resolution to the local geometric shape complexity, when this is variable in space.
Data structures for simplicial complexes are a good compromise between flexibility and
compactness: simplicial complexes are usually efficient and usable for modeling a wide
variety of objects. Thus, in our work, we will focus mainly on simplicial complexes. In
Section 1.2, we introduce a discretization of a 2D scalar field (terrain), that is represented
by a pair consisting of a cell complex and a function defined on the complex.
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In Section 1.3, we present Morse Theory, which is used to address the problem of describing
morphology, i.e., the shape features of an object and their relations. Morse theory is defined
for C∞ functions and addresses functions called Morse functions, in which every maximum,
minimum and saddle is isolated. With this characterization, there is a strict connection
between the topology of the carrier of the function and the number of critical points of this
function, i.e. the number of minima, maxima and saddles. Furthermore, we define a ridge,
as the ascending path with maximum slope that starts from a saddle and ends in another
critical point, and a valley as the descending path with maximum slope, that starts from a
saddle and ends in an other critical point. It may happen that a ridge and a valley share
the same path (i.e., in case of a path connecting two saddles), but this configuration is
unstable, and a small perturbation can split this path into two different paths, so that
the ridge and the valley intersect only at a critical point. An important subclass of Morse
functions is that of Morse-Smale functions, in which the above unstable configurations are
avoided, since ridges and valleys intersect only at critical points. We describe Morse-Smale
functions in Section 1.4. We will see that the notion of cell complex is used also in this
context, in a wider perspective.

In the literature, there are two approaches that aim to extend the main results of the
Morse theory to a discrete domain: piecewise linear Morse theory, formalized by Banchoff
in [Ban70], and discrete Morse theory, presented by Forman in [For98]. These two ap-
proaches are complementary, since they consider different aspects of Morse theory in the
continuum. Discrete Morse theory transposes the results of Morse theory from continuous
to combinatorial setting, while the purpose of piecewise linear Morse theory is to trans-
pose the results from smooth functions to piecewise linear functions. In Section 1.5 we will
describe both approaches.

1.1 Manifolds and Cell Complexes

We consider the k-dimensional unit ball as the set Bk = {x ∈ Rk : ||x|| < 1}. A k-
dimensional manifold without boundary is a subset M of Rd, so that each point of M
has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to an open k-dimensional ball Bk, and a
k-dimensional manifold with boundary M , is a subset of Rd, so that each point of M
has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to an open k-dimensional ball Bk or to a k-
dimensional half-ball. Submanifold of M is a subset of M , that is a manifold. For further
details, see [Man87].

Intuitively, a Euclidean cell complex is a collection of basic elements, called cells, which
cover a domain in the Euclidean space [Ago05].

We define in the Euclidean space Rd a k-dimensional cell (k-cell) γ, 1 ≤ k ≤ d, as a subset
of Rd homeomorphic to a closed k-dimensional ball Bk = {x ∈ Rk : ||x|| ≤ 1}. Furthermore
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we define a 0-cell as a point in Rd. k is called the order or dimension of a k-cell γ. We
notice that each k-cell is a k-manifold with boundary.

A Euclidean cell complex Γ is a finite set of cells of dimension at most k in Rd, 0 ≤ k ≤ d,
such that the interiors of the cells of Γ are disjoint, and if γ, γ1 ∈ Γ, such that γ ∩ γ1 6= ∅,
then γ ∩ γ1 is a disjoint union of interiors of cells of Γ. The maximum k of the dimensions
of the cells γ ∈ Γ over all cells of Γ is called the dimension, or the order, of complex Γ. A
cell which is not on the boundary of any other cell of Γ is called a top cell.

A k-dimensional complex Γ is called regular, or uniformly k-dimensional, if all its top cells
are k cells. In the following we assume to deal with regular complexes with a manifold
carrier, if not specified. A subset Λ of Γ is called a sub-complex of Γ if and only if Λ is a cell
complex. A particular type of sub-complex of a complex Γ is the skeleton. The k-skeleton
of a d-dimensional Euclidean cell complex Γ is the sub-complex of Γ which consists of all
the cells of Γ of dimension less than or equal to k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ d.

Regular grids and simplicial complexes are two widely used classes of complexes as the
basis for defining a digital model of a scalar field.

A d-dimensional regular grid is a Euclidean d-dimensional cell complex in which all k-cells,
0 < k ≤ d, are k-dimensional hypercubes. For instance, 1-cells are straight-line segments,
2-cells are squares, and 3-cells are cubes. The union of all cells in a d-dimensional regular
grid is a d-dimension hypercube.

Euclidean simplicial complexes are an instance of a cell complex, in which cells are sim-
plexes. A simplex is a compact subset of Rd and defined by the convex combination of
points in the Euclidean space.

Let k be a non-negative integer. A k-simplex (or a k-dimensional simplex) σ is the convex
hull of k+ 1 affinely independent points in Rd (with k ≤ d), called vertices of σ. k is called
the dimension of k-dimensional simplex σ and we will sometimes denote this by σ(k). For
instance, 1-simplices are segments, 2-simplices are triangles, 3-simplices are tetrahedra. A
face σ of a k-simplex γ, σ ⊆ γ, is any h-simplex (0 ≤ h ≤ k) generated by h + 1 vertices
of γ. If σ 6= γ the σ is said to be a proper face of γ. Conversely, γ is said to be a co-face
of σ. For simplexes σ1, σ2, we will use the notation σ1 < σ2 to indicate the σ1 is a proper
face of σ2.

An alternative and equivalent definition of a simplicial complex is the following. An Eu-
clidean simplicial complex Σ is a collection of simplexes of dimension at most k in Rd,
0 ≤ k ≤ d, such that

(i) all simplexes spanned by the vertices of a simplex in Σ are also in Σ (Σ contains all
faces of every simplex from Σ),

(ii) if σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ intersect, then σ1 ∩ σ2 ∈ Σ (the intersection of any two simplexes in Σ
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is either empty or a face of both).

1.2 Digital Model of a Scalar Field

We use cell complexes to represent spatial objects according to the decomposition-based
approach. Such objects can be manifolds either with or without boundary [Ago05], and a
scalar field may also be defined on them.

A scalar field is a pair M = (M, f), where M is a subset of Rd, and f : M → R is a scalar
function. A discrete scalar field consists of a finite set of points in a domain D in Rd, at
each of which a value of a scalar function f is given. Traditionally, discrete scalar fields
are described by decomposing their domain into cells, on which an interpolating function
is defined based on the given discrete function values. The discretization of the domain is
obtained through a simplicial mesh, or through a regular grid.

Let V be a finite set of points in Rd, and F be a set of scalar values given at the points
of V . Then, S = (V, F ) is called a scalar data set. Given a scalar data set S = (V, F ), a
digital model of a scalar field defined on S is a pair M = (Γ, f), where Γ is a d-dimensional
cell complex such that the vertex set of Γ coincides with V , and f is a function defined
at least at the vertices of Γ, in which f(p) = F (p), for all p ∈ V . For further details, see
[DPM99].

The two more relevant classes of digital models of scalar fields are defined depending on
whether the complex Γ is a regular grid, or a simplicial complex. In the former case, we
call the field model a regular model, in the latter case, we call it a simplicial model. In a
simplicial model, usually f is chosen as a piecewise-linear interpolating function defined on
the d-dimensional simplexes of Γ. Figure 1.1(a) shows the graph of a 2D scalar field, Figure
1.1(b) depicts a scalar data set S = (V, F ), while Figure 1.1(c) represents the corresponding
discrete scalar field.

In case d=2, M is called a terrain model. A regular terrain model M is often called a
Regular Square Grid (RSG). A simplicial terrain model M is called a Triangulated Irregular
Network (TIN), when f is a piecewise-linear interpolating function defined on the triangles
of Γ.

Regular terrain models can be encoded by storing only the elevation values, while TINs
require storing also the x and y locations of the data points. TINs, on the other hand,
better adapt to the shape of the terrain, since its triangles can vary in size and shape.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.1: (a) Graphic of a 2D scalar field,(b) Scalar data set (c) Discrete scalar field

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: The isolines can be a point, or a simple close curve or a multiple (here double)
closed curve.

1.3 Morse Theory

Morse theory gives a direct way for analyzing the topology of the carrier of a function
by studying the function defined on it. In this Section, we review some basic notions on
Morse theory, i.e. we present the concept of Morse functions and critical points. A Morse
function induces a decomposition of the domain of the function in cell complexes, called
Morse complexes. Furthermore, we will introduce the Smale condition and the Morse-Smale
complex. For further details, the interest reader can refer to [Mil63].
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f(x) = x3

Figure 1.3: The origin is a degenerate critical point, since f ′′(0) = 0.

f(x, y) = x3 − 3xy2

Figure 1.4: The origin (0, 0) is a degenerate critical point (a monkey saddle) for f .
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Figure 1.5: By cutting a monkey saddle with a plane, we can obtain an inflection point,
while cutting a regular saddle, we can only obtain a minimum, or a maximum.

f(x, y) = x2 f(x, y) = x2y2

(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: (a) The set of the critical points for f are degenerate and non-isolated, since
they are all along the x axis. (b) The set of the critical points are degenerate and non-
isolated, consists of the union of the x axis and of the y axis.
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1.3.1 Morse Functions

Consider a scalar field M = (Γ, f), where Γ is a d-dimensional cell complex, and f is the
function M → R which associates each point in M with its elevation. We define f−1(a) as
the inverse image of a value a in R as level set of the value.

We give first an intuitive definition of Morse function for 2D scalar fields (terrains). In this
case, f−1(a) is simply a contour line. Each connected component of a contour line is either
a point, a simple closed curve, or a closed curve with some double point, having a shape
like the number eight. Contour lines may also have points of higher order (triple points,
etc.), but these are unstable and can be removed by a slight perturbation of the dataset.
Double points in contour lines occur at saddle points, or passes. Saddle points are points
where the surrounding landscape curves up in one direction and down in the other.

Imagine drilling holes in points of minimum and flooding this terrain with water. Then
the region covered by water, when the water reaches an elevation a is f−1(−∞, a], i.e., the
points with elevation less than or equal to a. Consider how the topology of this region
changes as water rises. It appears, intuitively, that the topology does not change except
when a passes the height of a critical point; that is, a point where the gradient of f is 0. In
other words, there is no change in topology except when the water either (1) starts filling
a basin, (2) covers a saddle (a mountain pass), or (3) submerges a peak.

With each of these three types of critical points - minima, saddles, and maxima (also called
basins, passes, and peaks) - we associate a number called its index. Intuitively, the index
of a critical point p is the number of independent directions around p in which f decreases.
Therefore, the indices of minima, saddles, and maxima are 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

Formally, let f be a C∞-differentiable real-valued function defined over a domain D ⊆ Rn.
A point p ∈ Rn is a critical point of f if and only if the gradient ∇f of f vanishes on
p, i.e., ∇f(p) = 0. The Hessian matrix of f is the square matrix of second-order partial
derivatives of the function f :

Hess(f) =



∂2f
∂x2

1

∂2f
∂x1∂x2

· · · ∂2f
∂x1∂xn

∂2f
∂x2∂x1

∂2f
∂x2

2
· · · ∂2f

∂x2∂xn

...
...

. . .
...

∂2f
∂xn∂x1

∂2f
∂xn∂x2

· · · ∂2f
∂x2

n


.

Function f is said to be a Morse function if and only if all its critical points are non-
degenerate, i.e., if and only if the Hessian matrix Hesspf of the second derivatives of f at
p is non-singular (its determinant is 6= 0).
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The number of negative eigenvalues of Hesspf at p is called the index of a critical point
p. In particular, the so-called Morse Lemma [Mil63] shows that, in a neighborhood of a
critical point p, the function f can be expressed in a local coordinate system (y1, . . . , yn)
as

f = f(p)− (y1)2 − . . .− (yλ)
2 + (yλ+1)2 + . . .+ (yn)2,

where λ is the index of f in p.

Thus, a Morse function can be expressed in a canonical quadratic form in some neighbor-
hood of a critical point. From Morse lemma, it follows that non-degenerate critical points
are isolated.

Generally, let f : R → R be a C∞-differentiable, each point x having the first deriva-
tive equal to zero, is a critical point. Moreover, each critical point x having the second
derivative equal to zero is a degenerate critical point. That implies, that inflection points
are degenerate critical points, and furthermore, that a minimum, or maximum, can be
degenerate. For instance, let be f(x) = x4, at point x = 0 f has a critical point, since first
derivative f ′(x) = 4x3 at x = 0 is null, and is degenerate, since even the second derivative
f ′′(x) = 12x2 at this point is null. Specifically, f(x) has two coincident minima at x = 0.
Furthermore, every function f : R2 → R, that has a multiple saddle, i.e. a saddle with a
number of ascending, or descending slopes, greater than two, is not a Morse function.

In the following, we present some examples of non-Morse functions, originally presented by
Milnor in [Mil63] (see Figures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.6). Figure 1.3 (a) shows function f(x) = x3,
having first derivative f ′(x) = 3x2. Point x = 0 is critical, since the first derivative of f in
this point is null, but it is degenerate, since its second derivative f ′′(x) = 6x in this point
is also null.

Figure 1.4 shows the graph of function f(x, y) = x3 − 3xy2. This function has a critical
point at (0, 0), that is degenerate. Hilbert in [HCV32] introduced the term monkey saddle
to describe the behavior of this function at (0, 0). Its name derives from the observation
that a saddle for a monkey requires three depressions: two for the legs, and one for the tail.
We can observe that a monkey saddle is degenerate, since, if we cut the monkey saddle
with a perpendicular plane, for some planes, we obtain an inflection point (see Figure 1.5),
and for some planes, we obtain a maximum, or a minimum. Conversely, if we cut a simple
saddle with a perpendicular plane, we cannot obtain an inflection point.

Every function f that has a monkey saddle is not a Morse function, since the monkey
saddle is a degenerate critical point. In general, a Morse function f does not have multiple
saddles, i.e., saddles with a number of ascending or descending slopes, greater than two.

Figure 1.6 shows two functions f(x, y) = x2 and f(x, y) = x2y2. Both are not Morse
functions, since their critical points form, in the first case, a straight line, and, in the
second case, two perpendicular straight lines. In this case there are no isolated critical
points.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: The inflection point at x = 0 represents an unstable situation, by rotating
slightly, we can transform this (a) in two critical points: one minimum and one maximum
or (b) in a regular point.

1.3.2 Properties of Morse Functions

Given a Morse function f , we denote La = f−1(−∞, a], the inverse image of the values set
(−∞, a]. The topology of La changes only when a is equal to the elevation of a critical
point. This does not address the question of what happens when two critical points have
the same elevation. This issue can be resolved by a slight perturbation of f , since Morse
functions are dense in the space of smooth functions.

In general, for non-Morse functions, the above property does not hold. Let us consider
f : R → R, with f(x) = x3. Then x = 0 is a critical point for f , but the topology of
La does not change at x = 0. The problem is that the second derivative is also null at
x = 0. Note that this configuration is unstable: by rotating the chart around the origin,
the degenerate critical point either breaks up into two non-degenerate critical points (see
Figure 1.7(a)), or disappears (see Figure 1.7(b)). Let P be a point on a curve, we call P
a double point, if there are two tangents of the curve at P , i.e. if it touches itself, or has a
cusp, we call P a triple point if there are three tangents of the curve at P . If f is a Morse
function, each level set is either a point, a simple closed curve, or a closed curve with some
double points. If f is not a Morse function and has a monkey saddle s, the level set of s is
a closed curve with a triple point. Because of the density of Morse functions in the space
of smooth functions, we can find a Morse function obtained with a small perturbation of
f , in that the monkey saddle is broken up into two simple saddles (see Figure 1.8).

Let M2 be a compact subset of R2, the critical point Theorem (for further details, see
[Ban70]) for a scalar field defined on a 2D manifold M2 states that, if f has a finite num-
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Figure 1.8: By rotating slightly a monkey saddle, as shown by the arrows, we can transform
this saddle in two simple saddles.

ber of critical points on M2 and all are non-degenerate, then:

#minima+ #maxima−#saddle = χ(M2)

where χ(M2) is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of M2. This theorem holds for every
Morse function defined on a compact carrier M2.

1.3.3 Stable and Unstable Morse Complexes

An integral line of a function f is a maximal path which is everywhere tangent to the
gradient vector field ∇f of f , and therefore it is everywhere perpendicular to the contour
lines of f . Classical Taylor formula shows that integral lines follow the gradient directions
in which the function has the maximum increasing slope. Integral lines cannot be closed,
nor infinite (in a compact domain D), and they cover the entire domain D. An integral
line is emanating from a critical point, or from the boundary of D, and it reaches another
critical point or the boundary of D. If function f is defined on a manifold with boundary
D, then an integral line is open at both ends. The point q ∈ D, q = lim

t→−∞
c(t) is called the

origin of c, and the point r ∈ D, r = lim
t→∞

c(t) is called the destination of c. An integral

line which connects a critical point p of index ı to a critical point q of index ı+ 1 is called
a separatrix line. When dealing with a function f that is a height function representing a
terrain separatrix lines that connect minima to saddles are usually called ravine, or valley
lines, while those that connect saddles to maxima ridge lines.

Let f : D → R be a Morse function, where D is a d-manifold without boundary. Let
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Figure 1.9: Cells of the unstable Morse complex of a function defined on a 2D domain
(from [DDM+03a]). Double circles denote maxima, single circles denote minima, butterfly
shapes denote saddles.

Crit(f) be the set of critical points of f . Integral lines that converge to a critical point p
of index ı form an ı-cell, called a stable (or descending) manifold or stable (or descending)
cell, which is denoted as W s(p). Similarly, integral lines that originate from a critical point
p of index ı form a (d− ı)-cell called an unstable) (or ascending) manifold (cell), which is
denoted as W u(p). Thus,

W s(p) = {q ∈ D : lim
t→+∞

cq(t) = p},

W u(p) = {q ∈ D : lim
t→−∞

cq(t) = p}.

The stable manifolds are pair-wise disjoint and decompose the domain D of a scalar field
f into open cells which form a complex, since the boundary of every cell is the union of
lower-dimensional cells (see Figure 1.9). We call such complex a stable Morse complex.
The unstable manifolds form a complex as well, called an unstable Morse complex, which
is dual with respect to the stable complex. Thus,

D =
⋃

p∈Critf

W u(p) =
⋃

p∈Critf

W s(p).

In a 2D unstable (stable) Morse complex, the 2-cells correspond to the maxima (minima),
the 1-cells to the saddle points, and the 0-cells to the minima (maxima). In Figure 1.9 the
unstable Morse complex of a function defined on a 2D domain is depicted.
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Figure 1.10: The catchment basins of the minima, delineated by watersheds (watershed
lines). Figure by [CDP05].

1.3.4 Morse Complexes and the Watershed Transform

A Morse complex can also be defined using concepts related the watershed transform.
For further details, see an interesting survey [RM00]. The watershed transform provides
a decomposition of a the domain of a smooth function f into open regions of influence
associated with the minima, saddles and maxima of f , called catchment basins. The
catchment basins related to the saddles form the watershed lines. Catchment basins can
be described in terms of topographic distance, using a formalization similar to the one
proposed in [Mey94]. If f is a C1 function, it has a gradient ∇f everywhere, except
possibly at some isolated points, then the topographic distance TD(p, q) between two points
p, q belonging to the domain D of f is defined as

TD(p, q) = inf
P

∫
P

||∇f(P (s))||ds

where P is a path (smooth curve) inside D such that P (0) = p, P (1) = q. The topographic
distance is defined in this way in order to ensure that the path which minimizes the
topographic distance between two points p and q in D is the path of steepest slope, if it
exists. In other words, if p and q are two points in D, with f(p) < f(q) (f(q) < f(p)), and
if there is an integral line c which reaches both p and q, then

TD(p, q) = f(q)− f(p) (TD(p, q) = f(p)− f(q)).

Otherwise, if such an integral line does not exist, then

TD(p, q) > |f(q)− f(p)|.

If p and q are points which belong to the same flat region (plateau), then the topographic
distance between them is zero. This means that the topographic distance is unable to
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distinguish the points belonging to the same plateau. Therefore, the topographic distance
is not a distance function.

Given a Morse function f , the catchment basin CB(p) of a critical point (maximum, sad-
dle, minimum) p ∈ D is defined as the set of points which are closer (in the sense of
topographic distance) to p than to any other critical point of the same type (maximum,
saddle, minimum). Let {Mj|j ∈ J} be the set of maxima of f , {sk|k ∈ K} be the set of
saddles of f , {mi|i ∈ I} be the set of minima of f , where J,K, I denote some index sets.
Then, the catchment basins of a maximum Mj is CB(Mj) = {Mj}, the catchment basin of
a saddle sk is defined as follows CB(sk) = {p ∈ D\Ak : TD(sk, p) = f(p) − f(sk)}, where
Ak is the set of points belonging to the catchment basin of a maximum (basically all the
maxima of f) plus all the saddles sh different from sk, that is

A =
⋃

(
⋃
j∈J

{CB(Mj)},
⋃

h∈K,h6=k

{sh})

The catchment basins of a minimum mi is defined as CB(mi) = {p ∈ D\B : TD(mi, p) =
f(p)− f(mi)} where B is the set of points in D which belong to the catchment basins of
a saddle sk or of a maximum Mj, namely

B =
⋃

(
⋃
k∈K

{CB(sk)},
⋃
j∈J

{CB(Mj)})

The catchment basin of a maximum is the maximum itself, the one of a minimum is
bounded by a sequence of saddles, ridge lines and maxima, while the catchment basin of a
saddle is a ridge line bounded by two (not necessarily distinct) maxima.

The watershed (or set of watershed lines) WS(f) of f is defined as the set of points in D
which do not belong to any catchment basin of any minimum, i.e., as the complement in
D of the set of catchment basins of the minima,

WS(f) = D −
⋃
i∈I

CB(mi)

Equivalently, it can be defined as the set of points belonging to the union of the catchment
basins related to saddles and maxima

WS(f) = ∪(
⋃
k∈K

{CB(sk)},
⋃
j∈J

{CB(Mj)})

The minima, catchment basins of minima, and the watershed lines of a terrain are illus-
trated in Figure 1.10. Note that the watershed of f depends on the definition of distance
used.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.11: A Smale function: (a) the stable decomposition, (b) the unstable decomposi-
tion.

There is a 1-1 correspondence between catchment basins and cells of the stable Morse
complex defined on the same domain. For each minimum m, its catchment basin is a 2-cell
of the stable Morse complex, and for each 2-cell of the stable complex, which is related to
a minimum m, there is a catchment basin associated with the same minimum m. For each
saddle s, its catchment basin is a 1-cell of the stable Morse complex, and for each 1-cell of
the stable complex, which is related to a saddle s, there is a catchment basin associated
with the same saddle s. For each maximum M , its catchment basin is a 0-cell of the stable
Morse complex, and for each 0-cell of the stable complex, which is related to a maximum
M , there is a catchment basin associated with the same maximum M .

1.4 Morse-Smale Functions

Two cells of a given finite dimensional smooth manifold are said to intersect transversally
if at every point p of intersection, their separate tangent spaces at p generate together the
tangent space of the ambient manifold at that point. A Morse function f is called a Morse-
Smale function when the cells of the stable complex intersect only transversally the cells of
the unstable complex (see [Sma60]). This condition is also known as the Smale condition.
Figure 1.11 shows an example of a Morse-Smale function, since the stable complex, depicted
in Figure 1.11 (a), intersects transversally the unstable complex, depicted in Figure 1.11
(b).

The space of the Morse-Smale functions is dense in the space of the smooth functions.
Thus, if a Morse function does not satisfy the Smale condition, then its gradient vector
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.12: A Morse function, which does not satisfy the Smale condition: (a) the stable
decomposition, (b) the unstable decomposition. (c) The overlay of the stable decomposition
with the unstable, in red the 1-cell, which is shared by the two decompositions.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.13: Cells of the stable Morse complex (a), cells of the unstable Morse complex (b),
by overlying the stable and the unstable complexes, we obtain the cells of the Morse-Smale
complex (c).
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field can be C1 approximated by another vector field which satisfies the same properties
of the gradient vector field and the Smale condition (for further details, see [Sma61]).

Figure 1.12 shows a Morse function, which does not satisfy the Smale condition, since
cells of the unstable complex, depicted in Figure 1.12 (a), do not intersect transversally,
the cells of the stable complex, depicted in Figure 1.12 (b). In particular, the 1-cells of
the stable and unstable complexes overlap partially and their common path is depicted
in red in Figure 1.12 (c). In general, a Morse function, such that there is a 1-cell of the
Morse complexes, which connects a saddle with an other saddle, does not satisfy the Smale
condition.

If the Smale condition holds for a function, the intersection (if it exists) of the stable
(d − ı)-dimensional cell of a critical point p of index ı, and the unstable  - dimensional
cell of a critical point q of index , is a ( − ı)- dimensional cell. For instance, in R2, let
p be a minimum (index = 0), and q be a maximum (index = 2), then the intersection, if
it exists, of the stable 2-dimensional cell of p, and the unstable 2 - dimensional cell of q,
is a 2 - dimensional cell. If p and q are saddles (index = 1), the intersection, if it exists,
between the stable 1-dimensional cell of p, and the unstable 1-dimensional cell of q, is a
0-dimensional cell, i.e. a point.

The connected components of sets W u(p) ∩ W s(q), for all critical points p, q ∈ Critf ,
decompose the domain D into a so-called Morse-Smale complex [EHZ01] (see Figure 1.13).
Each cell of the Morse-Smale complex is the union of the integral lines that originate at the
same critical point p, with index ı, and converge to the same critical point q, with index .
The dimension of the cell is then − ı.

In a 2D Morse-Smale complex, cells of dimension 0, 1 and 2 are called vertices, edges and
regions, respectively. In [EHZ01], it is shown that each region (2-cell) of a Morse-Smale
complex of a function f defined on a closed compact surface D is a quadrangle whose
vertices are critical points of f of index 1,0,1,2 (saddle, minimum, saddle, maximum) in
this order around the region. In a 3D Morse-Smale complex, cells of dimension 0, 1, 2 and
3 complex are called nodes, arcs, quadrangles and crystals, respectively [EHNP03] where
the crystals are bounded by quadrangles.

The 1-skeleton of a 2D Morse-Smale complex, which consists of the critical points and of
the integral lines joining them, is called the critical net.

The combinatorial representation of the critical net for 2D scalar fields is called a surface
network [Wol04]. The surface network is a planar graph in which the nodes correspond to
the critical points of the field, and there exists an arc between a pair of nodes if and only
if the two corresponding critical points are connected by an integral line in the critical net.
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1.5 Discrete approaches to Morse Theory

In the literature there are two extensions of Morse Theory to a discrete domain, called the
Discrete Morse Theory [For98] and the Piecewise Linear Morse Theory [Ban70], respec-
tively. The Discrete Morse Theory transposes the results of Morse theory from continuous
to combinatorial setting, while the purpose of Piecewise Linear Morse Theory is to trans-
pose the results from smooth functions to piecewise linear functions.

1.5.1 Discrete Morse Theory

With the Discrete Morse theory, Forman [For98] presents an adaptation of Morse Theory
that may be applied to any simplicial or cell complex. Discrete Morse theory considers a
discrete function f defined on all the cells (and not only on the vertices) of a cell complex
Γ.

Let α(p), β(p+1) and γ(p−1) be simplexes of the simplicial complex K, with p, p + 1 and
p− 1 their dimensions, and let f defined function on K, f : K → <, be a discrete Morse
function, if for every α(p) ∈ K:

1. for each simplex α(p) there exist at most one simplex β(p+1), co-face of α(p), so that
f(β) ≤ f(α), and

2. for each simplex α(p) there exist at most one simplex γ(p−1), face of α(p), so that
f(γ) ≥ f(α).

We define the simplex α(p) as critical if

1. for each simplex α(p) for each simplex β(p+1), co-face of α(p), we have f(β) > f(α)

2. For each simplex α(p) for each simplex γ(p−1), face of α(p), we have f(γ) < f(α)

Figure 1.14 shows two functions defined on a 1-complex consisting of three 0-cells and three
1-cells. The function in Figure 1.14(a) is not a Morse function, since the value of the lower
edge is zero and the values of its vertices are greater than zero, furthermore the upper
vertex has value five, greater then the values of its incident edges. The function in Figure
1.14(b) is a Morse function, and we can notice that the lower vertex and the upper edge
are critical, since the vertex has field value smaller than its incident edges and the vertices
of the upper edge have smaller values then the edge.

Forman says that this combinatorial theory is not really a new theory, but rather an
extraction of the combinatorial essence of the smooth theory. The most important result
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Figure 1.14: (a) f is a non-Morse function, (b) f is a Morse function.

of this theory is that it is possible to extend in this context the main theorems of the Morse
theory, and in particular we have that the Discrete Morse functions have the property of
reflecting the nature of the carrier.

1.5.2 Piece-wise Linear Morse theory

Banchoff theory [Ban70] extends Morse theory to piecewise linear functions defined on
simplicial meshes, by introducing a definition of critical points for discrete scalar fields.

The basic assumption is that every pair of points of the mesh have distinct field values.
In order to define the conditions for a vertex v to be critical, we consider the polyhedral
surface made by the triangles incident in v, and we count the number of intersections
between such surface and the plane parallel to the x − y-plane, which is passing through
vertex v. If there are no intersections, the vertex is a maximum or a minimum; if there
are two intersections, the vertex is not critical; otherwise it is a saddle. The saddle can be
simple, if the plane intersects four times the polyhedral surface; the saddle is multiple, if
the plane intersects six or more times the polyhedral surface. The multiplicity of a saddle
s is equal to the half of the number of the intersections between the plane parallel to
the x − y-plane, passing through s, with the polyhedral surface. Formally, we call nv the
number of triangles of the polyhedral surface incident in v that intersect π, and we call iv
index of the vertex v. Thus,:

iv = 1− nv/2

Critical points are defined as points with index different from 0. In particular, the index
is equal to 1 for maxima and minima, while it can be an arbitrary negative integer value
for saddles.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.15: A Monkey saddle, according to the Banchoff’s characterization. (a) Perspec-
tive view (b) Top view. In red, the triangles added to transform the monkey saddle in two
simple saddles. (c) Perspective view (d) Top view.

In the continuum, Morse functions have no multiple saddles. But, since Morse functions
are dense in the space of the smooth function, we can always transform a function having
multiple saddles into a Morse function, by applying a small perturbation, that separates a
single multiple saddle into two (or more) simple saddles (see Figure 1.8). In the piecewise
linear case this is not always true, since a small perturbation is not enough to modify a
multiple saddle (see Figure 1.15(a)). For instance, in order to remove a monkey saddle
from a mesh, we have to add some triangles to the TIN (see Figure 1.15(b)).

As we described in Section 1.3.2, an important result of Morse theory is the critical points
theorem, that associates the number of the critical points of a Morse function to the topol-
ogy of the carrier. This theorem can be extended in the piece-wise linear Morse theory, by
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using the previous definition of index:∑
v∈M

iv = χ(M)

Since we use the index of the critical point, and not only the type of the critical point, this
theorem is correct even in case of multiple saddles. For example, the index of a monkey
saddle is equal to -2.

The constraint that each vertex has different field values implies that each change in the
topology of the contour lines corresponds to one, and only one, critical point. In the
continuous case, we have the same behavior.

1.5.3 Morse Complexes and Morse-Smale Complex in a Discrete
Domain

In the continuous case, as we have seen in Section 1.3.3, given a Morse function f , the
locus of the integral lines of f that converge to a minimum (maximum) is a cell, and it is
defined as a 2-cell of the stable (unstable) Morse complexes.

Furthermore, maxima and saddles are on the boundaries of a stable 2-cells. In case f
satisfies the Smale condition, intersecting stable and unstable cells, we can obtain the cells
of the Morse-Smale complex. Each 2-cell of the Morse complex is a quadrangle having as
vertices an ordered sequence of maximum-saddle-minimum-saddle on the boundary (see
[EHZ01] for further details).

In the discrete case, we cannot use the notion of integral lines. Thus, in literature several
approaches have been proposed that give a different approximation on the Morse and
Morse-Smale complexes.

As we have seen in Section 1.5.2, Edelsbrunner et al.[EHZ01] transpose in the discrete
domain the structural form of a Morse-Smale complex defined on a continuous domain in
the definition of Morse-Smale complex, defined over a TIN. In this case, as we will see in
the Section 2.2.1, it is not guaranteed that cells of Morse-Smale complex are manifold.

Another approach have been presented in [DMD02b]. Given a d-dimensional manifold
K with a scalar field f defined at vertices of K, the authors define a discrete (negative)
gradient vector field on K, and give a decomposition of K into connected components.
In each component, f decreases monotonically from a local maximum. Those components
form an unstable Smale complex and the decomposition is called discrete Smale-like unstable
decomposition. In this case, the cells are manifold by construction, but, as we will see in the
following, it is not guaranteed that the cells produced by intersecting stable and unstable
decompositions are quadrangle with vertices: maximum-saddle-minimum-saddle.
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Moreover, there are in literature several transpositions, in the discrete context, of the
watershed transform (see Section 1.3.4). Since a 2-cell of the Morse complex can be see as
a catchment basin, we can consider the discrete catchment basin as a discrete Morse cell.

1.5.4 Forman Theory and Dual Complex

The two extensions of Morse theory in the discrete, that we have already introduced,
are totally different, the Discrete Morse Theory formalized by Forman [For98], deals with
functions defined on a cell complex, while the Piece-wise Linear Morse theory deals with
functions defined on simplicial points. Here, we present a new relationship between those
two theories. In fact, Piece-wise Linear Morse functions induce a decomposition in cell
complexes. We can define on those complexes a function that is a Discrete Morse function,
according to Forman’s definition.

Let be g : D → R a Morse function. Let Γu be the unstable Morse complex related to g,
on Γu we can define a function f , induced naturally by g, so that f is a Discrete Morse
function.

Theorem. Let γ be a cell of Γu. Since Γu is the unstable decomposition, in case of γ is a
0-cell there is a minimum mi associated with γ, in case of γ is a 1-cell there is a saddle si
associated with γ, in case of γ is a 2-cell there is a maximum Mi associated with γ,.

Let be f : Γu → R a function defined as follows:

f(γ) =


f(mi) if γ is a 0-cell
f(si) if γ is a 1-cell
f(Mi) if γ is a 2-cell

Function f is a Discrete Morse function.

Proof. Since Mi is a maximum, g(Mi) > g(sj), for each sj on the boundary of the 2-cell
γMi

, thus f(γMi
) > f(γsj

) for each 1-cell γsj
adjacent to γMi

. Analogously, since mi is
a minimum, g(mi) < g(sj), for each sj connected by on arc with the 1-cell γmi

, thus
f(γmi

) < f(γsj
) for each 1-cell γsj

adjacent to γmi
.

1.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed the main notions and results of Morse theory in the
continuum. Then, we have shortly presented two extensions of Morse theory in the discrete
domain: piecewise linear Morse theory and discrete Morse theory. In Section 2.1, we will
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present a new characterization of piecewise linear Morse functions and we will notice that
these functions induce a decomposition of the domain into cells, which can be considered
cells of a Morse complex in a discrete domain.
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Chapter 2

Modeling Discrete Morse Functions

As we have seen in Section 1.3, Morse functions are smooth functions in which critical
points are isolated. These constraints cannot be applied to functions piecewise defined
on a discrete domain, since they are not smooth. Many authors have investigated how
to transpose the results of Morse theory from the continuous case to a discrete case. In
Section 1.5, we have presented the existing characterizations of Morse functions in a discrete
domain.

A function defined on a simplicial complex is a Morse function, according to piece-wise
linear Morse theory, if any two vertices have different field values (see Section 1.5.2). This
constraint is too strong to be applied on real data. In the following (see Section 2.1),
we introduce a new condition, which is weaker, but sufficient to ensure that the function
induces two cell decompositions, that have the same properties as Morse complexes in the
continuum. We will call the functions satisfying the new condition extended Piece-wise
Linear (ePL-) Morse functions.

The problem of transposing the Smale condition to PL-Morse functions has been inves-
tigated in the literature. The Smale condition assures that no 1-cell of the stable Morse
complex is also a 1-cell of the unstable Morse complex. In the differentiable case, a Morse
function that does not satisfy the Smale condition, represents an unstable condition, i.e,
by perturbing slightly a non-Smale function, we can obtain a Smale function (see Section
1.4). But in the piece-wise linear case, this is not true. In Section 2.2, we will discuss how
to force the Smale condition in case of piece-wise linear functions.

Morse-Smale functions have a well-defined structure that we can exploit in order to rep-
resent the Morse-Smale decomposition with a compact combinatorial model. In Section
2.3, we develop a dual representation for the stable and unstable Morse complex which is a
compact description of the Morse-Smale complex. This representation is also well-suited to
describe the Morse complexes of Morse functions which may not satisfy the Morse-Smale
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property since it exploits the duality of the stable and unstable Morse complexes and,
unlike all existing representations, does not explicitly encode the critical net.

In case of functions that do not have the Smale property, we have to enrich the dual data
structure described in Section 2.3. In this case instead of simple saddle we can have more
complex configurations, that we call macro-saddles, in which a 1-cell connects two or more
saddle points. The enriched model is a two-level dual representation for the stable and
unstable Morse complexes for a Morse, but not necessarily Morse-Smale, function f . One
level represents maxima, minima and macro-saddles and their relations, while the other
level represents the topological structure of the macro-saddles. Such combinatorial model
is presented in Section 2.4.

We have introduced the critical points theorem for Morse functions defined over a compact
domain (see Section 1.3.2) and extended it to piecewise linear Morse functions defined
over a sphere (see Section 1.5.2) In Section 2.6, we present how to extend such theorem
to piecewise linear Morse functions defined over a domain with boundary, and with the
presence of macro-saddles.

2.1 Discrete Morse Condition

Banchoff’s characterization of piece-wise linear Morse functions (see Section 1.5.2) requires
that all vertices have distinct field values (see [Ban70]). This constraint is imposed, in order
to ensure that each change of topology of the level set related to the function corresponds
to a single critical point.

Such constraint is quite strong, and thus it is often replaced with a weaker condition:
a function is defined to be piece-wise linear Morse, if each pair of adjacent vertices (i.e.
connected by an edge) have different field values (see [TIKU95]); in this way flat edges
are forbidden. This condition cannot guarantee a one-to-one correspondence between the
changes of topology of the level set and the critical points, but it is strong enough to
decompose the domain into cell complexes, which have the same properties as the Morse
complexes. Almost all real datasets are not piecewise linear Morse, therefore in order to
deal real with data, we have to introduce some noise to remove flat edges.

In the following, we introduce a new, even weaker, condition assuring that we can decom-
pose the domain of the function in Morse complexes. and more generally, the function
can be called a extended Piecewise Linear (ePL)- Morse function. In order to give the
definition of ePL-Morse function, we need to introduce a classification of flat edges.
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Figure 2.1: Figure shows the edge e = AB. If f(A) = f(B), we call e a flat edge.
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Figure 2.2: Figure shows a flat edge, that is regular edge, since f(C) is greater than f(A),
and f(D) is smaller than f(A), (a) Perspective view (b) Top view

2.1.1 Classification of flat edges

Given a scalar field f represented through a TIN, we call flat edge an edge of the TIN
whose two vertices have the same field value.

Let e = AB be a flat edge, with A and B vertices of e, if e is not on the boundary, there are
two triangles t1, t2 that are incident into edge e (see Figure 2.1). We classify e by analyzing
the field values of the opposite vertices C,D of the two triangles t1, t2.

� If f(C) < f(A) and f(A) < f(D)
or
if f(C) > f(A) and f(A) > f(D)
we call e a regular edge (see Figure 2.2)

� If f(C) < f(A) and f(D) < f(A)
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Figure 2.3: Figure shows two critical edges. In (a) a maximum edge is depicted, since for
every point x in LAB, f(x) < f(A), while in (b) there is a minimum edge, since for every
point x in LAB, f(x) > f(A)
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Figure 2.4: Figures show a saddle edge, since f(C) and f(D) are less then f(A), while
f(E) > f(A), with E ∈ LA, and f(H) > f(B) with H ∈ LB. (a) Perspective view, (b)
Top view.

or
f(C) > f(A) and f(D) > f(A)
we call e a critical edge (see Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5)

� If f(C) = f(A) (or f(D) = f(A))
the triangle ABC (ABD) is flat.

We call f a extended PL (ePL)- Morse function, if a TIN does not contain critical edges
or flat triangles.

Since we are interested in applying Morse theory to a large amount of meshes, we classify
the critical edges, and we analyze how to manipulate each kind of critical edge in order to
obtain a PL-Morse function.
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Figure 2.5: Figures show an inflection edge, since f(C) and f(D) are less then f(A), but
this is not a saddle edge, since there are no vertex x ∈ LA so that f(x) > f(A), and this
is not a maximum edge, since the vertices in LB have field values greater than f(B) . (a)
Perspective view, (b) Top view.

Given a critical edge e = AB, according to the field values of vertices adjacent to A or B,
we classify the critical edge. Let LA be the set of vertices adjacent to A, and LB the set of
vertices adjacent to B. Let LAB be the set of vertices that are adjacent to A or to B, i.e.,
LAB = LA

⋃
LB.

� If f(x) < f(A) for each x ∈ LAB
we call e a maximum edge (see Figure 2.3 (a));

� if f(x) > f(A) for each x ∈ LAB
we call e a minimum edge (see Figure 2.3 (b));

� if f(C) > f(A) and f(D) > f(A)
and exists at least two vertices, x ∈ LA and y ∈ LB,
so that f(x) < f(A) and f(y) < f(A)
or
if f(C) < f(A) and f(D) < f(A)
and exists at least two vertices, x ∈ LA and y ∈ LB,
so that f(x) > f(A) and f(y) > f(A)
we call e a saddle edge; (see Figure 2.4)

� otherwise e is an inflection edge
(see Figure 2.5).

Thus, we have four kinds of critical edges: maxima, minima, saddles and inflection edges,
This is similar to the C1 case, in which we have four configurations of critical points:
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Figure 2.6: Applying half-edge collapse to a maximum edge (a), we obtain a maximum
(b).
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Figure 2.7: Applying half-edge collapse to a saddle edge (a), we obtain a saddle (b).

maxima, minima, saddles and inflection points. Notice that if f is a C2 function, ∇(f) is
null for each inflection point. Thus, if f has an inflection point, f is not a Morse function.

2.1.2 Conversion of a function into a ePL-Morse one

The set of ePL-Morse functions, to which we can apply techniques for Morse decomposition,
contains the set of functions without flat edges, since are ePL-Morse functions also functions
that have regular flat edges. We want to extend the set of ePL-Morse function further, so,
in case of critical edges, we need to modify the original dataset in order to remove critical
edges, since a large number of decomposition algorithms require a ePL-Morse function.

The most common approach in literature is to slightly modify the field values associated
with vertices of the flat edge, by introducing some noise. There are many different tech-
niques to create this noise: by adding a small randomly generated value, by sorting the
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Figure 2.8: Applying half-edge collapse to an inflection edge (a), we obtain a regular point
(b).

vertices according to the x − y-value, or by tilting the flat edge. All of these techniques
force the Morse condition, but they may incur in a major drawback: the resulting mesh
may contain a very large number of maxima and minima, so that the corresponding Morse
decomposition contains a lot of very small regions due to the noise that we added to some
of the vertices. The presence of such regions is usually called topological noise.

In the following, we propose a new approach, that forces the ePL-Morse condition, but
does not introduce topological noise.

Let e = AB be a flat edge, we call e an isolated flat edge, if for each x ∈ LAB, x 6= A,B we
have f(x) 6= f(A). Otherwise we say that e is belonging to a chain of flat edges.

Given an edge e = EF we define the slope between E and F denoted with SE,F as the
difference between the field values of E and F . If e is isolated and critical, we substitute
this edge with a vertex. If the new vertex has same coordinates and field values as E or F ,
this operation is called half-edge collapse, if new vertex has as coordinates and field value
the average of coordinates and field values of E and F , we call this operation full-edge
collapse.

� If e is a maximum edge, the resulting vertex A′ is an isolated maximum, since each
adjacent vertex has field value lower than f(A′) (see Figure 2.6).

� If e is a minimum edge, the resulting vertex is an isolated minimum.

� If e is a saddle edge, the resulting vertex is an isolated saddle (see Figure 2.7),
since vertex x in LA and vertex y in LB have field values greater then f(A), while
f(C) < f(A) and f(D) < f(A) or vice versa; given that, there are at least four
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Figure 2.9: Figures show inflection edge depicted in Figure 2.5, by adding noise, the vertex
B may become a maximum, that creates a new small unstable 2-cell. (a) Perspective view,
(b) Top view.

changes of sign of the slope between A′ and its adjacent vertices, past the collapse.
Notice that A′ can be a simple or a multiple saddle.

� If e is a inflection edge and A and B are regular points, the resulting vertex A′ is a
regular point (see Figure 2.8), while if A or B is a saddle, A′ is a saddle. In fact,
by definition of inflection edge, if does not exist x in LA with f(y) > f(A), while
f(C) < f(A) and f(D) < f(A), implies that the slope between e and its adjacent
vertices changes of sign in one or more vertices in L(B). If we have only one change
of sign, B is a regular point and A′ is a regular point, while if we have more changes
of sign, B is a saddle point, and A′ is a saddle point.

If all flat edges are isolated, with this approach, we obtain a mesh with only three types of
critical points: maxima, minima and saddles, as required, in the continuous case, for the
Morse functions.

We call simple chain every chain that is homeomorphic to a edge, i.e every chain without
bifurcations or cycles. In the case of a simple chain of flat edges, we can collapse iteratively
each edge of the chain to obtain a PL-Morse function. Otherwise, our mesh cannot be
reduced to a PL-Morse one.

In case we remove flat edges by adding some noise, as a side effect we can have some
topological noise, i.e. the decomposition can presented small undesired regions. Figure 2.9
shows the same inflection edge as depicted in Figure 2.5, by collapsing the edge, it become
a regular point, while by adding noise it may become a local maximum and generate an
unstable 2-cell.
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Figure 2.10: The figures show a chain of critical edges, (a) Perspective view, (b) Top view.
By using our technique we obtain a saddle point (c), by adding noise, the vertex B may
become a maximum, that creates a new small unstable 2-cell (d).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.11: In the continuous case (a) a non Smale function (in red the ridge and the
valley that have the same path) (b) a small clockwise inclination of the function transform
it into a Smale function (in green the ridge and the valley that have changed the path)

In Figure 2.10 we show a chain of flat critical edges. By collapsing such edges, we obtain a
saddle, while by adding the noise, we can obtain a saddle, or a maximum and two saddles
(see Figure 2.10 (d)) and a new small 2-cell. With our approach we obtain two desirable
results: we minimize the amount of 2-cells, and the Morse decomposition is not affected
by topological noise.

2.2 Smale Condition in the Discrete

We have seen that a function is a Smale function, if every 1-cell of the stable Morse complex
is not tangent to a 1-cell of the unstable Morse complex.

In the differentiable domain (see Section 1.4), Smale functions are dense in the space of
smooth functions, so that we can obtain a Smale function from an arbitrary Morse function,
by slightly perturbing the original function. Figure 2.11 (a) depicts a function that does
not satisfy the Smale condition, since a valley from the saddle on the top has the same
path as a ridge from the saddle on the bottom. A small rotation changes the paths of
the ridge and of the valley, and the modified function will satisfy the Smale condition (see
Figure 2.11(b)).

In the discrete case, a small perturbation may not be enough to force Smale condition.
In the example depicted in Figure 2.12, we show a simple discrete terrain model with a
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Figure 2.12: Simple discrete terrain model with a saddle-saddle edge (shown in red). In
this case, even a small rotation/perturbation of the mesh is not enough to remove the
saddle-saddle edge. On the right we report the top view, and labels report the field value
associated to each vertex.

saddle-saddle edge that cannot be removed by applying a small rotation/perturbation of
the mesh.

In the discrete domain, a ePL-Morse function satisfies the Smale condition, if valleys and
ridges intersect only at critical points (see [EHZ01]). With this characterization, we are
able to decide if the associated scalar field on a given digital model satisfies this condition
only after computing the Morse complexes. An alternative approach is to force the Smale
condition when computing the Morse-Smale complex.

The first approach is common to all techniques that decompose the domain of a scalar
field in a Morse complexes. In those cases, we obtain a Morse-Smale decomposition only
if the boundary of the 2-cells of the unstable decomposition do not share any edge with
the boundary of the 2-cells of the stable decomposition. Otherwise, we conclude that the
function is a non-Smale function.

In [EHZ01], another approach is presented. In this case, while tracing the ridges and the
valleys, the algorithm checks whether an edge belongs to both a ridge and a valley, and
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Figure 2.13: The path between the two saddles is duplicated and extended. We obtain
two path, one ascending, the other descending. The ascending path starts from the lower
saddle, goes through the upper saddle and ends at a maximum, like a ridge. The descending
path, starts from the upper saddle, goes through the lower saddle and ends at a minimum,
like a valley.

it makes sure that every ridge intersects valleys only at critical points, and vice versa. To
this purpose, if a ridge shares an edge with a valley, this edge is split in two overlapping
edges, and one of them is assigned to the ridge and the other one to the valley. Then,
if the ridge does not intersect the valley, the path is traced according to the maximum
slope, otherwise, the valley is followed in ascending direction. This algorithm does not
change the geometry of the mesh, but forces its combinatorial structure in order to obtain
a Morse-Smale complex.

Moreover, to obtain a Morse-Smale decomposition, every valley should connect a saddle
point with a minimum, and every ridge should connect a saddle point with a maximum.
Therefore, we should avoid that a ridge, or a valley, connects a saddle with another saddle.
In this case, the path is extended beyond the saddle point, until it reaches a maximum,
or a minimum. Figure 2.13 shows a path between two saddles which is duplicated and
extended. In this case, we create a new dummy region ABCD, with an area equal to zero.
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2.2.1 Morse-Smale Complex in the Discrete

In the differentiable case, a 2-cell in the Morse-Smale complex is a manifold with four
vertices, a maximum, a saddle, a minimum, and another saddle (see Section 1.4). In the
discrete case, this property cannot be guaranteed.

Let us consider a TIN representing a scalar field in which we have a maximum and a set
of minima lying on the boundary of its stable cell. In the example depicted in Figure 2.14
(a), we have a maximum M and six minima A, B, C, D, E, F on the boundary of the
stable manifold of M . Moreover, we note that the number of triangles incident in M is
equal to five while the minima on the boundary of the stable manifold of M are six.

Now, we analyze the stable cells associated with minima A, B, C, D, E, F , respectively.
Theoretically, each stable cell associated with a minimum in {A, B, C, D, E, F} should
have M as a maximum on its boundary. Since the number of minima on the boundary
of the unstable cell of M is larger than the number of triangles incident into M , we have
that at least one stable cell cannot reach maximum M . In Figure 2.14 (b), the stable cell
associated with minimum C is not incident into maximum M . Non critical vertices that
belong to the boundary of more than two stable (unstable) cells are called junction points,
since they form a junction between two ridges (valleys). In Figure 2.14 (b), ridges p and q,
ascending to M , meet at vertex J , which is a junction point. If we compute the intersection
between the unstable cell associated with maximum M and the stable cell associated with
C, we obtain a 2-cell, belonging to the Morse-Smale complex, that has on the boundary a
minimum, a saddle, a junction point and a saddle.

An alternative approach is to force each 2-cell of the Morse-Smale complex to have a chain
of maximum, saddle, minimum and saddle on its boundary. To achieve such result, in
[EHZ01] the authors propose to drop the manifold constraint, thus, allowing regions of
the resulting Morse-Smale decomposition to be non-manifold. In the example depicted in
Figure 2.14 (c), the path connecting the junction point and the maximum is duplicated, and
the region of the Morse-Smale decomposition is non-manifold since it has a dangling edge.
By adopting this technique, we obtain a Morse-Smale decomposition without modifying
the original mesh, but the resulting decomposition is no longer a cell complex.

Moreover, forcing the Smale condition in order to obtain a Morse-Smale decomposition even
if the function is not Smale (see Section 2.2) may lead to degenerate Morse-Smale regions.
In the example depicted in Figure 2.13, the region having on its boundary A,B,C,D is
not a 2-cell, in fact it is only composed by three 1-cells: (A,B), (B,C) and (C,D).
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Figure 2.14: (a) There are six minima on the boundary of the 2-cell associated with
the maximum M in the unstable Morse decomposition. (b) Since only five triangles are
incident in M , there are five 2-cells of the stable complex incident in M. (c) The Morse-
Smale region, depicted in red, is non-manifold, the 2-dimensional subset of the cell has
three critical points and a regular point on its boundary, while the fourth critical point is
connected by a dangling edge.
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Figure 2.15: Unstable (a) and stable Morse complexes (b).

2.3 Dual Representation for Morse Complexes

In this Section, we develop a dual representation for the stable and unstable Morse com-
plexes which is a compact description of both complexes. We have proposed this represen-
tation in [DDV07]. This representation is well-suited to describe the Morse complexes of
Morse functions which satisfy the Smale condition, since it just exploits the duality of the
stable and unstable Morse complexes.

We denote with Γs the stable complex and with Γu the unstable complex for a function f
defined over a compact domain D in the x-y-plane. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the 2-cells of Γs and the 0-cells of Γu, both corresponding to the minima of f
and a one-to-one correspondence between the 2-cells of Γu and the 0-cells of Γs, both
corresponding to the maxima of f . Each 1-cell es in Γs connects two maxima and thus
represents the two integral lines from two maxima to the saddle point sd associated with es
(see Figure 2.15 (a)). The corresponding 1-cell eu in Γu is associated with the same saddle
point sd and connects two minima, thus representing the two integral lines from saddle sd
to the two minima (see Figure 2.15 (b)).

We exploit this duality to define a compact representation which encodes both the stable
and unstable complexes at same time. We represent the stable and unstable, as three lists
of elements, namely minima, maxima and saddles.

� With each minimum m, we associate the list of saddles corresponding to the 1-cells
incident in m in the unstable complex. The list is sorted radially around m.
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� With each maximum M , we associate the list of saddles corresponding to the 1-cells
incident in M in the stable complex. The list is sorted radially around M .

� With each saddle point s, we associate the two minima and the two maxima connected
with it. The list is sorted radially around s.

This representation is exactly a description of the stable Morse complex and of the unstable
Morse complex in the form of an incidence graph. The incidence graph describes a 2-
complex, by encoding its 0-, 1- and 2-cells. For each 0-cell, it encodes the 1-cells incident
in it. For each 2-cell the 1-cells bounding it. For each 1-cell, it encodes the two 0-cells
bounding it and it encodes the two 2-cells bounded by it.

Nodes of the incidence graph are cells of Morse complexes, while arcs encode adjacencies.
In case of stable complex, minima correspond to 0-cells of the stable complex, saddles
correspond to 1-cells, and maxima correspond to 2-cells. In case of unstable complex, it
is reversed: maxima correspond to 0-cells of the unstable complex, saddles correspond to
1-cells, and minima correspond to 2-cells.

In the continuous case, the 1-skeleton of a 2D Morse-Smale complex, which consists of
critical points and of the integral lines, is called the critical net (see Section 1.4). The com-
binatorial representation of the critical net for 2D scalar fields is called a surface network
[Wol04](Section 1.4). Let us consider nodes of the surface network as cells of the Morse
complexes, and arcs of the surface network as the incidence relation between cells of the
Morse complexes. We can note that the surface network can be seen as an incidence graph,
and thus, an incidence-based representation of the stable and unstable Morse complexes.
Moreover, we can associate points of maxima and minima in the incidence graph, to the
corresponding 2-cells in the Morse complexes, and to triangles belonging to such cells, so
we can also create a mapping between the geometrical representation of a terrain and its
morphological decomposition.

2.4 A two-level Dual Representation for Morse Com-

plexes

In this Section, we define an extension of the combinatorial model described in Section
2.3, useful to represent the morphological structure in case of Morse, but not necessarily
Morse-Smale, scalar fields. Let us consider the intersection of the stable and of the unstable
Morse complex of f (see Figure 2.16). The critical points of f are still non-degenerate and,
thus, isolated, but the intersection of the boundaries of the stable and unstable 1-manifolds
may not be a single saddle point: it can be a 1-cell, which connects two or more saddle
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Figure 2.16: Stable (a), unstable (b) Morse complexes, and their intersection (c). Line e
connects saddles s′ and s”.

points. For example, in Figure 2.16, line e belongs to the boundary of both the stable and
unstable complexes, and it is bounded by saddles s′ and s′′.

Given a stable Morse complex Γs, we call a macro-saddle a maximal connected set of 1-cells
such that each 1-cell in the set is incident into two saddles. A macro-saddle σ is defined by
the set of saddles σ = {s1, s2, ...sk} forming it. A macro-saddle corresponds to a network
s1, s2, ...sk of 1-cells in the stable Morse complex joining maxima (see Figure 2.17 (a)).
Note that, if s1, s2, ...sk denotes the set of saddles forming a macro-saddle in the stable
Morse complex, the same set of saddles forms a macro-saddle in the unstable complex, but
the net of 1-cells will be different. This is due to the fact that the s1, s2, ...sk will be on the
boundary of the 2-cells in the stable complex associated with the minima connected through
some of the saddles in s1, s2, ...sk. Figure 2.17 (b) and (c) show stable and unstable Morse
complexes, we notice that they share a macro-saddle, but only the 1-cells that connect a
simple saddle, that belong to the macro-saddle, with another saddle of the macro-saddle,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.17: Macro-saddle is formed by 5 saddles. (b) and (c) show stable and unstable
Morse complexes, while their intersection is depicted in (a).
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Figure 2.18: Multiple saddle s is connected to maxima {M1,M2,M3} and minima
{m1,m2,m3}.

are in common, while the 1-cells that connect a saddle of the macro-saddle with another
critical point (maximum or minimum) are different.

The number k of saddles s1, . . . sk forming a macro-saddle σ is called the cardinality of σ,
and σ is called a k-saddle. In Figure 2.16 (b), σ = {s′, s′′} is a 2-saddle, in Figure 2.17 (a),
σ is a 5-saddle.

We say that a maximum or a minimum p is connected to a macro-saddle σ if there exists
a 1-cell connecting p with one of the saddles in σ. A macro-saddle σ will connect the same
number h of minima and maxima, where h ≥ 2. If σ = {s}, with s simple saddle, then
h = 2 (it connects exactly two maxima and two minima). If σ = {s} and s is a multiple
saddle, then h > 2 (a multiple saddle connects more than two maxima and two minima).
In Figure 2.18, saddle s is connected to three maxima and three minima; thus h = 3.

Let us suppose to collapse all saddles {s1, . . . sk} belonging to a macro-saddle σ, into a
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Figure 2.19: Portion of the stable (a) and unstable (b) Morse complexes of Figure 2.16, in
which σ = {s′, s′′} is a macro-saddle. Upper level (c). Encoding of σ in the lower level as
a graph of maxima (d) and as a graph of minima (e).
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Figure 2.20: The macro-saddle in (a) is collapsed in a monkey saddle in (b). Upper level
(c) is the same in both the configurations. Lower level is different, on the left is depicted
graph of maxima (d) and graph of minima (e) for the macro-saddle, on the right, is depicted
graph of maxima (f) and graph of minima (g) for the monkey saddle.
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single point σ′. Vertices adjacent to σ′ can be radially sorted in a 2-dimensional domain.
We denote the lists of the maxima and minima connected to a macro-saddle σ as Ls(σ)
and Lu(σ), respectively. Thus, a macro-saddle σ can be viewed as a hyperarc connecting
the maxima in Ls(σ) in the stable complex and a hyperarc connecting the minima in Lu(σ)
in the unstable complex.

We propose the following two-level representation, which captures the duality between the
stable and the unstable complexes. The upper level has a similar structure as the represen-
tation that we have seen in Section 2.3, while the lower level is focused on the representation
of macro-saddles. In the upper level, we represent maxima, minima and macro-saddles to-
gether with their relations, so we encode the incidence graph, as we have seen in Section
2.3, and this gives an implicit representation of the two dual Morse complexes. We have
first presented this two-level dual representation in [DDVM07].

The structure at the top level is as follows:

� with each minimum m, we associate the list of the macro-saddles σi adjacent to it,
i.e., those such that m belongs to Lu(σi). The list is sorted radially around m. In
Figure 2.19 (c), the macro-saddles associated with minimum m3 are σ, σ2, σ3. These
correspond to the 1-cells incident in m3 in the unstable complex and to the 1-cells
bounding the 2-cell of m3 in the stable one.

� with each maximum M we associate the list of the macro-saddles σi adjacent to it,
i.e., those such that M belongs to Ls(σi). The list is sorted radially around M . In
Figure 2.19 (c), the macro-saddles associated with maximum M1 are σ, σ1, σ2. These
correspond to the 1-cells incident in M1 in the stable complex and to the 1-cells
bounding the 2-cell of M1 in the unstable one.

� with each macro-saddle, we associate the list of the minima in Lu(σ) and the list of
the maxima in Ls(σ). For macro-saddle σ in Figure 2.19, Ls(σ)= {M1,M2,M3} and
Lu(σ)={m1,m2,m3}.

Figure 2.19 (c) shows a diagram of the relations among maxima, minima and macro-
saddles in the upper level data structure. The macro-saddle σ is represented as a hyperarc
connecting three minima and three maxima.

At the lower level, a macro-saddle σ = {s1, s2, ...sk} is described as:

� a graph of 1-manifolds connecting the maxima in Ls(σ), called the graph of maxima;
the nodes of such graph are the saddles in σ = {s1, s2, ...sk} and the maxima in Ls(σ),
the arcs represented the 1-cells of the stable complex that connect pair of saddles in
σ or a saddle in σ with a maximum.
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� a graph of 1-manifolds connecting the minima in Lu(σ), called the graph of minima;
the nodes of such graph are the saddles in σ = {s1, s2, ...sk} and the minima in Lu(σ),
the arcs represented the 1-cells of the unstable complex that connect pair of saddles
in σ or a saddle in σ with a minimum.

Figures 2.19 (d) and 2.19 (e) show the graph of maxima and the graph of minima describing
macro-saddle σ, shown in Figure 2.19 (c). Note that if function f satisfies the Smale
condition, each macro-saddle is a simple saddle, and thus the lower-level representation
becomes trivial.

It can be notice that the graph describing the structure of a macro-saddle σ can be sim-
plified in the piecewise linear case (e.g., for a TIN) by merging two saddles s′, s′′ which are
adjacent along an edge, as we have seen in Section 1.5.2. This creates a multiple saddle s
belonging to σ replacing s′ and s′′. Figure 2.20 (a) shows a configuration with a macro-
saddle σ, by merging the two saddle s′ and s′′ belonging to σ, we obtain a monkeys saddle
(Figure2.20 (b)). Upper level is the same in both configurations (Figure 2.20 (c)), while
lower levels are different (see Figure 2.20 (d),(e),(f),(g)) since the lower levels encoding of
a multiple saddle or of a saddle-saddle are different.

2.5 Combining Geometrical and Morphological Rep-

resentation of a Terrain

In the continuous case, the 1-skeleton of a 2D Morse-Smale complex, which consists of
critical points and of the integral lines, is called the critical net (see Section 1.4). Similarly,
in the discrete case, we call critical net the set of the 0-cells and 1-cells of the Morse-Smale
complex. We define generalized critical net the set of the 0-cells and 1-cells that belong
either to the stable Morse complex or to the unstable Morse complex. In case of Morse
functions that hold Smale condition, the generalized critical net is a critical net. Let T a
model of terrain, we denote with N its extended critical net.

As we seen in Section 2.4, let G1 = (C1, A1) denote the upper level of incidence graph for
a Morse complex, where C1 is set of nodes, and A1 is the set of arcs. Notice that each
macro-saddle is a node of the upper level graph and at each macro-saddle is associated a
graph at lower level. We denote with Gσ = (Cσ, Aσ) the associated graph at lower level,
in which Cσ is composed by saddles belonging to σ, and Aσ contains the arcs connecting
the saddles in σ. Let G = (C,A) be the expanded incidence graph, in which the upper and
lower level are represented together. In the expanded incidence graph, macro-saddles are
expanded into simple saddles. C is union of set of minima and maxima that belong to C1

and set of saddles that belong to Cσ, for each σ in C1. A is union of the set of arcs of
A1, i.e., arcs that connect minima or maxima with a macro-saddle, and set of arcs of Aσ,
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Figure 2.21: Upper level (a) of the incidence-graph in case of a Morse complex. Encoding
of σ in the lower level (b). Figure (c) shows the corresponding expanded graph, in which
are represented both upper and lower level.
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that connect saddles that belong to the same macro-saddle σ, for each σ in C1. Figure
2.21 shows (a) upper level of incidence graph of a Morse complex, (b) lower level and (c)
expanded graph.

In order to describe a terrain, we are interested to give a combined description of its
geometry and of its morphological structure. For this reason, we define a novel terrain
model T that is a triplet (Σ, N,G), in which Σ is the geometrical representation, N its
generalized critical net and G a representation of the morphological structure, encoded as
an extended incidence graph.

We observe that N is a subset of Σ, since N is composed by vertices and edges of Σ. Thus,
we define a map ϕ : N → Σ, in which at each vertex in N and at each edge in N are
associated its coordinates. Since N is a subset of Σ, ϕ is injective and not surjective.

Furthermore, we can associate each critical point in N to a node in G. This correspondence
is one-to-one. While, an arc a in G corresponds to the set of edges in N belonging to the
1-cell that connect the two critical points that are connected in G by a. We define a map
ψ : N → G, that is surjective and not injective.

2.6 Euler Formula for Morse-Smale complex and Morse

Complexes

As we seen in Section 1.3.2, given a compact subset M2 of R2, and a Morse function
f : M2 → R2, the critical point theorem [Ban70] states that:

#minima+ #maxima−#saddle = χ(M2)

where χ(M2) is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of M2. Furthermore, we have seen in
Section 1.5.2 that, if f is a piecewise linear Morse function defined over a domain that is
homeomorphic to a sphere, the critical points satisfy the following formula:

#minima−#saddles+ #maxima = 2 (2.1)

and, by applying the Euler formula to the stable, or unstable Morse complex, we have:

#(2− cells)−#(1− cells) + #(0− cells) = 2 (2.2)

In the following, we present how to extend Euler formula in case of Morse-Smale functions
defined over a domain with boundary, and in case of functions that do not satisfy Smale
condition, since they present multiple saddles, or macro-saddles.
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Figure 2.22: Unstable (a) and stable Morse complexes (b). In case of unstable complex,
we have eight maxima, four minima inside the domain, eleven valleys. In case of stable
complex, we have two maxima inside the domain, six minima, seven ridges.

2.6.1 Euler Formula for Domain with Boundary

For a domain homeomorphic to a disk with a boundary, we have to modify formula (2.1)
to take into account the critical points on the boundary of the domain. Each saddle
corresponds to a 1-cell(valley) in the unstable decomposition and to a 1-cell (ridge) in the
stable decomposition, but a 1-cell corresponds to zero or one saddle. A 1-cell does not
correspond to a saddle if it intersects the boundary, and there is an edge pass in the point
in which the valley or the ridge intersect the boundary (see Figure 2.22).

Let M be the set of maxima, MB the set of maxima on the boundary and MI set of the
maxima inside the domain, we have MB

⋃
MI = M, and MB

⋂
MI = ∅. Analogously

let N be the set of minima, NB the set of minima on the boundary and NI the set of the
minima inside the domain, we have NB

⋃
NI = N , and NB

⋂
NI = ∅.

We denote with V , the set of the 1-cells of the unstable decomposition, i.e. set of the
valleys. Each saddle corresponds to a 1-cell of the unstable decomposition and a 1-cell of
the stable decomposition. Instead, a 1-cell of the stable decomposition can correspond to
any saddle, in this case, there is an edge valley pass, as defined in [Sch05], on the boundary
that corresponds to this 1-cell. We denote with R, the set of the 1-cells of the stable
decomposition, i.e. the set of the ridges.

Theorem. Euler formula in case of domain with boundary for unstable complex is:

#M+ #NI −#V = 1 (2.3)

and, Euler formula in case of domain with border for stable complex is:

#N + #MI −#R = 1 (2.4)
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Proof. We show that the formula (2.3), holds in case of unstable decomposition. As we
have seen, in case of domain S2-homeomorphic, formula (2.2) holds.

We add to our domain a so-called virtual pit [TIKU95], a minimum that makes our domain
homeomorphic to a sphere, so that #2− cells is #M , #0− cells is #mi, since we delete
the minima on the boundary, since they are neighbors of the virtual pit. #1− cells is #V .

Thus we have:
#M+ #NI + 1−#V = 2

and so:
#M+ #N −#V = 1

Similarly, formula (2.4) follows, by adding the virtual peak to the domain.

Figures 2.22 show the formula in case of the unstable decomposition (a) and in case of the
stable decomposition (b).

2.6.2 Euler Formula for Morse Complexes

Equation (2.1), relating the number of minima, maxima and saddles, only holds for func-
tions that satisfy the Smale condition. This happens because every 1-cell connects two
maxima in the stable complex and separates the 2-cells of two minima. The opposite
happens in the unstable complex.

As we have seen in Section 1.5.2, we can extend Euler formula in presence of multiple
saddles, by taking into account the indexes of saddles. In the following, we want to extend
Euler formula in case of both multiple saddles and macro-saddles, by exploiting the cardi-
nality of macro-saddles. In Section 2.4, we have defined the cardinality of a macro-saddle
σ = {s1, s2, ...sk}, in which ∀si ∈ σ, si is simple, as the number of saddles in σ. If σ is
a multiple saddle, that connects h maxima and h minima, we call card(σ) = h − 1. If σ
is a macro-saddle σ = {s1, s2, ...sk}, formed from simple and multiple saddles, we have:
card(σ) =

∑
s∈saddles card(s).

By using definition of cardinality, we can extend Euler Formula (2.1).

Theorem. Let σ be a saddle, that can be a simple, multiple saddle or a macro saddle.
Euler Formula in case of Morse functions is:

#minima−
∑

σ∈saddles

card(σ) + #maxima = 2 (2.5)

Proof. In case of each σ ∈ saddles is simple, card(σ) is equal to one. The Formula (2.5) is
Euler Formula (2.1).
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Let be σ a multiple saddle with cardinality h, i.e., connected with h+ 1 maxima and h+ 1
minima, we can split σ in h simple saddles (see Figure 2.23(a) and (b)). The operation
saddle-split creates a new vertex and a new edge, thus, it is a MEV (Make-Edge-Vertex)
Euler operation (see [Man87], for details) and it is invariant with respect to Euler Formula.
Thus, from Euler Formula (2.1) we have: #minima−

∑
σ∈saddles card(σ) + #maxima = 2

Let be σ a macro-saddle with cardinality k, i.e., formed by k simple saddles directly
connected. Since in case of simple saddles holds Formula (2.1), we derive easily Formula
2.5.

2.7 Summary

In this Chapter, we have discussed how to define a Morse function in the discrete domain.
We have introduced a new condition to define a Morse function in the discrete domain:
this condition is weaker than conditions presented in literature, and permit to apply the
results of Morse theory to a wider number of terrains. Furthermore, we have discussed the
Smale condition in discrete domain.

We have introduced a compact model to represent a Morse-Smale complex, this model is
based on the duality of stable and unstable Morse complexes. Then, we have enriched such
dual model to represent stable and unstable Morse complexes, even if the Smale condition
is not satisfied.

Finally, we have investigated how to extend the critical points theorem defined for Morse-
Smale functions, to piecewise linear Morse functions defined over a domain with boundary,
and in case of multiple saddles.

In Chapter 3, we will present the main approaches (region-growing, boundary based and
watershed) for computing an approximation of Morse and Morse-Smale complexes in the
discrete domain. We will analyze in details and compare the techniques to compute Morse
and Morse-Smale decomposition, and we will present a new region growing algorithm
developed in own research.
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Figure 2.23: S is a multiple saddle with cardinality 2(a). S is a macro-saddle with cardi-
nality 2 (b)
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Chapter 3

Computing Morse and Morse-Smale
Complexes

Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature for decomposing the domain of
a scalar field f (like a terrain model) into an approximation of Morse complexes, or of a
Morse-Smale, complex. Some techniques interpolate the discrete model by fitting a C1 or
C2 surface on the terrain model and then apply techniques developed in the continuous
case: others simulate a Morse complex in the discrete case.

The purpose of this thesis is dealing with discrete models directly. Thus, we are not
interested in techniques that construct a smooth representation. Since in case of large
datasets they require the numerical computations. Therefore, in this Chapter, we review
the most common techniques that compute a Morse or Morse-Smale decomposition of a
digital terrain model directly. These algorithms can be classified in many ways, according
to different points of view. In Section 3.1, we present these classifications. In the following,
we use a classification based on the decomposition technique, that classifies the algorithms
as region growing, watershed and boundary based.

In Section 3.2, we review region-growing algorithms, in Section 3.3 we present the main
watershed algorithms. In Section 3.4, we present boundary-based methods to extract
Morse-Smale decomposition.

In Section 3.5 we describe a new region-growing algorithm, called STD (Source-Through-
Drain) algorithm, that is fully discrete and simulates the flow of integral lines. We have
presented this algorithm in [MDD+07, MDD+09].
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3.1 Classification

Discrete algorithms for computing Morse and Morse Smale complexes can be classified
according to different criteria: distribution of input data, result of the decomposition,
technique used to compute critical points, technique used to compute decomposition.

Based on the distribution of input data, we can classify such algorithms as follows. Some
algorithms have been developed to decompose a simplicial complex, while other algorithms
have been originally developed to decompose gray-level images. Moreover, some algorithms
consider for each vertex, both its position respect to x − y plane and its elevation, while
others consider, for each vertex, its elevation only.

Some algorithms have been developed to decompose the graph of scalar field into Morse
complexes, while others have been developed to decompose it into a Morse-Smale complex.
If the scalar field is a Smale function, we can obtain a Morse-Smale decomposition, from
the Morse decomposition, in a post-processing step, by overlying the unstable and the
stable Morse complexes. On the other hand, for the algorithms that at the same time
decompose a scalar field into Morse-Smale complex, it is possible extract the unstable and
the stable Morse complexes separately.

To decompose a domain into Morse complexes, we have three distinct approaches: some
algorithms build the regions of the stable (or unstable) Morse decomposition on a TIN
by starting from minima (maxima) and incrementally adding triangles to the regions of
the minima, until each triangle is assigned to a region. We name this approach as region
growing. A second approach has been developed in the field of image processing, and
can be applied to the RSG terrains, viewed as gray-level images. This is known as the
watershed approach. The general idea is to compute a decomposition of the domain of
a function into regions of influence associated with the minima. Every local minimum
is associated with the region composed of nearest points to it, according to a predefined
distance rule (see Section 1.3.4 for further details). Finally, there is a completely different
approach, that we call boundary-based. Algorithms based on this approach compute first
the critical points and then, starting from saddles, trace ridges and valleys by following
steepest paths outgoing from saddles. As we seen in the smooth case (see Section 1.4),
0-cells of the Morse-Smale complex are critical points, 1-cells are ridge and valleys. Thus,
by computing 0- and 1-cells, we define the Morse-Smale complex completely. Notice that,
in a region-growing approach, we process triangles and we assign each triangle to a region;
in the watershed approach, we process vertices, and we assign vertices to a region; while,
in the boundary-based one, we process edges, and by tracing 1-cells, we compute regions.

An important difference among the various algorithms is in how they compute critical
points. There are basically two approaches: the computation of critical points is a pre-
processing step, or it is a result of the algorithm. In the first approach, critical points
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Algorithm Data
Input

Decomposition
Technique

Output

[MDD+07] TIN Region Growing Morse complexes

[DDM03b] TIN Region Growing Morse complexes

[DDM+03a] TIN Region Growing Morse complexes

[VS91] RSG Watershed Morse complexes

[Mey94] RSG Watershed Morse complexes

[MW99] RSG Watershed Morse complexes

[TIKU95] RSG Boundary Based Morse-Smale complex

[EHZ01] TIN Boundary Based Morse-Smale complex

Table 3.1: Algorithms for Morse or Morse-Smale complexes

are computed according to Banchoff technique (see Section 1.5.2), by comparing the field
value of a vertex with the field values of its neighbors. In the second approach, we obtain
minima while computing the stable decomposition, since they are seeds of unstable 2-cells,
and, similarly, we obtain maxima while computing the unstable decompositions, since they
are seeds of stable 2-cells.

3.2 Region Growing Algorithms

Region-growing algorithms mimic, in the discrete case, the definition of 2-cell for a Morse
complex, as the set of the integral lines (see definition in Section 1.4), that start from a
critical point. More precisely, a 2-cell of the stable complex is the set of the integral lines
emanating from a minimum, and a 2-cell of the unstable complex is the set of the integral
lines emanating from a maximum.

In this Section, we present two region-based methods [DDM+03a, DDM03b] for extracting
an approximation of a Morse complex on a triangulated surface. Both methods apply a
region-growing technique and they differ in the way they simulate the integral lines in the
discrete case. The method in [DDM03b] is based on the elevation values, while the one in
[DDM+03a] is based on the gradient associated with the triangles.

Both algorithms visit and assign vertices and triangles to a region. To extract the unstable
Morse complex, the vertices of the triangle mesh are sorted in descending order of their
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Figure 3.1: (a) The decomposition process: component corresponding to the point with
f = 8 with its discrete gradient vector field. The components before (b) and after (c)
merging. (Courtesy of [DMD02a])

elevation, and are processed in this order. Let p be the vertex at the highest elevation
among unprocessed vertices. The unstable 2-cell associated with p is initialized with all
the triangles in the star of p, which have not yet been assigned to any cell. The region is
grown by following a predefined criterion, until the cell cannot be extended any more. If
the vertex p lies on the boundary of another 2-cell, then the vertex is not a local maximum,
and thus the two 2-cells are merged. Flat triangles, having all three vertices at the same
elevation, are marked and not considered by the algorithm. The region growing process is
illustrated through the example in Figure 3.1.

In summary, the main steps of these two algorithms are:

1. Sort all the vertices based on their field values.

2. For each vertex, starting from the highest one (note that v may not be a local
maximum):

(a) grow a region, intuitively, formed by triangles whose water flows from v, and
have not been already assigned to the region of another (higher, since already
processed) vertex.

(b) if v lies on the boundary of an already computed region, associated with a
(higher) vertex w, this means that v is not a maximum: in this case, merge
the just computed region for v into the region of w.

The growing criterion, according to which a triangle is added, is different in the two
algorithms. In [DDM03b], the current region is extended by including the triangle t =
ABC, adjacent to the region along a common edge AB, if the remaining vertex C of t is
the lowest vertex of the triangle. Thus, only the field values are taken into account.
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Figure 3.2: (Above) t is a triangle belonging to region R, e is the edge of t shared with
the triangle t′. The gradient of t′ is concordant to the gradient of t, thus t′ is added to the
region R (it will become green). The gradient is depicted with arrows. (Below) The five
configurations of bundles of integral lines traversing a triangle. Green point is a minimum,
blue point is a maximum.(Courtesy of [DMD02a])

In [DDM+03a], the region growing criterion takes into account the vertices positions in the
x − y-plane in addition to the field values. Let t be a triangle belonging to region R and
let e be the edge of t, on the boundary of R. Let t′ be the triangle which shares e with
t: if the gradient of t′ has the same orientation as the gradient of t, t′ is added to region
R (see Figure 3.2). The gradient field of a triangle can have five possible configurations:
if it is incident to a minimum (see Figure 3.2 (a)) or a maximum (see Figure 3.2 (b)),
then a bundle of integral lines is emanating from the minimum or it is converging to the
maximum. The gradient can be parallel to one edge of the triangle (see Figure 3.2 (c)), or
can enter the triangle along one (two) edges and leave it along two (one) edges (see Figure
3.2 (d)-(e)).

In both these algorithms the merging step plays a key role. Since growing criteria are quite
restrictive, before merging we can have a lot of small regions. We have developed a new
region growing algorithm, in which the growing criterion plays the most important role,
and that it does not need a merging step. We will present the new algorithm in Section
3.5.
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3.3 Computing a Morse Complex through a Water-

shed Approach

We briefly recall that the watershed transform provides a decomposition of a the domain
of a smooth function f into open regions of influence associated to minima, saddles and
maxima of f , called catchment basins. The catchment basins related to the saddles form
the watershed lines. Given a Morse function f , the catchment basin CB(p) of a critical
point (maximum, saddle, minimum) p ∈ D is defined as the set of points which are closer
(in the sense of topographic distance) to p than to any other critical point of the same
type (maximum, saddle, minimum). If the function f is smooth, the union of all the
catchment basins related to maxima, saddles and minima forms the stable Morse complex
of f . Through a change in the sign of Morse function f , the unstable cells of the minima,
saddles and maxima can be extracted, and thus the unstable Morse complex for f can be
defined. Please refer to Section 1.3.4 for further details.

The watershed transform has been first introduced in image processing for gray-scale im-
ages, and several definitions exist in the discrete case [BL79, BM98, MR96, Mey94, SS00,
VS91]. Moreover, many algorithms have been developed to compute watershed transforms,
(see [RM00] for a survey).

Here, we briefly review the two major approaches proposed in the literature, namely those
based on simulated immersion [VS91], and those based on the discretization of the topo-
graphic distance [Mey94]. Finally, we discuss two methods based on rain falling simulation
which have been developed for triangle meshes [MW99, SS00].

3.3.1 Simulated Immersion

In [VS91, Soi04], an algorithm is presented based on the idea of simulated immersion. This
idea can be described in a very intuitive way. For a 2D scalar field f (e.g. a terrain model),
let us consider the graph of f and assume to drill holes in place of local minima. We assume
to insert this graph (surface) in a pool of water, building dams to prevent water coming
from different minima to merge. Then, the watershed of f is described by these dams, and
the catchment basins of minima are delineated by the dams. Figure 3.3 shows the flooding
step of the algorithm in case of an 1D model.

The original algorithm has been designed for Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) represented
as gray-scale images. Here, we call vertices the pixels of the grid, since each vertex corre-
sponds to a pixel, and therefore the catchment basin of a vertex v, if v is a local miminum,
consists of a set of vertices, including v itself.

To compute the catchment basins of minima, the algorithm performs the following steps:
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: The watershed process by simulated immersion: first water floods the lowest
local minima (a). When water level grows up new minima are flooded and some dams are
building to prevent water coming from different minima to merge (b). To each minimum
corresponds a catchment basin delimited by dams (c).

1. Sort the vertices.

2. For each function value h, starting from the lowest one, and for each vertex v,
having such value:

(a) If v is a local minimum, then start a new catchment basin containing just v

(b) If v is not a local minimum, then some neighbor vertices w1...wk (with k ≥ 1) of
v have already been processed (since lower than v) and each of them has been
assigned to a catchment basin.
If all w1...wk have been assigned to the same basin, related to local minimum
w, then assign v to the basin of w.
Otherwise (i.e., if two or more neighbor vertices have been assigned to distinct
basins) then classify v as a watershed vertex.

Note that, even if the algorithm in [VS91] has been presented for images (in which pixel
are considered 4- or 8-connected), it is possible to adapt it to meshes, with irregularly
distributed vertices and without posing constraints on the connectivity, i.e., to simplicial
models such as a TIN. We have implemented the algorithm in case of TIN, by taking into
account the vertices of the triangle mesh, and extending the vertex classification on the
triangles. In Section 4.1, we will present the implementation of such approach.

3.3.2 Image Integration and Hill Climbing

Another approach to watershed computation has been presented in [MB90, Mey91, Mey94].
In this case, the catchment basin of a minimum is the set of the points closest to the min-
imum, according to a certain distance. Different techniques mainly differ in the definition
of the distance function.
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m

Figure 3.4: Hill Climbing algorithm: a wave front, in red, starts from a minimum and
climbs the hill

Image Integration is a variation of the Dijkstra-Moore algorithm [Dij59], that computes
the length of the shortest path from a source vertex s to every other vertex v. In that case,
the shortest path is computed from every minimum to every vertex, so that every vertex
is assigned to the region of the closest minimum.

Hill Climbing is a simpler and faster version of the image integration algorithm. Starting
from each minimum, a wavefront is generated, and the distance is computed between the
minimum and the wavefront. We call this distance absolute distance. When a wave front
reaches a vertex, we assign to this vertex the value of the absolute distance corresponding
to the wave front. Figure 3.4 shows a wavefront, that is started from a minimum. If two
wave fronts reach the same vertex, we compare the two absolute distances and assign the
vertex to the closest minimum. If the distance is the same, we have a watershed point.

In the following, we denote with ad(v) the absolute distance between a vertex and the
closest minimum, and with dist(u, v) the distance between two adjacent vertices, according
to a definition of distance. In the literature two distinct distances are used to compute
the watershed decomposition the elevation distance and the topographical distance. The
elevation distance is defined as the difference between the field values, while the topographic
distance is defined so as to ensure that the path minimizing the topographic distance
between two points is the path of steepest slope.

In Section 1.3.4, we have defined the topographical distance T between two points p0 and
pn in the continuous case as:

T ([p0, pn]) = infΠ

∫
Π

||∇f((s))||ds

with Π, path between [p0, pn]. In the discrete case, we have a definition that is derived from
continuous case, by replacing the norm of the gradient with a cost function. We define the
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Figure 3.5: A mesh in perspective view and in top view. Elevation distance between p and
q is 1, while topographic distance between p and q is 4. In fact, to compute T (p, q), we
compute LS(p), since p is greater than q. LS(p) is the slope between p and r, LS(p) =
(3− 1)/1 = 2. T(p,q)= 2 dist (p,q)= 2 * 2 = 4

lower slope LS(p) of f at a point p, as the maximal slope linking p to any of its neighbors
of lower altitude. Formally,

LS(p) = max(f(p)− f(q)/dist(p, q))

with q neighbor of p. Let dist(p, q) be the Euclidean distance between p and q in the
x− y-plane. We define the cost for walking from p to a neighboring q as:

cost(p, q) =


LS(p)dist(p, q) if f(p) > f(q)
LS(q)dist(p, q) if f(p) < f(q)
1
2
(LS(p) + LS(q))dist(p, q) if f(p) = f(q)

Let Π = {p0, p1, .pn} be a path between p0 and pn, the topographical distance along Π
between p0 and pn is:

TΠ([p0, pn]) =
∑

d(pi, pi+1)cost(pi, pi+1)

The topographic distance is the minimum of the topographic distances along all paths
between [p0, pn].

Figure 3.5 shows a mesh, in which the difference of field value f(p)− f(q) associated with
p and q is 1, while the topographic distance between p and q is 4. The lower slope of p is
the slope between p and r and is 2, so we obtain T (p, q) = LS(p) · dist(p, q) = 4.

Notice that positions and field values of neighboring vertices play a role in determining
the topographic distance between two points. Thus, the topographic distance between two
points a and b can change by modifying the values of neighboring points, even if values
and positions of the two points a and b are unaffected. The main steps of the hill climbing
algorithm are:
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1. Compute the minima and assign to each minimum v the absolute distance
ad(v) = f(v). Insert all minima in a heap, sorted by increasing absolute distance.

2. For each vertex v in the heap, process its neighbors U = {u1, . . . un}

(a) Pop v from the heap.

(b) For each u ∈ U compute absolute distance of u: ad(u) = ad(v) + distance(u, v)

(c) If u is in the heap: update the position of v in the heap based on new value of
ad(u).
Otherwise, insert u in the heap.

3.3.3 Rain Falling Simulation

The approaches presented so far have all in common the idea of starting from the minima
and letting the catchment basins grow until all the points in the model are labeled as
belonging to the catchment basins or to watershed lines. An opposite strategy is used in
the watershed approaches presented in [MW99, SS00]. They use the so-called rain falling
paradigm.

The general idea is to construct steepest descending path from each vertex until a mini-
mum, or a vertex in a region already inserted, is reached. The label of each minimum is
propagated backwards along the steepest path. The result of this process is a segmentation
of the dataset into catchment basins associated with the minima of f . No watershed lines
are identified.

The main steps of this algorithm are:

1. Compute the minima and create a region for each minimum.

2. Sort the vertices according to their decreasing field values,

3. Assign each vertex to the region of its lowest neighbor, and if the neighbor is not
yet assigned to a region, recursively, consider its lowest neighbor.

The possible problems that can arise with the rain falling paradigm are: the non-uniqueness
of the lowest neighbor q of a vertex p, and the occurrence of plateaus (flat zones) (see
[SS00]).

The algorithm proposed by Mangan and Whitaker [MW99] has been designed for triangle
meshes. In [MW99], vertices that belong to a plateau are processed first, then all the
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unlabeled vertices are examined in decreasing order of field value. In case of a plateau P ,
all the vertices in P are labeled with a unique label.

Now, we discuss how the two algorithms deal with regional minima or non-minimal plateaus
(see Subsection 3.5.4 for definitions). In case of a regional minimum plateau P , both
algorithms assign all vertices of the plateau P to a unique catchment basin (i.e., they mark
them with a unique label), while they operate differently in case of non-minimal plateaus.
In [MW99], each non-minimal plateau is assigned entirely to a unique catchment basin,
while in [SS00] a non-minimal plateau can be split among different catchment basins.

If a vertex p has more than one lowest neighbor, [MW99] does not explicitly show how to
solve this ambiguity, while in [SS00] a disambiguation procedure is presented.

3.4 Boundary-Based Techniques

In this Section, we present boundary-based algorithms, that have been designed to extract
the Morse-Smale complex on a TIN [TIKU95, EHZ01, BEHP03, Pas04]. These algorithms
are called boundary-based since they compute the 2-cells of the Morse-Smale complex in-
directly by computing the 1-cells, i.e., the boundaries of the 2-cells. They first extract the
critical points, and then trace the separatrix lines, that are the 1-cells of the Morse-Smale
complex.

According to Banchoff [Ban70], critical vertices are identified by considering the incident
triangles in them. In particular, given a vertex v we count the number of triangles incident
in v that intersect the plane z = f(v), i.e., the plane parallel to xy-plane. which passes
through vertex v. If there are no intersections, the vertex is a maximum or a minimum,
if there are two intersections, the vertex is not critical, otherwise it is a saddle. A saddle
is simple if the plane intersects four times the embedded polygon, a saddle is multiple if
the plane intersects six or more times the embedded polygon. Recall that multiplicity of a
saddle is equat to half the number of such intersections (see Section 1.5.2 for more details).

Let us consider the radially sorted list of neighbors of a saddle s. Within such sorted list,
we consider the maximal sublists formed by vertices with higher value than s and call
them upper sequences. Similarly, we consider the maximal sublists formed by vertices with
a lower field value than s and call them lower sequences.

Starting from each saddle, separatrix lines are computed. For each saddle p with multi-
plicity k, 2k paths are computed: k ascending paths and k descending ones. Given p, we
consider the upper sequences {pi, .., pi+j} of neighbors that have field values greater than
p. We define the lower sequences in a similar way. We select the neighbor list of p by
choosing the highest vertex from each upper sequence and the lowest vertex from each
lower sequence. Then, the ascending paths are computed by choosing, at each step, the
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highest adjacent vertex until a critical point is reached. In case of descending paths, the
lowest adjacent vertex is chosen.

This boundary-based algorithm performs the following steps:

1. Compute the critical points: minima, maxima, saddles;

2. Starting from each s saddle with multiplicity k,

(a) Determine k upper sequences of vertices among the neighbors of s, and for each
upper sequence, locate the highest vertex v of the sequence;

(b) Determine k lower sequences of vertices among the neighbor vertices of s, and
for each lower sequence, locate the lowest vertex v of the sequence;

3. Compute k ridges (valleys): starting from v, by locating the highest (lowest)
neighbor v′, and then proceeding from v′ iteratively, looking for the the highest
(lowest) neighbor, until a maximum (minimum) is reached.

Notice that the resulting paths may intersect at regular points. In [TIKU95] this algorithm
is applied to any function f , without requiring that f is a Morse-Smale function. If f is
not a Smale function, then the algorithm may construct integral lines that connect two
saddles and in that case the resulting decomposition is not a Morse-Smale decomposition.

To handle the boundary of the TIN, the authors in [TIKU95] proposed to introduce a
virtual pit, i.e., a vertex with minimum field value, that is adjacent to each vertex of the
boundary. This method makes the mesh homeomorphic to a ball, and the number of
minima plus maxima minus the number of saddles is always equal to two. Because of
the virtual pit, we cannot obtain minima on the boundary, while we can have maxima on
boundary. Moreover, a TIN, and the same TIN with opposite field values do not have the
same saddles on the boundary.

In general, saddles play a key role in this algorithm, since we obtain a decomposition, that
is bounded by ridges and valleys starting from saddles. With the virtual pit, vertices on
the boundary vertices, that are local minima with respect to boundary and have field value
higher than neighbors inside the mesh, are classified as saddles (see Figure 3.6 (a)). On the
other way, vertices on the boundary, that are local maxima with respect to the boundary,
and have field values lower than neighbors inside the mesh, are not classified as saddles
(see Figure 3.6 (b)). Because of this classification, we may detect valleys, that start from
the boundary, but we do not detect ridges, that start from boundary.

Schneider [Sch05] presents a technique, which improves over the method by Takahashi et
al [TIKU95]. Critical points, ridges and valleys are computed in the same way, but the
method is designed to handle models with a domain homeomorphic to a disk. Thus, it can
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Figure 3.6: Figure shows two symmetric configurations on the boundary. By introducing
virtual pit, in (a) vertex v1 is classified as saddle, in (b) vertex v2 does not classified as
saddle. Schneider classified both these vertices as edge passes.

handle also critical points on the boundary. The concepts of edge pit and edge peak, i.e.,
local minimum and local maximum on the boundary are defined. Moreover, edge passes
are defined as vertices, that have a higher (lower) elevation than their neighbors on the
boundary, but not a higher (lower) elevation than their neighbors inside the mesh. Starting
from edge passes, one descending path is computed, in the first case, or one ascending
path in the other case. Such paths are called edge valley, and edge ridge, respectively.
As an example, in both of the cases depicted in Figure 3.6, the algorithm by Schneider
classifies vertices v1 and v2 as edge passes. Schneider extends the technique to flat areas,
by defining critical areas instead of critical points, and he proposes different solutions for
the computation of critical lines in horizontal areas.

Edelsbrunner et al. [EHZ01, EHNP03] develop a technique for decomposing a TIN into
a Morse-Smale complex, again extending the approach by Takahashi et al. [TIKU95].
Function f is required to be a piecewise linear Morse function, according to Banchoff’s
definition (see Section 1.5.2), i.e., vertices must have distinct function values. The algo-
rithm extracts the critical points as in [Ban70]. Likewise, ridges and valleys are computed
by starting from saddles, but at each step the point with the maximum slope is selected.
The Smale condition is simulated a-posteriori by extending the path beyond each saddle,
and forcing the path of the critical net not to intersect. The technique is rather complex,
it requires edge duplications, and can lead to degenerated 2-cells (see [EHZ01] for more
details).
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Figure 3.7: Edge labeled T-D is steeper than edge labeled S-D. Numbers denote vertex
heights. (Figure from [MDD+07])

3.5 The Source-Through-Drain (STD) Algorithm

The technique we present in this section is our contribution to the development of a simple,
fully discrete approach that is able to simulate in the discrete the flow of integral lines.
We have presented this algorithm in [MDD+07, MDD+09]. Such technique, called Source
Through Drain (STD), belongs to a class of techniques that follow the behavior of integral
lines (see Section 1.3.3) in order to visit regions of the Morse decomposition. Ir have been
full presented in [MDD+07] and compared to other techniques in cite. Starting from the
vertex of the mesh at the highest elevation, such techniques follow descending (ascending)
paths, and at every step select the steepest path. For this reason, we call such techniques
as region growing approaches. They have been presented and compared in Section 3.2.

The STD algorithm has been developed for extracting the 2-cells of a stable Morse com-
plex for a Morse function f defined on a TIN. We first describe the algorithm under the
assumption that no two vertices of the terrain have the same field value. Successively, we
relax this assumption and show how to deal with flat triangles, and triangles having one
flat edge.

3.5.1 Basic version of the STD algorithm

The STD algorithm performs three main steps:

1. Classify the vertices of each triangle t in the TIN, based on their elevations.

2. Extract the minima of the function in the TIN.

3. For each minimum p, construct the stable 2-cell by iteratively adding triangles to
it.

Vertex Classification and extraction of Local Minima. For each triangle t in the
TIN, the highest, middle, and lowest vertex are labeled as Source (S), Through (T), and
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Drain (D), respectively.

By this STD configuration of the vertices, we basically simulate the gradient direction of
t in the discrete case. Note that this labeling does not assume any kind of interpolation
(linear or higher-order) on triangles or edges of the mesh. An edge labeled S-D is not
necessarily the edge of steepest descent. For instance, in Figure 3.7 the steepest descent is
at the edge labeled T-D.

The identification of the local minima is very simple: since they are those vertices labeled
D in all their incident triangles.

Construction of the stable 2-cell For each minimum p, the region Rp associated
with p is initialized with all triangles of the TIN which are incident in p. Successively,
an iterative process starts in which, at each step, the algorithm decides if a triangle t,
externally adjacent to one edge e of the current boundary of Rp, can be added to Rp. The
rationale for this decision takes the following issues into account:
(i) the choice must reflect the intuition that water flows from a higher to a lower elevation,
(ii) the choice must be deterministic, i.e., a triangle t cannot be included into different
2-cells, depending on the order in which minima are processed.

The algorithm maintains the invariant that, if a triangle t has been included into Rp, then
the edge of t labeled T-D is not on the boundary of Rp.

3.5.2 Inclusion of a Triangle

Let e be an edge of the current perimeter of Rp, and t be the triangle externally adjacent
to e. The decision whether to include t into Rp or not is based on the STD configuration
of its vertices.

There are three possible cases.

Case 1. If the vertex v of t opposite to e is labeled D in t, then we do not include t into
Rp. See Figure 3.8 (a). This is according to the intuition that water cannot exit t through
e, since it naturally flows towards v. Triangle t will be included when we will reach it from
another edge, and Case 2 or 3 will hold.

Case 2. If the vertex v of t opposite to e is labeled S in t, then we include t into Rp. See
Figure 3.8 (b). Intuitively, water tends to flow across t and reach vertex v′, endpoint of
e, which is labeled D in t. The question is whether it will exit t through e (in that case t
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Figure 3.8: Case 1 (a) and Case 2 (b). Arrows denote water flow. Green triangles are
included.

belongs to Rp) or through the edge of t labeled S-D. Now, we explain why we have decided
that water passes through edge e.

Let t0 be the triangle belonging to Rap and adjacent to t along e, and let v0 be the vertex
of t0 opposite to e. Note that, for the invariant, e cannot be labeled T-D in t0 (equivalently,
v0 cannot be labeled S).

If e is labeled S-T in t0, then water enters t0 through e, therefore it must exit from t
through e.

If e is labeled S-D in t0, then water exits t0 through its edge e0 labeled T-D (it cannot exit
through the other edge, since it is labeled S-T, and it must exit from one edge different
from e otherwise t0 would not have been included in Rp). Therefore water that flows across
t and reaches vertex v (which is labeled D in both t and t0) turns around v′, enters t0, and
finally exits t0 through e0.

Note that the invariant is maintained: edge e (labeled T-D in the newly included triangle
t) is inside the updated 2-cell Rp.

Case 3. If the vertex v of t opposite to e is labeled T in t, then the situation is more
complex. Certainly, water flows to vertex v′, endpoint of e, which is labeled D in t. Then,
will it exit from t into Rp through edge e, or will it exit t through its edge e′ labeled T-D,
towards the 2-cell existing on the other side?

Starting from t, we explore the maximal fan of triangles having their lowest vertex in v′

(i.e., v′ is labeled D in all such triangles). Let w be the vertex of maximum height among
the vertices of such triangles. The part of the fan starting from t and going up to edge v′w
is included into Rp. See Figure 3.9 (a). The other part of the fan will be later included
into the 2-cell existing on the other side. Note that, if w is the same as the vertex labeled
S in t, then no triangle is included. See Figure 3.9 (b).

The invariant is maintained since the edges remaining on the boundary of the updated
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Figure 3.9: (a) Case 3 with non-empty set of included triangles; green triangles are included.
(b) Case 3 with empty the set of included triangles. (c) Inclusion of the remaining triangles
of the fan by applying Case 2 from edge e1.

2-cell Rp are v′w, and edges opposite to v′: none of them is labeled T-D. In fact, edges
opposite to v′ are labeled S-T in the just included triangles, and edge v′w is labeled S-D
in both adjacent triangles.

Note that handling case 3 does not interfere with case 2. In fact, the edge e1 marking the
other side of the fan may be labeled T-D in its adjacent triangle t1 belonging to the fan. In
this case, when reached from e1, t1 will be included into the 2-cell Rq existing on the other
side of e1. The triangle adjacent to t1 along the other edge of t1 incident in v′ may be in
the same situation (and thus be included in Rq as well), and so on. Thus, a whole fan of
triangles, starting from t1, is included into Rq. But this fan must end at edge w, because
the opposite vertex to v′w is labeled T in the next triangle. Thus, there is no interference
between case 3 applied from edge e, and case 2 repeatedly applied starting from edge e1.
See Figure 3.9 (c).

3.5.3 Time complexity

It can be easily shown that every triangle t of the TIN is examined at most three times,
one from each edge, before being included into some 2-cell. Thus, the worst-case time
complexity of our algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of TIN vertices. The only non-
trivial part in this statement is showing that, in case 3, a triangle can be in a traversed
fan, without being included, at most once during the whole algorithm. The triangles of
the fan, which are not included, are those located beyond edge v′w. The same fan may
be traversed from the opposite side, while growing another 2-cell Rq. Since we will be
traversing the same fan in the opposite way, in that situation exactly those triangles, that
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Figure 3.10: Connected sets of flat triangles and edges (colored), with their adjacent tri-
angles. Flat area (a) and flat network (b) act as local minima, unlike (c). Arrows denote
water flow. (Figure from [MDD+07])

were not previously included, will be found before edge v′w, and will be included into Rq.

3.5.4 Handling of special cases

Now, we explain how the STD algorithm deals with flat triangles, and triangles with a flat
edge.

In a preprocessing step, we find edge-connected areas of flat triangles, and vertex-connected
networks of flat edges that are not edge- or vertex-incident into a flat triangle. Such areas
/ networks are candidate to act as 1- or 2-dimensional local minima. Let h be the height
of a flat area or network. Let h′ be the minimum height of the third vertices of triangles
externally adjacent to the boundary of the flat area, or incident at edges of the network.
If h′ > h then the flat area / network is treated as a local minimum (see Figure 3.10 (a)
and (b)): its 2-cell is initialized with all the triangles of the flat area, or with all triangles
incident in the flat network, and it is expanded in the same way as other 2-cells.

A flat area that is not a local minimum (i.e., h′ < h) is assigned to the 2-cell containing
the triangle t′ externally adjacent to the flat area, whose third vertex has height h′ (see
Figure 3.10 (c)). If t′ is not unique, then we choose the 2-cell corresponding to the lowest
local minimum (if unique), or arbitrarily (otherwise).

During the algorithm, triangles with a flat edge may be examined to test whether they
can be included into a growing 2-cell. For such purpose, Cases 1, 2, and 3 introduce some
exceptions when triangle t has a flat edge.

An exception may arise in case 1, when the opposite vertex v, labeled D, is endpoint of the
flat edge of t. In this case, we consider triangle t′ which is adjacent to t along its flat edge
e′. See Figure 3.11 (a). If edge e′ is higher than the third vertex of t′, we do not include t
(no exception). If edge e′ is lower than the third vertex of t′, then this is an exception: we
construct the fan of triangles incident into the vertex of t which is labeled D, and proceed
in the same way as in case 3. In fact, triangles t and t′ can only be included together from
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Figure 3.11: Processing triangles with flat edges. Arrows denote water flow. (a) Triangle
t is not included from edge e, pink triangles t and t′ are processed as in case 3. (b) Green
triangles are included from edge e. (c) Construction of the fan encounters a flat edge (blue)
which belong to a local minimum net, and a flat triangle (cyan): the fan will include only
the pink triangles. (Figure from [MDD+07])

one of their edges labeled S-D.

Another exception arises in case 2, when the opposite vertex v, labeled S, is endpoint of the
flat edge of t. In this case, the two non-flat edges of t, e and e′, are in the same situation.
We must decide whether to include t into Rp from e, or to include t into the 2-cell that will
reach t from edge e′. We construct the fan of triangles incident into the vertex of t which
is labeled D, and proceed as in case 3. See Figure 3.11 (b).

In case 3, the constructed fan cannot include flat triangles, and cannot include triangles
with a flat edge, when the flat edge belongs to a local minimum network. If we find one of
these cases, then we stop extending the fan. See Figure 3.11 (c).

Again in case 3, the procedure described in Section 3.5.2 takes the edge v′w, connecting
the center v′ of the fan with its upper point w, as the edge where to split the fan and
assign its triangles to the 2-cells existing on the two sides of the fan (see Figure 3.9 (c)).
Now, vertex w of maximum height may not be unique. Let w1, w2, ... wM (M > 1) be the
vertices having the maximum height, sorted in counterclockwise order along the fan. We
split the fan at edge v′wi where i is the integer result of division M/2.

3.6 Summary

In this Chapter, we have reviewed the main techniques to compute a Morse decomposition
of a 2-dimensional discrete scalar field. We have implemented these techniques, by applying
in some cases some adaptations, in order to obtain algorithms that take as input a TIN
and give as output stable and unstable Morse complexes separately. Moreover, we have
described a new region-growing algorithm, called STD, that is fully discrete. In Chapter
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4, we will present a test benchmark in order to value different effort of the techniques.
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Chapter 4

Algorithms for 2D-Morse
Decomposition: Analysis and
Comparisons

In this Chapter, we present a comparison of the techniques described in Chapter 3 for
decomposing a terrain in stable and unstable Morse complexes. Starting from the tech-
niques presented in Chapter 3, we have implemented algorithms that work on TINs. Such
algorithms extract critical points and compute the cells of the stable Morse complex. Each
implementation is based on the original algorithm, but, in some cases, we had to perform
modifications in order to apply the algorithm to a TIN, and to extract the unstable and the
stable Morse complexes separately. In Section 4.1, we present the implementation details
for each technique.

The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the quality of the results as obtained by applying the
different algorithms to compute Morse decomposition, as well the degree of uncertainty in
morphology computation, i.e., to which extent the current algorithms are able to provide
consistent results. In Section 4.2, we analyze and compare all techniques from different
points of view: how they compute critical points, how they transpose the concept of
gradient in a discrete context, how they handle meshes with flat areas, etc.. Then, we
show experimental comparisons on both synthetic (see Section 4.4) and real datasets (see
Section 4.5) by using the algorithm already presented (see [VDM10]).
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Figure 4.1: The mesh depicted here has three minima, and thus have three stable regions.
Colored vertices are assigned to a region, the other vertices are watershed vertices. Triangle
t has three watershed vertices, thus, it is a watershed triangle.

4.1 Implementation

In our analysis, we used the implementation of the two region growing techniques, presented
in Section 3.2 developed by the authors [DDM+03a, DDM03b, Dan05]. In the following,
we will refer to the full discrete technique presented in [DDM03b] as DIS algorithm, and
we will refer the to gradient-based technique presented in [DDM+03a] as GRD algorithm.

We have implemented the watershed algorithm by simulated immersion, that we call WVS,
and the hill climbing algorithm. In the case of hill climbing algorithm, we implemented
two distinct distance functions, namely height function and topographic distance. We will
refer to the hill climbing algorithm with height function with label WHD, while to hill
climbing algorithm with topographic distance is referred as the WTD algorithm.

Watershed algorithms had been originally developed for gray-scale images. Thus, in their
original formulations, they are not able to deal with edges and triangles. WVS, WHD and
WTD algorithms transpose the watershed algorithms presented in Section 3.3 to scalar
fields, represented by a TIN. Watershed algorithms perform a traversal of the image, so we
can map pixel of the gray-scale image to vertices and adjacency among pixel to edges of the
TIN. In order to deal with TINs, in WVS, WHD and WTD, we process firstly the vertices,
and label every vertex according to a watershed technique, then process the triangles and
assign every triangle to a region according to the labels of its vertices. Figure 4.1 shows
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Name Description Ref.

STD Source-Through-Drain region growing algorithm [MDD+07]

DIS Region growing algorithm with elevation criterion [DDM03b]

GRD Region growing algorithm with discrete gradient
criterion

[DDM+03a]

WVS Watershed algorithm by simulated immersion [VS91]

WHD Hill climbing algorithm, with field value as cost
function

[Mey94]

WTD Hill climbing algorithm, with topographic distance
as cost function

[MW99]

TKH Boundary based algorithm, in which slope between
vertices A and B is |f(B)− f(A)|

[TIKU95]

BBD Boundary based algorithm, in which slope between
vertices A and B is |f(B)−f(A)|

|A−B|

[EHZ01]

Table 4.1: Algorithms for computing Morse complexes

how the triangles are labeled: if all the vertices of a triangle t belong to the same region
R, or if at least one vertex of t belongs to a region R and the others are watershed points,
we assign t to R. If the vertices of t belong to different regions, then we assign t to the
region of the vertex with the lowest field value. If all vertices of t are watershed vertices,
is not possible to classify t. A triangle not classified is called watershed triangle. With this
convention, we aim at minimizing the amount of watershed triangles.

We have implemented a boundary-based algorithm, that is inspired to the boundary based
algorithms presented in Section 3.4. To compare this algorithm with the other techniques,
that extract decompositions in Morse complexes and that do not obtain the Morse-Smale
complex, we do not extract ridges and valleys at the same time as in the original algorithm,
but we detect ridges and valleys, separately. This approach cannot assure that valleys and
ridges are not intersecting, but permits to compute those ridges and valleys that are the
best approximation of the integral lines.

We have implemented several versions of the boundary-based algorithm. To handle the
boundary of a TIN, we have implemented both the technique proposed by Takahashi in
[TIKU95] with virtual pit (a virtual point connected with all boundary points), and the
technique proposed by Schneider in [Sch05] with the edge pass. In the following, we refer
only to the technique proposed by Schneider.
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We have implemented a version of the boundary based algorithm in which we compute
ridges, by following the maximal difference of height among a vertex and its adjacent
vertices. We label this version as TKH. Also, we have implemented a version of the
boundary-based algorithm in which we compute ridges, by following the maximal slope,
i.e., the maximal difference quotient among a vertex and its adjacent vertices. We call this
version BBD algorithm.

Table 4.1 shows a list of the algorithm, that we have compared.

4.1.1 Data structure

In all algorithms, we use the same data structure for encoding the TIN. We adopt an indexed
data structure with adjacencies: for each vertex of the TIN we store the three coordinates
and the index of an incident triangle, and for each triangle we store the indexes of the
three vertices and the indexes of the three adjacent triangles. With this data structure, for
each vertex v we can access at each triangle incident in v in time linear in the number of
triangles incident in v. Each index is stored in four Bytes, each coordinate is represented
with a float number and encoded in four Bytes. Encoding a TIN composed of n vertices
costs 3n · 4 Bytes for the coordinates, and 13n · 4 Bytes for indexes. This sums up to 64n
Bytes (see for further details [De 03]).

In watershed algorithms, we need to store the wavefront. For this purpose we use a heap,
in which the vertices are sorted according to distance from the flooding level. For each
vertex in the heap, we store its index and its distance from the flooding level. Encoding
the heap for a mesh composed; by n vertices costs, in the worst case, 2n Bytes.

4.1.2 Time complexity

The actual implementation of region growing algorithms use a preprocessing step, in which
we sort vertices according to their field value. The complexity of this step is in O(nlogn),
with n the number of vertices. The time complexity of the main part of the algorithms is
linear in the number of triangles in the mesh, because in our data structure ensures that
the star of a vertex can be accessed in time linear in the number of triangles in the star.
The overall complexity is dominated by the sorting step.

The worst-case time complexity of our implementation of the WVS algorithm is O(n log n),
since also this technique requires a sorting of vertices according to the field value. The
worst case time complexity of the algorithms WHD and WTD is O(n log n + e), where n
is the number of vertices and e the number of edges in the TIN, since even in this case a
sorting of vertices according to the field value is required. This complexity can be bounded
to O(n log n), since O(e) = O(n) from the Euler formula.
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Boundary-based techniques perform two steps: during the first step they compute critical
points by checking, for each vertex, all its adjacent vertices. This step is in O(e) since we
consider all adjacencies, and each pair of adjacent vertices is connected by an edge. During
the second step only a small subset of edges of the mesh is visited. The overall complexity
is in O(n) due to the Euler formula. As described in Section 3.5.3, the worst-case time
complexity of STD algorithm is O(n) where n is the number of TIN vertices.

4.1.3 Constraints on the data

We require that the datasets are regular, manifold TINs. Each algorithm that we have
implemented can handle TINs with flat edges and with flat triangles.

4.2 Analysis and Comparisons

In this Section, we provide classifications of the algorithms according to various criteria,
namely etc.

4.2.1 Critical points: computation methods

Detection of critical points is performed in two distinct ways depending on the algorithm:
a first approach detects critical points during a preprocessing step, in which we analyze
each vertex by comparing its field value with the field values of adjacent vertices, following
the technique presented by Banchoff in [Ban70]. In the other approach, we sort the vertices
according to their field values, and the algorithm that performs the decomposition, detects
the critical points during the traversal of the mesh.

Notice that not all techniques extract maxima, minima and saddles. In case of stable
decomposition, for example, some techniques detect only the minima, while other tech-
niques detect only saddles and maxima. Furthermore, saddles are computed a priori only
by boundary-based techniques by adopting Banchoff’s algorithm, while other techniques
find saddles only by computing the overlay of the stable and unstable decomposition. In
this case, if we have a Morse-Smale function, the 1-cells of the stable complex intersect
transversally the 1-cells of the unstable complex (see Section 1.4), and the saddles are the
intersection points. In case of non-Morse-Smale functions, the intersection of the 1-cells of
the stable complex with the 1-cells of the unstable complex can include an edge or a chain
of edges, and it is not possible to detect exactly the saddles with the overlay. On the other
hand, if we have a saddle that is external to the analyzed TIN, a ridge (valley) which is
connected to that saddle cannot be detected by boundary based techniques.
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MINIMA SADDLES MAXIMA

Banchoff Sort Banchoff Overlay Banchoff Not

Vertices S & U Extracted

STD x x x

DIS x x x

GRD x x x

WVS x x x

WHD x x x

WTD x x x

TKH x x x

BBD x x x

Table 4.2: Extraction of critical points in the computation of the stable decomposition.

For the stable decomposition, region-growing algorithms DIS and GRD, and watershed
algorithm WVS, sort and process the vertices in ascending order. At each step, they
determine if a vertex belongs to an already existing region, or is the first vertex of a
new region; in this latter case, the vertex is labeled as a minimum. The region-growing
algorithm STD and watershed algorithms WHD and WTD apply Banchoff’s technique to
determine the minima, while boundary-based algorithms TKH and BBD apply Banchoff’s
technique to determine saddles and maxima. The reason of this difference is that region-
growing and watershed algorithm create the decomposition by determining the 2-cells
and, the minima are inside stable 2-cells, while boundary-based methods determine a
decomposition by detecting 1-cells, that start from saddles and end in maxima. Table 4.2
summarizes the criteria adopted by the different algorithms in order to compute critical
points in case of the stable decomposition. Please note that the unstable decomposition is
completely symmetric.

4.2.2 Shape of regions and boundary

Region-growing and watershed algorithms decompose the domain by detecting the 2-cells,
while boundary-based algorithms trace the 1-cells of the decomposition, that are on the
boundary of 2-cells. With the first approach every triangle of the mesh is visited during the
decomposition algorithm, in order to be assigned to a region, while in tracing 1-cells, only
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a subset of edges is visited. Boundary-based algorithms start the traversal from critical
points, that are for sure on the boundary of 2-cells, such as saddles and maxima in case of
stable decomposition, and trace the shortest path between those vertices. All edges that
are internal to 2-cells are not visited.

The path of ridges and valleys found by the algorithms can vary according to the decompo-
sition technique adopted. In case of region-growing techniques, every triangle is assigned
to a region, and ridges and valley are computed as the boundaries of the regions. Thus, so
it may happen that ridges and valleys are chains of edges that do not have critical points
at their endpoints.

In watershed techniques, ridges and valleys are edges having both extreme points labeled
as watershed points. If all three vertices of a triangle are watershed points, that triangle is
not assigned to a region, so it may happen that ridges and valleys are not a simple chain
of edges, but they may contain triangles. In order to minimize the number of watershed
triangles, we assign a triangle to a region, if at least a vertex belongs to the region (and
the other two vertices are watershed), without posing constraints on the adjacent triangles.
An undesirable side effect is that this approach may result in region that are 0-connected
and not 1-connected. This happens mainly for the WTD algorithm.

In case of boundary-based techniques, ridges and valleys are simple chains of edges, but
an edge can belong to many ridges and valleys. In this case regions may not be manifold,
or not even regular. It may happen that a portion of a region is collapsed into a chain of
edges (see Figure 2.14).

4.2.3 Fully Discrete versus Simulation of Differentiability

As we have seen in Subsection 1.3.3, integral lines always follow the gradient, that repre-
sents the direction in which the scalar field has the maximum growth. Separatrix lines are
the integral lines which connect a maximum with a saddle or a minimum with a saddle.
Furthermore, we have defined ı-cells of the stable decomposition as the set of integral lines
that converge to a critical point p of index ı.

To mimic integral lines in the discrete case, decomposition algorithms follow different ways.
Table 4.2.3 shows the different strategies of the algorithms. Algorithms STD, DIS, WVS,
WHD and TKH consider only the field values at the vertices, and do not take into account
the length of the edges. Thus, the direction, in which the function has the maximum
growth, corresponds to the edge of the triangle, in which is the difference between the field
values of vertices is maximal. Notice that, in this case, the shape of the triangles does not
influence the path of integral lines.

Given an edge e = (v, w), the BBD algorithm considers slope as the ratio between height
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Fully Difference Gradient on

Discrete Quotient Triangle Other

STD x

DIS x

GRD x

WVS x

WHD x

WTD x

TKH x

BBD x

Table 4.3: The gradient is discretized in a fully discrete way or by simulation of differen-
tiability

difference of vertices v and w and length of edge e. In this case the direction of maximum
growth is the direction of maximum slope. In case of an equilatelar triangle this definition
is equivalent to the previous one. The BBD algorithm computes separatrix lines as chains
of edges starting from saddles, by choosing at each step the maximal slope.

The GRD algorithm computes the gradient of each triangle of the mesh, and, as we have
seen in Section 3.2, the gradient enters the triangle along one (two) edges and leaves it
along the other two (one) edges. This algorithm mimics the behavior of integral lines.
Each integral line connects a maximum with a minimum, always following the direction
of the gradient. The GRD algorithm computes strips of triangles following the gradient
behavior.

The WTD algorithm performs the computation of integral lines on a discretization of the
topographic distance (see Section 3.3), which is computed by taking into account field
values and position of each adjacent vertex with respect to a given vertex. This technique
is the only one that considers at each step the vertices of all triangles in the neighborhood.

4.2.4 Handling Flat Regions

Our implementation of all the algorithms can process meshes with flat areas and with flat
edges, but some techniques are deterministic in computing the decomposition, while the
decomposition computed by other techniques depends on the order in which vertices are
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Figure 4.2: Vertices A,B and C have the same field value. According to processing order,
we obtain only one region, in case of ABC, BAC, (a) or two regions, in case of ACB (b).

processed. In Section 3.5.4, we have presented how the STD algorithm handles such special
cases. Now, we present how other algorithms handle flat edges.

Region-growing techniques DIS and GRD sort the vertices according to the field value. In
case of vertices with the same field value, they decide which order assign to these vertices.
In particular, if the vertices with the same field value are neighbors and have field values
equal or greater than all their neighbors, we cannot decide a priori which vertex will be
selected as maximum. Furthermore, in case of three or more vertices with same field values,
the processing order of vertices can influence the decomposition (see Figure 4.2).

WVS algorithm sorts vertices of the TIN according to their field value, and similarly to
region-growing algorithms, the choice of critical points inside a flat zone is not deterministic.
However, the behavior shown in Figure 4.2 (b) is avoided, since, when a vertex is chosen,
then we consider recursively each neighbor having the same height, and all those vertices
are added to the same region.

WTD and WHD algorithms mark as minimum every vertex that has field values equal or
less than its neighbors. Thus, in case of a flat minimum edge, both vertices are signed
as minima. Then, the algorithm chooses first a vertex, according to the order in which
vertices are listed, and builds the region starting from this vertex. In this case, we can
have the unwanted behavior depicted in Figure 4.2.

TKH and BBD algorithms follow the approach proposed by Takahashi in [TIKU95]. Ver-
tices having the same field value, are sorted by introducing another ordering. The ad-
ditional ordering technique is the lexicographical sorting with respect to the (x − y)-
coordinates. This order assures that every run of the algorithm gives the same decom-
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Figure 4.3: Vertices A,B and C have the same field value and form a chain of minima
edges. According to lexicographic order, A < B and C < B. Thus, both A and C are
classified minima by TKH and BBD algorithm.

position. In case of a chain of minima edges, lexicographic order does not assure that only
one vertex is classified as minimum. For instance, Figure 4.3 shows a chain of minima edges
in which two vertices of the chain are classified as minima according to the lexicographical
order.

4.2.5 Extensibility to higher dimension

The algorithms considered so far have been designed to decompose 2-dimensional scalar
fields. Suppose now that we are interested to extend the algorithms to decompose scalar
fields of higher dimension.

The region-growing algorithms DIS and GRD have been implemented in arbitrary di-
mension (see [Dan05]). Watershed algorithm for simulated immersion (WVS) is easily
extensible into higher dimension. In the literature implementations of such approach for
decomposition of 3-dimensional scalar fields have been presented, in case regular data
[YAL+02]. Watershed approaches based on the topographic distance are also extensible to
higher dimension, but not as easily as simulated immersion.

The STD algorithm is extensible to higher dimension, but, as we move to higher dimen-
sion the number of configurations increases quickly, so it is not advisable to extend it to
dimension higher than 3.

Algorithms that decompose the model by computing separatrix lines connecting critical
points, such as BBS and TKH, are not extensible to higher dimensions. Separatrix lines are
chain of edges, so they define regions in a 2-dimensional domain, while in a n-dimensional
domain the decompositions is defined by (n− 1)-dimensional hypersurfaces.
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4.3 Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the decomposition algorithms, for each mesh, we applied all decompo-
sition algorithms and we compare each possible pair of decompositions of the same mesh.
Each pair of decompositions is measured according to three distinct metrics that assess
similarity among decompositions. For each metric, the measure is expressed as a num-
ber between zero and one. Zero indicates two completely different decompositions, one
indicates two decompositions that are identical according to the metric. These metrics
are presented in [CGF09]. Chen et al. in [CGF09] presents those metrics to compare
different decompositions of 3D shapes, in the benchmark used by the authors the number
of detected regions changes widely. In our context, the number of regions is associated
with the number of critical points, so it is much more stable across different decomposition
techniques.

Number of Regions The first metric considers only the number of regions in the two
decompositions. Let S1 = {S1

1 , S
2
1 , ..., S

m
1 } be the decomposition produced by the first

algorithm, and S2 = {S1
2 , S

2
2 , ..., S

n
2 } the decomposition produced by the second algorithm,

with m the number of regions of the decomposition S1, and n the number of regions of the
decomposition S2, we define region number (RN) the ratio between m and n, if m ≤ n, or
the ratio between n and m, if m ≤ n.

RN(S1, S2) =
min(m,n)

max(m,n)

This metric cannot be zero, since the number of regions is at least one. In case the number
of region is the same, the value of this metric is one.

RN metric only takes into account the number of regions computed by the decompositions
algorithms, independently on the region shape and size.

Rand Index The second metric measures the likelihood that a pair of triangles is either
in the same region or in different regions in both decompositions. This metric is called
Rand index (RI) [Ran71, CGF09].

For each possible pair of triangles ti and tj, we mark one either if both ti and tj belong
to the same region in both decompositions, or if both belong to two different regions in
the decomposition. Otherwise, if ti and tj belong to the same region in a decomposition
and belong to two different regions in the other decomposition, we mark zero. In order
to obtain a metric defined between zero and one, we divide the sum of the values by the
number of all possible pairs of triangles.
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Rand index metric depends on the number of triangles, that belong to a region, i.e.,
a triangle assigned in two segmentations at two distinct regions, has a different weight
according to the number of triangles that belong to those regions. As larger is the number
of triangles in the regions as higher is the weight of the triangle. For instance, let be
S1 = {S1

1 , S
1
2 , S

1
3} and S2 = {S2

1 , S
2
2 , S

2
3} two segmentations of the same mesh. We denote

as #Sij number of triangles that belong to Sij. Let be #S1
1 = 8 ,#S1

2 = 2, #S1
3 = 2. Let t

be the only triangle assigned differently in the two decompositions. If t belongs to S1
1 in

S1, and in S2
2 in S2, there are seven pairs of triangles t1, t for which both t1 and t belong

to the same cell S1
1 in S1, and do not belong to the same cell in S2. Furthermore, there

are two pairs of triangles t2, t for which both t2 and t belong to the same cell S2
2 in S2, and

do not belong to the same cell in S1. Thus, in this case, Rand index is 57/66. If t belongs
to S1

2 and in S2
3 , there are two pairs of triangles t1, t for which both t1 and t belong to the

same cell S1
1 in S1, and do not belong to the same cell in S2, and there are two pairs of

triangles t2, t for which both t2 and t belong to the same cell S2
2 in S2, and do not belong

to the same cell in S1. Thus, in this case, Rand index is 62/66.

RI metric assesses the similarity among decompositions even in case in which number of
regions is widely different and region matching is problematic.

Hamming Distance The third metric is a variant of the Hamming distance defined
in [HD95, CGF09]. The general idea is to find a best corresponding region in S1 for each
region in S2, and measure the difference area between the regions. In the original definition,
region matching is performed by considering for each region R1 in S1, the region R2 in S2

with the most area in common with R1. In our case, we perform region matching by
considering the critical point associated to the region. Thus we consider two regions as
corresponding if they have the same critical point associated.

We define Hamming distance (HD) as the ratio between the number of the triangles that
are assigned in regions, that are corresponding in the two decompositions, and the total
number of triangles.

The HD metric heavily relies on region matching. Even in case of a few mismatches HD
is strongly affected.

4.4 Experimental Results on Synthetic Datasets

In this Section, we examine the decompositions produced by the different techniques and
we compare them.

Table 4.4 presents our test set. The first mesh, called TOY, is very small, so that we will
examine for each triangle why it is assigned to a region or to another region. The second
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mesh, called EGGS, is a synthetic mesh too, but is formed by several triangles. In order
to compare the different decompositions, we introduce three metrics that assess similarity
among decompositions.

Name #Vertices #Triangles #Maxima #Minima

TOY 25 32 4 4

EGGS 6561 12800 33 28

Table 4.4: Synthetic Test Meshes

4.4.1 Results on a small dataset: TOY

The first mesh, that we call TOY, has 25 vertices, 32 triangles and no flat edges. It is
depicted in Figure 4.4. This mesh has four maxima, two inside the domain and two on the
boundary, four minima and two saddles. Both the stable and the unstable decompositions
have four regions, and, as we will notice, every technique detects four region, but regions
can be composed by a different number of triangles. Figure 4.4 (c) and (d) show stable and
unstable complexes, that are produced by the majority of the algorithms. All algorithms,
but the WTD algorithm, produce the same stable decomposition of the TOY mesh. All
algorithms but the watershed algorithms, WVS, WHD, WTD, produce the same unstable
decomposition.

In the following, we show that the merging step plays a crucial role for region growing
algorithms DIS and GRD, since the decomposition before merging detects several regions.
Furthermore, we present how watershed algorithms decompose the TOY mesh, since de-
compositions resulting from such techniques are different from the decompositions in Figure
4.4 (c) and (d).

4.4.1.1 Region-growing algorithms

In case of unstable decomposition, algorithms DIS and GRD sort the vertices in descending
order and start from the highest vertex. Figure 4.5 shows the unstable decomposition with
GRD algorithm, before the merging operation. The TOY mesh has two absolute maxima,
A and B. Thus, the algorithm can start either from vertex A or from vertex B, depending
on the sorting procedure. Then it creates the region RA, depicted in Figure 4.5 as a red
region, and RB, marked as brown region. Vertices C and D are chosen and regions RC and
RC are created, they are marked as blue and purple. Vertices E,F,G,H, I, L are chosen
and the respective regions RE, RF , RG, RH , RI , RL are created. For each region Rx, we call
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Figure 4.4: TOY mesh has 4 maxima, 4 minima and 2 saddles, (a) Perspective view, (b)
Mesh on the x − y plain, with field values of the vertices shown in the circles associated
with the vertices. (c) Stable Decomposition as computed by STD, DIS, GRD, WVS, WHD,
TKH and BBD algorithms. (d) Unstable Decomposition as computed by STD, DIS, GRD,
TKH and BBD algorithms.
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Figure 4.5: TOY mesh: the unstable decomposition with region-growing algorithms (DIS,
GRD) before the merge, (a) Perspective view (b) Top view.

the vertex x source vertex, since from this vertex start creation of the region. Since no
flat edges are present in the mesh, the decomposition is independent of the order in which
vertices with the same field value are chosen (see Figure 4.5).

The second step of the algorithm merges a region R with source vertex on the boundary
of an other region R′, with R′. Since C,F, L are on the boundary of the existing region
RA, we merge regions RC , RF , RL with region RA, and, in the same way, we merge regions
RD, RG, RI with region RB. In this way, we obtain a decomposition that is the same as
the decomposition shown in Figure 4.4 (d).

DIS and GRD produce the same decompositions: the unstable decomposition is shown in
Figure 4.4 (d), and the stable decomposition is shown in Figure 4.4 (c).

4.4.1.2 Watershed algorithms

The simulated immersion algorithm first marks the vertices and then the triangles. For
computing the stable decomposition, the vertices are sorted in ascending order. In our
example, the vertices having field value equal to -5 are chosen, since these are not adjacent,
both are labeled as minima and two new regions are formed. Then, each vertex is processed
and labeled in ascending order.
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Figure 4.6: TOY mesh: the unstable decomposition with watershed algorithms WVS and
WHD. (a) Perspective view. (b) Top view.

The WHD algorithm produces the same decomposition of the TOY mesh, computed by
the WVS algorithm (see Figure 4.6), since the points are processed in the same order and
assigned to a region based on the same criteria. That happens for each mesh in which the
data represent a PL-Morse function.

Algorithms WVS and WHD produce the stable decomposition shown in Figure 4.4 (c),
while the unstable decomposition is depicted in Figure 4.6. It is different from the one
in Figure 4.4 (d). Compared to decomposition depicted in Figure 4.4 (d), there are two
triangles, depicted in gray, that are labeled as watershed triangles, since all their vertices
are watershed points. Two edges of these triangles are valleys: for this reason their vertices
are for sure watershed points. But, edge < −2,−2.1 > is not a valley and, by computing
the gradient of the triangles or by observing that such edge does not belong to a valley, we
could assign each of these triangles to a region.

In Figure 4.7, we show how algorithm WTD behaves on the TOY mesh. With this algo-
rithm, we obtain a stable decomposition and an unstable decomposition, that are different
from those shown in Figure 4.4 (c) and (d). During the computation of the stable decom-
position, the maxima (vertices with elevation equal to five) are not labeled as watershed
points. This happens because they are closer to one minimum than to the others. There-
fore, we obtain two watershed triangles, while these triangles should belong to the blue
and green regions, respectively. We obtain the unstable decomposition by applying the
algorithm for the stable decomposition to the mesh with field value −h. Similarity as for
stable decomposition, during the computation of the unstable decomposition, the minima
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Figure 4.7: TOY mesh: the stable decomposition with the watershed algorithm WTD
(a) Perspective view, (b) Top view. TOY mesh: the unstable decomposition with the
watershed algorithm WTD (c) Perspective view, (d) Top view.
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Figure 4.8: EGGS mesh obtained by adding 64 Gaussian surfaces to a plane.

are not labeled as watershed points. The triangles, labeled in Figure 4.7 (d) as t1 and
t2, by WTD algorithm in the blue and green regions are included, while, according to the
other algorithms, they should belong to the red and yellow regions.

4.4.2 Results on a synthetic mountain dataset: EGGS

The second mesh that we consider, that we call EGGS, is depicted in Figure 4.8. It is
a synthetic terrain built by sampling a function which is a combination of a plane and
64 Gaussian surfaces. It is composed by 6561 vertices, 12800 triangles, and has no flat
edges. Given the larger number of triangles, we can highlight some differences among the
algorithms.

Table 4.5 shows the values difference in the decompositions among the algorithms computed
by the evaluation metrics, presented in Section 4.3, in the case of stable decompositions,
while Table 4.6 shows the differences in case of unstable decompositions. Each technique,
that we will analyze, computes the same number of critical points and regions, both for
the unstable complex and for stable one. In computing the unstable decomposition, each
technique detects 33 maxima and 33 regions (2-cells of unstable complex), but the WVS and
WHD algorithms do not assign some triangles, which are labeled as watershed triangles.
In case of stable decomposition, each technique finds 28 minima and 28 regions. Even in
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: EGGS mesh: stable (a) and (b) unstable decomposition produced by STD
algorithm.

this case, WVS and WHD algorithms produce some watershed triangles. We notice that,
in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, the RN value differs from 100% only in case of watershed triangles.
Since the RI value is always more than 99%, we can state that decompositions are in any
case very close to each others and the differences are minimal.

Figure 4.9 shows the stable and unstable decompositions produced by the STD algorithm.
Figure 4.10 shows the stable decompositions produced by GRD (a), DIS (b), WVS (c),
WTD (d), TKH (e) and BBD (f) algorithms. We observe that each decomposition presents
the same number of regions, and that the shapes of regions are similar. Figure 4.10 (c)
shows that the thin feature, highlighted by a white circle in Figure 4.9 (a), cannot be
retrieved by watershed algorithms. This is due to the fact that watershed techniques
assign labels only to vertices, and based on the vertex labels, assign triangles to regions.
If a feature is composed of a triangle strip, the first two vertices processed are labeled
as watershed points, since both are on the boundary of two regions (pink and yellow,
yellow and cyan) (Figure 4.10 (c)). Therefore, the other vertices are watershed points,
since they are neighbors of two regions, or are assigned to one of the neighboring regions
of the feature, if they are neighbors of a region and a watershed point. This implies that
watershed techniques cannot retrieve thin features.

Watershed techniques analyze only the field values at the vertices, but the same configu-
rations of the vertices can correspond to different edge status. For example, if two vertices
are labeled as watershed points, this can mean that the edge is a watershed edge or that
is an internal edge of a third narrow region passing trough the two vertices.
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(e) (f)

Figure 4.10: EGGS mesh: the stable decomposition produced by GRD (a), DIS (b), WVS
and WHD (c), WTD (d), TKH (e) and BBD (f) algorithms. In case of the boundary-based
algorithms (TKH (e) and BBD (f)), we show 1-cells of decomposition.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.11: EGGS mesh: comparisons between stable decomposition produced by STD
and GRD (a), STD and WTD (b) and STD and BBD (c) algorithms. The triangles that
are assigned to two different minima are depicted in red.

Finally, the stable decomposition produced by WTD algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.10
(d). In this case, we notice that the contours of the regions are very jagged, and that some
regions are 0-connected. This is an unwanted behavior.

In Tables 4.5 and 4.6, HD values show that techniques that take into account only field
value, give nearly the same decomposition, while we have a different assignment of triangles
when we apply a technique that mimics the gradient. We have three distinct methods to
mimic gradient, and these techniques give different results. By comparing the decomposi-
tions produced by BBD, GRD and WTD algorithms, HD metric is around 95%. Moreover,
we can notice that STD, DIS and TKH algorithms give exactly the same decomposition,
and the similarity between this decomposition and the one produced by WVS and WHD
algorithms is more than 98%, according to HD metric. This difference is due to thin
regions, that are incorrectly assigned by WVS and WHD algorithms.

Figure 4.11 shows comparisons between stable decomposition obtained with STD and GRD
(a), WTD (b) and BBD (c) algorithms. Triangles with different assignment are depicted
in red.

4.5 Experimental Results on Real Datasets

In general, there are two major issues when dealing with real datasets: one issue is that
collection of real data is error prone, so such datasets are affected by sampling errors; the
second issue is that, in most cases, real meshes are not Morse functions, since in nature
there are flat areas, as plain areas, lakes, etc... Nevertheless, it is interesting to apply
algorithms for Morse decomposition to real datasets for studying hydrological problems,
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 96.55 96.55 100 100 100 100

99.74 99.89 99.87 99.42 99.33 100 100
98.77 99.37 99.3 97.13 96.69 100 100

BBD
100 96.55 96.55 100 100 100 100

99.74 99.66 99.64 99.34 99.37 99.74 99.74
98.77 98.3 98.23 96.77 96.98 98.77 98.77

WVS
96.55 96.55 100 96.55 96.55 96.55 96.55
99.89 99.66 99.98 99.42 99.34 99.89 99.89
99.37 98.3 99.94 97.16 96.72 99.37 99.37

WHD
96.55 96.55 100 96.55 96.55 96.55 96.55
99.87 99.64 99.98 99.42 99.34 99.87 99.87
99.3 98.23 99.94 97.15 96.72 99.3 99.3

WTD
100 100 96.55 96.55 100 100 100

99.42 99.34 99.42 99.42 99.21 99.42 99.42
97.13 96.77 97.16 97.15 96.02 97.13 97.13

GRD
100 100 96.55 96.55 100 100 100

99.33 99.37 99.34 99.34 99.21 99.33 99.33
96.69 96.98 96.72 96.72 96.02 96.69 96.69

DIS
100 100 96.55 100 100 100 100
100 99.74 99.89 99.42 99.42 99.33 100
100 98.77 99.37 97.13 97.13 96.69 100

STD
100 100 96.55 100 100 100 100
100 99.74 99.89 99.42 99.42 99.33 100
100 98.77 99.37 97.13 97.13 96.69 100

Table 4.5: EGGS mesh: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are reported the
values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green), the Hamming
Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 97.06 97.06 100 100 100 100

99.75 99.85 99.81 99.5 99.36 100 100
98.2 98.89 98.27 96.27 95.3 100 100

BBD
100 97.06 97.06 100 100 100 100

99.75 99.67 99.72 99.57 99.47 99.75 99.75
98.2 97.55 97.5 96.8 96.2 98.2 98.2

WVS
97.06 97.06 100 97.06 97.06 97.06 97.06
99.85 99.67 99.88 99.46 99.34 99.85 99.85
98.89 97.55 98.93 96.05 95.18 98.89 98.89

WHD
97.06 97.06 100 97.06 97.06 97.06 97.06
99.81 99.72 99.88 99.55 99.41 99.81 99.81
98.27 97.5 98.93 96.21 95.3 98.27 98.27

WTD
100 100 97.06 97.06 100 100 100
99.5 99.57 99.46 99.55 99.41 99.5 99.5
96.27 96.8 96.05 96.21 95.59 96.27 96.27

GRD
100 100 97.06 97.06 100 100 100

99.36 99.47 99.34 99.41 99.41 99.36 99.36
95.3 96.2 95.18 95.3 95.59 95.3 95.3

DIS
100 100 97.06 100 100 100 100
100 99.75 99.85 99.5 99.5 99.36 100
100 98.2 98.89 96.27 96.27 95.3 100

STD
100 100 97.06 100 100 100 100
100 99.75 99.85 99.5 99.5 99.36 100
100 98.2 98.89 96.27 96.27 95.3 100

Table 4.6: EGGS mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric are reported
the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green), the
Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.12: MONTBLANC mesh: (a) RAW, (b) PL-MORSE, (c) SMOOTH.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Meshes: (a) ELBA Island, (b) MONVISO mountain.

such as drainage basins.

We apply decomposition techniques on meshes obtained by triangulating DEM’s that rep-
resent real terrains. Furthermore, we compare the Morse decompositions, obtained by the
different algorithms. In order to compare the different techniques, we use three distinct
metrics, described in Subsection 4.3.

4.5.1 Input Data

In order to obtain meshes representing real terrain data, we have extracted data from
DEMs that are freely available on the web. The CGIAR-CSI GeoPortal contains SRTM
Digital Elevation Data of the entire world. The SRTM data is available as 3 arc second
(approx. 90m resolution) DEMs. The vertical error of the DEM is reported to be less than
16m. We have selected a few regions of interest from those data, and built triangulations
in which vertices are distributed on a regular square grid, thus, the resulting triangulations
are composed by isosceles right triangles. In the following, we refer to those meshes, built
directly from DEMs without any manipulation, as RAW meshes.
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#Vertices
RAW PL-MORSE SMOOTH

#Triangles

MontBlanc
14 400 14 394 14 400

28 322 28 310 28 322

Elba
36 036 35 365 36 057

70 220 69 059 70 265

Monviso
160 000 159 606 160 000

318 402 317 623 318 402

Table 4.7: Real Datasets used in the experiments

We have extracted three datasets, the first, called MONTBLANC, represents the terrain
around Mont Blanc. This terrain represents a single mountain, but is composed of several
peaks and valleys. The mesh is composed of nearly 14000 vertices and 28000 triangles
(Figure 4.12 (a)).

The second mesh, called ELBA, represents an island. Because of presence of the sea, this
mesh has a natural boundary, in which every vertex has elevation equal to zero. The
different methods to handle the boundary play a key role in the resulting decomposition.
ELBA mesh is composed of about 36000 vertices and of 70000 triangles (see Figure 4.13
(a)).

The third mesh, called MONVISO, represents a wide zone of Alps around Monviso moun-
tain. This terrain presents several mountains, ridges and valleys. The mesh is composed
of 160000 vertices and about 320000 triangles (see Figure 4.13 (b)).

For most real datasets, RAW meshes can present flat areas, and are affected by some noise.
In order to minimize differences among segmentation techniques, because of flat areas and
noise, we propose two techniques to modify the RAW datasets. The first technique has been
presented in Section 2.1.2. The idea is to identify those flat edges that may compromise
the accuracy of the segmentation, and collapse them. At first, we classify flat edges, i.e.,
edges with vertices having the same field value, into regular flat edges and critical flat
edges. We define regular flat edges, as flat edges that become regular vertices by applying
the edge-collapse operation, while we define critical flat edges, as flat edges that become
critical points by applying the edge-collapse operation on them. We call PL-MORSE mesh,
as a mesh produced from the RAW mesh by collapsing critical flat edges. Figure 4.12 (b)
shows the PL-MORSE MONTBLANC mesh.

The second approach is based on mesh smoothing as a preprocessing step. For each vertex,
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Figure 4.14: MONTBLANC mesh: Chart in (a) depicts number of minima detects by each
algorithm. Chart in (b) depicts the number of maxima detected by each algorithm.

we compute a weighted average among field value of the vertex, of its neighbors, and
of neighbors of neighbors. We assign different weights to the field value of the vertex
(weight 16), to neighbors (weight 2) and to neighbors of neighbors (weight 1). Then, the
resulting mesh is further processed in order to collapse critical flat edges. We call SMOOTH
mesh, a mesh produced from the RAW mesh, by applying this approach. Mesh smoothing
is effective in noise cancellation, and in the removal of local critical configurations, and
it strongly reduces the number of critical points. Figure 4.12 (c) shows the SMOOTH
MONTBLANC mesh.

Table 4.7 shows a list of meshes that we used as benchmark.

4.5.2 Results

We have computed the stable and unstable Morse decompositions of the TINs listed in
Table 4.7, with the eight algorithms listed in Table 4.1. For each algorithm, we take into
account the number of critical points and number of regions. Furthermore, we compare
each possible pair of algorithms each others, according to region number metric, Rand
index metric and Hamming distance metric (see Section 4.3).

In the following, we present the main results of this test.

MONTBLANC Every algorithm detects the same number of maxima, and the same
number of regions of the unstable complex, while there are some differences in the number
of minima and the number of regions of the stable complex. The differences are due to
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.15: SMOOTH MONTBLANC mesh: Unstable decomposition produced by BBD
algorithm (a) and by TKH algorithm (b). Unstable decomposition produced by WTD
algorithm (c). Comparison between BBD and WTD algorithms, in red are depicted the
triangles assigned to distinct minima by the two algorithms (d). Unstable decomposition
produced by GRD algorithm (e). Comparison between BBD and GRD algorithms (f).
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presence of minimum-edges, i.e., flat edges that are local minima (see Section 2.1.1). As we
have observed in Section 4.2.4, in case of an edge minimum, WTD and WTH algorithms
consider both vertices of an edge minimum as minima of the mesh. Thus, they identify
the largest number of minima. STD and WVS algorithms detect only one vertex in case of
edge minimum, or in case of a chain of edge minima. Thus, they identify the lowest number
of minima. In case of an edge minimum, GRD, DIS, THK and BBD algorithms classify
only one vertex of the edge as minimum, but in case of a chain of edge minima, it may
happen that some non-adjacent vertices of the chain are classified as minima. Tables 4.5.2
and 4.5.2 show the value of the three metrics for each pair of algorithms, when computing
the stable and unstable decomposition of MONTBLANC RAW, respectively. We observe
that Rand index assumes, for each pair of algorithms, very high values, almost always in
the top 5%.

Since the edge-collapse technique proposed in Section 2.1.2, acts only on critical flat edges,
MONTBLANC MORSE mesh is produced by collapsing only six vertices. Nonetheless the
stable decompositions of the MONTBLANC PL-MORSE mesh have the same number of
minima and the same number of cells in each algorithm. Notice that, in case of watershed
algorithms, there is an additional set, formed by watershed triangles. Figure 4.12 (b) shows
MONTBLANC PL-MORSE. Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.2 show the values of the three metrics
for each pair of algorithms. Nevertheless this technique affects a very small amount of
triangles (12 over 28322 triangles), the resulting stable segmentations are affected widely.
We observe that decompositions become more similar. In particular, in case of the stable
decomposition, minimum value of RI metric grows up from 94.84% in case of the RAW
mesh to 97.80% for the PL-MORSE mesh, and minimum value of HD grows up from
61.29% for the RAW mesh to 67.21% for the PL-MORSE mesh.

Mesh smoothing does not affect the number of vertices, but only their field values. Thus,
MONTBLANC SMOOTH is composed of 14400 vertices and 28322 triangles. Figure 4.12
(c) shows MONTBLANC SMOOTH, we observe that all thin features are removed. All
algorithms identify the same number of critical points and the same number of cells, both
in the stable and unstable decompositions. Comparing the number of cells in the stable
decomposition of MONTBLANC SMOOTH mesh, and in the stable decomposition of
MONTBLANC RAW mesh, we have a reduction of more than 30%, while in case of the
unstable decomposition of MONTBLANC RAW mesh and the unstable decomposition
of MONTBLANC SMOOTH mesh, the reduction is about 55% of the number of cells.
Figure 4.14 shows the number of critical points of MONTBLANC mesh identified by each
algorithm.

Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.2 report the values of the three metrics. We notice that TKH, WVS,
DIS and STD give almost the same decomposition. In particular, the difference among
the decompositions produced by TKH, DIS and STD algorithms is a few of triangles,
while the difference between TKH, WVS or DIS algorithm and WVS algorithm is slightly
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.16: ELBA mesh: Chart in (a) depicts the number of minima detects by algorithms.
Chart in (b) depicts number of maxima detected by algorithms.

higher since WVS cannot detect strip of triangles dangling. As we have seen in Section
4.2, those algorithms have procedure to compute the critical points and the cells of the
decompositions, but are fully discrete and consider only the field values of the vertices, and
do not take into account the length of the edges. Figure 4.15 shows stable decompositions
produced by BBD algorithm (a) and by TKH algorithm (b). Those two algorithms compute
the critical points in the same way, and they are both boundary based, so the traversal
algorithm is the same, but, while TKH is fully discrete, BBD performs a simulation of
differentiability, by taking into account the length of the edges (see Section 4.2.3). The
stable decompositions, as shown in Figure 4.15(a) and (b), are very different. On the
contrary, the decompositions in Figure 4.15(a), (c) and (e), generated with BBD, WTD
and GRD, respectively, look very similar. The reason is that in those three algorithm,
we try to simulate the gradient field, so we takes into account the shape of triangles (in
particular edge length and slope), and not just the field value associated with vertices.

Given that, the boundaries of cells, in these three techniques are very similar. Nonetheless,
metric HD is not as high as we could expect. This is due to the fact that a few minima
are very close, and depending on the order in which such regions are generated, several
triangles can be assigned to a minimum or to one of its neighbor. In Figure 4.15(d) and
(f) we show in red the triangles with different assignment in BBD vs. WTD and BBD vs.
GRD. It is easy to note that regions, that are distinct in the vicinity of the minima, can
merge and generate different triangle assignments.

ELBA The original dataset, that we call RAW, is composed of 36036 vertices and 70220
triangles; since it represent an island, nearly every point on the boundary has field value
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.17: PL-MORSE ELBA mesh: stable (a) and unstable (b) decompositions, pro-
duced by the STD algorithm. We notice a large amount of small 2-cells.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: SMOOTH ELBA mesh: stable (a) and unstable (b) decompositions, produced
by the STD algorithm.

equal to zero. Thus, we have a large amount of non-isolated minima on the boundary.
Each technique, that we consider can handle meshes with flat edges, but their results differ
considerably. In Section 4.2.4, we have analyzed the different approaches.

Chart 4.16 shows the number of critical points and 2-cells, detected by each technique.
We can notice that, in case of RAW mesh, each algorithm identifies a different number
of critical points and regions. This behavior is due the presence of many flat edges (this
mesh has 2913 flat edges). Given the large difference in the results, it is impossible to state
which techniques are more suitable to deal with noisy real data.

By applying edge collapse on critical flat edges, we remove about 700 vertices (see Table 4.7)
and the number of critical points is constant for all techniques, and the amount of 2-cells
is only slightly different (see Chart 4.16). TKH and BBD algorithms detect 2-cells starting
from saddles, and in special configuration with boundary, there are no saddles between two
maxima or two minima. In case of watershed algorithms WVS, WHD and WTD, we can
have an additional 2-cell associated with no critical point, formed by watershed triangles.
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Stable decomposition of MONVISO mesh
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Unstable decomposition of MONVISO mesh
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Figure 4.19: MONVISO mesh: Chart in (a) depicts number of minima detects by algo-
rithms; Chart in (b) depicts number of maxima detects by algorithms.

Figure 4.17 shows the stable and unstable decompositions of PL-MORSE mesh. We notice
a large number of small 2-cells. All techniques detect the same configuration of ridges and
valleys, but because of noise, we can have sets of triangles assigned to different minima.

By applying mesh smoothing, the number of critical point decreases significantly. Com-
pared with PL-MORSE mesh, SMOOTH mesh has 55% less of maxima and unstable 2-cells,
and 19% less minima and stable 2-cells (see Chart 4.16). Decompositions can differ from
each other up to 20% of triangles, that corresponds to few triangles on the boundary of
the mesh and a few large regions that are assigned to distinct maxima, or minima. Figure
4.18 shows stable (a) and unstable (b) decompositions according to DIS algorithm. We
observe that the ridges, valleys and main basins appear more clearly.

MONVISO RAW MONVISO mesh is composed of 160000 vertices and 318402 trian-
gles. Chart 4.19 (a) depicts the number of minima detected by the algorithms and Chart
4.19 (b) depicts number of maxima. We can observe that the number of maxima computed
by various techniques strongly differ. This happens because of presence of maxima edges.
Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.2 show the values of the metrics in case of stable and unstable decom-
position, respectively. Hamming distance in some cases is equal to zero, since we do not
have the correct matching between regions. Recall that we perform region matching by
associating regions with the same critical point. In case of flat edges, two different vertices
can be labeled as critical. Thus, we have no matching.

PL-MORSE mesh is obtained by collapsing about 400 vertices, i.e., 2.5� of the vertices
of the mesh. As shown in Chart 4.19, both number of minima and of maxima are quite
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constant for all algorithms. Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.2 show the values of the metrics. We
observe that region number metric and Rand index metric are always higher than 99%.
Hamming distance has values higher than 80%.

Figures 4.20 (c) and (d) show the stable and unstable decomposition of the PL-MORSE
MONVISO mesh. There are several small regions, since there are several peaks and pits
in the mesh. By applying mesh smoothing, we obtain more meaningful decompositions,
as shown in Figures 4.20 (e) and (f) and the number of minima and maxima is less than
50% of those computed on the PL-MORSE MONVISO mesh. Tables 4.5.2 and 4.5.2 show
the values of metrics, we observe that the values are only slightly higher than in case of
PL-MORSE MONVISO mesh.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.20: MONVISO mesh: Stable (a) and unstable (b) decompositions of MONVISO
RAW mesh. Stable (c) and unstable (d) decompositions of MONVISO PL-MORSE mesh.
Stable (e) and unstable (f) decompositions of MONVISO SMOOTH mesh. All of them
are produced by using the STD algorithm.
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 98.78 96.47 96.47 100 100 98.78

99.02 99.86 95.43 98.7 98.81 99.99 99.97
84.58 95.55 74.29 76.64 78.45 98.1 97.48

BBD
100 98.78 96.47 96.47 100 100 98.78

99.02 98.96 94.88 99.2 99.38 99.01 98.99
84.58 82.19 63.81 82.13 85.95 82.72 82.62

WVS
98.78 98.78 95.29 95.29 98.78 98.78 100
99.86 98.96 95.39 98.65 98.75 99.86 99.89
95.55 82.19 74.02 77.19 79.25 97.24 97.73

WHD
96.47 96.47 95.29 100 96.47 96.47 95.29
95.43 94.88 95.39 94.84 94.84 95.44 95.43
74.29 63.81 74.02 62.09 61.29 74.28 74

WTD
96.47 96.47 95.29 100 96.47 96.47 95.29
98.7 99.2 98.65 94.84 99.32 98.7 98.68
76.64 82.13 77.19 62.09 85.11 77.11 77.06

GRD
100 100 98.78 96.47 96.47 100 98.78

98.81 99.38 98.75 94.84 99.32 98.82 98.79
78.45 85.95 79.25 61.29 85.11 80.19 79.73

DIS
100 100 98.78 96.47 96.47 100 98.78

99.99 99.01 99.86 98.7 98.7 98.82 99.96
98.1 82.72 97.24 77.11 77.11 80.19 99.29

STD
98.78 98.78 100 95.29 95.29 98.78 98.78
99.97 98.99 99.89 98.68 98.68 98.79 99.96
97.48 82.62 97.73 77.06 77.06 79.73 99.29

Table 4.8: MONTBLANC RAW: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are reported
the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green), the
Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 98.77 98.77 100 100 100 100

98.99 99.89 98.74 98.68 98.78 99.99 99.99
84.84 98.19 82.93 80.43 80.48 99.87 99.83

BBD
100 98.77 98.77 100 100 100 100

98.99 98.95 97.99 99.24 99.37 98.98 98.99
84.84 84.57 71.01 88.03 88.18 84.72 84.74

WVS
98.77 98.77 100 98.77 98.77 98.77 98.77
99.89 98.95 98.74 98.66 98.74 99.88 99.89
98.19 84.57 83.6 80.36 80.17 98.1 98.21

WHD
98.77 98.77 100 98.77 98.77 98.77 98.77
98.74 97.99 98.74 97.8 97.91 98.74 98.75
82.93 71.01 83.6 67.21 68.1 82.89 82.99

WTD
100 100 98.77 98.77 100 100 100

98.68 99.24 98.66 97.8 99.35 98.68 98.69
80.43 88.03 80.36 67.21 90.52 80.35 80.37

GRD
100 100 98.77 98.77 100 100 100

98.78 99.37 98.74 97.91 99.35 98.78 98.77
80.48 88.18 80.17 68.1 90.52 80.52 80.42

DIS
100 100 98.77 100 100 100 100

99.99 98.98 99.88 98.68 98.68 98.78 99.99
99.87 84.72 98.1 80.35 80.35 80.52 99.86

STD
100 100 98.77 100 100 100 100

99.99 98.99 99.89 98.69 98.69 98.77 99.99
99.83 84.74 98.21 80.37 80.37 80.42 99.86

Table 4.9: MONTBLANC PL-MORSE: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 98.18 98.18 100 100 100 100

98.95 99.93 99.61 98.68 98.69 99.99 100
89.43 99.23 95.71 81.24 82.15 99.98 100

BBD
100 98.18 98.18 100 100 100 100

98.95 98.92 98.69 99.13 99.23 98.95 98.95
89.43 89.43 86.48 84.77 86.57 89.41 89.43

WVS
98.18 98.18 100 98.18 98.18 98.18 98.18
99.93 98.92 99.63 98.66 98.68 99.94 99.93
99.23 89.43 96.03 81.25 82.17 99.23 99.23

WHD
98.18 98.18 100 98.18 98.18 98.18 98.18
99.61 98.69 99.63 98.45 98.45 99.62 99.61
95.71 86.48 96.03 80.03 80.96 95.71 95.71

WTD
100 100 98.18 98.18 100 100 100

98.68 99.13 98.66 98.45 99.21 98.67 98.68
81.24 84.77 81.25 80.03 90.46 81.23 81.24

GRD
100 100 98.18 98.18 100 100 100

98.69 99.23 98.68 98.45 99.21 98.69 98.69
82.15 86.57 82.17 80.96 90.46 82.14 82.15

DIS
100 100 98.18 100 100 100 100

99.99 98.95 99.94 98.67 98.67 98.69 99.99
99.98 89.41 99.23 81.23 81.23 82.14 99.98

STD
100 100 98.18 100 100 100 100
100 98.95 99.93 98.68 98.68 98.69 99.99
100 89.43 99.23 81.24 81.24 82.15 99.98

Table 4.10: MONTBLANC SMOOTH: Stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100 100

99.07 99.9 99.68 98.85 98.81 99.99 99.98
83.14 98.02 94.72 81.44 82.5 99.83 99.83

BBD
100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100 100

99.07 99.04 99 99.3 99.37 99.06 99.05
83.14 82.59 81.74 86.4 91.33 83.03 83.01

WVS
99.12 99.12 100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12
99.9 99.04 99.71 98.84 98.8 99.9 99.88
98.02 82.59 95.42 81.36 82.18 97.96 97.92

WHD
99.12 99.12 100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12
99.68 99 99.71 98.85 98.8 99.68 99.69
94.72 81.74 95.42 80.8 81.65 94.65 94.71

WTD
99.12 99.12 100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12
98.85 99.3 98.84 98.85 99.5 98.84 98.84
81.44 86.4 81.36 80.8 88.09 81.36 81.31

GRD
100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100

98.81 99.37 98.8 98.8 99.5 98.81 98.8
82.5 91.33 82.18 81.65 88.09 82.4 82.38

DIS
100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100

99.99 99.06 99.9 98.84 98.84 98.81 99.97
99.83 83.03 97.96 81.36 81.36 82.4 99.74

STD
100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100

99.98 99.05 99.88 98.84 98.84 98.8 99.97
99.83 83.01 97.92 81.31 81.31 82.38 99.74

Table 4.11: MONTBLANC RAW: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100 100

99.07 99.91 99.68 98.85 98.81 99.99 99.98
83.13 98.03 94.74 81.45 82.5 99.83 99.84

BBD
100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100 100

99.07 99.04 99 99.3 99.37 99.06 99.05
83.13 82.59 81.76 86.41 91.33 83.02 83.01

WVS
99.12 99.12 100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12
99.91 99.04 99.71 98.84 98.8 99.9 99.89
98.03 82.59 95.43 81.38 82.18 97.97 97.94

WHD
99.12 99.12 100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12
99.68 99 99.71 98.85 98.8 99.68 99.69
94.74 81.76 95.43 80.81 81.66 94.67 94.72

WTD
99.12 99.12 100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12
98.85 99.3 98.84 98.85 99.5 98.84 98.84
81.45 86.41 81.38 80.81 88.11 81.37 81.32

GRD
100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100

98.81 99.37 98.8 98.8 99.5 98.81 98.8
82.5 91.33 82.18 81.66 88.11 82.4 82.38

DIS
100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100

99.99 99.06 99.9 98.84 98.84 98.81 99.97
99.83 83.02 97.97 81.37 81.37 82.4 99.75

STD
100 100 99.12 99.12 99.12 100 100

99.98 99.05 99.89 98.84 98.84 98.8 99.97
99.84 83.01 97.94 81.32 81.32 82.38 99.75

Table 4.12: MONTBLANC PL-MORSE: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 98.46 98.46 100 100 100 100

98.57 99.93 99.73 98.41 98.35 100 100
86.65 99.14 96.7 84.17 84.79 99.99 100

BBD
100 98.46 98.46 100 100 100 100

98.57 98.55 98.52 99.25 99.35 98.56 98.56
86.65 86.33 85.16 91.77 94.12 86.56 86.56

WVS
98.46 98.46 100 98.46 98.46 98.46 98.46
99.93 98.55 99.76 98.42 98.35 99.93 99.93
99.14 86.33 97.06 84.09 84.64 99.13 99.13

WHD
98.46 98.46 100 98.46 98.46 98.46 98.18
99.73 98.52 99.76 98.41 98.35 99.72 99.61
96.7 85.16 97.06 83.49 83.81 96.6 95.71

WTD
100 100 98.46 98.46 100 100 100

98.41 99.25 98.42 98.41 99.21 98.67 98.68
84.17 91.77 84.09 83.49 90.46 81.23 81.24

GRD
100 100 98.46 98.46 100 100 100

98.35 99.35 98.35 98.35 99.21 98.69 98.69
84.79 94.12 84.64 83.81 90.46 82.14 82.15

DIS
100 100 98.46 100 100 100 100
100 98.56 99.93 98.67 98.67 98.69 99.99

99.99 86.56 99.13 81.23 81.23 82.14 99.98

STD
100 100 98.46 100 100 100 100
100 98.56 99.93 98.68 98.68 98.69 99.99
100 86.56 99.13 81.24 81.24 82.15 99.98

Table 4.13: MONTBLANC SMOOTH: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 86.73 83.54 73.32 99.33 98.53 88.87

99.93 99.73 94.92 99.52 99.83 99.92 99.79
94 52.34 60.31 45.47 72.36 76.15 58.54

BBD
100 86.73 83.54 73.32 99.33 98.53 88.87

99.93 99.69 94.89 99.53 99.88 99.87 99.74
94 50.36 58.05 46.58 75.19 72.02 55.34

WVS
86.73 86.73 72.45 84.54 86.15 88.03 97.59
99.73 99.69 94.73 99.56 99.66 99.75 99.86
52.34 50.36 46.29 60.75 58.21 63.87 73.15

WHD
83.54 83.54 72.45 61.25 84.1 82.31 74.24
94.92 94.89 94.73 94.62 94.87 94.9 94.78
60.31 58.05 46.29 41.39 57.28 57.95 47.67

WTD
73.32 73.32 84.54 61.25 72.84 74.42 82.5
99.52 99.53 99.56 94.62 99.53 99.54 99.6
45.47 46.58 60.75 41.39 55.08 55.1 62.67

GRD
99.33 99.33 86.15 84.1 72.84 97.87 88.28
99.83 99.88 99.66 94.87 99.53 99.84 99.71
72.36 75.19 58.21 57.28 55.08 83.92 66.03

DIS
98.53 98.53 88.03 74.42 74.42 97.87 90.2
99.92 99.87 99.75 99.54 99.54 99.84 99.81
76.15 72.02 63.87 55.1 55.1 83.92 72.91

STD
88.87 88.87 97.59 82.5 82.5 88.28 90.2
99.79 99.74 99.86 99.6 99.6 99.71 99.81
58.54 55.34 73.15 62.67 62.67 66.03 72.91

Table 4.14: ELBA RAW: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are reported the
values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green), the Hamming
Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.69 99.69 99.69 99.84 99.84 99.84

99.92 99.87 99.49 99.8 99.83 99.91 99.91
94.2 89.02 86.99 86.88 88.57 94.67 94.62

BBD
100 99.69 99.69 99.69 99.84 99.84 99.84

99.92 99.8 99.44 99.83 99.87 99.85 99.85
94.2 85.82 83.42 88.85 90.8 89.59 89.99

WVS
99.69 99.69 100 100 99.85 99.85 99.85
99.87 99.8 99.46 99.75 99.76 99.87 99.87
89.02 85.82 85.37 83.22 82.72 89.83 89.14

WHD
99.69 99.69 100 100 99.85 99.85 99.85
99.49 99.44 99.46 99.42 99.42 99.49 99.49
86.99 83.42 85.37 83.52 84.23 88.38 88.35

WTD
99.69 99.69 100 100 99.85 99.85 99.85
99.8 99.83 99.75 99.42 99.83 99.76 99.76
86.88 88.85 83.22 83.52 88.17 85.8 85.97

GRD
99.84 99.84 99.85 99.85 99.85 100 100
99.83 99.87 99.76 99.42 99.83 99.79 99.79
88.57 90.8 82.72 84.23 88.17 87.99 90.24

DIS
99.84 99.84 99.85 99.85 99.85 100 100
99.91 99.85 99.87 99.76 99.76 99.79 99.81
94.67 89.59 89.83 85.8 85.8 87.99 94.89

STD
99.84 99.84 99.85 99.85 99.85 100 100
99.91 99.85 99.87 99.76 99.76 99.79 99.81
94.62 89.99 89.14 85.97 85.97 90.24 94.89

Table 4.15: ELBA PL-MORSE: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are reported
the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green), the
Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.81 99.81 99.81 100 100 100

99.84 99.97 99.7 99.75 99.75 100 100
91.3 97.62 88.88 83.35 88.03 99.98 99.95

BBD
100 99.81 99.81 99.81 100 100 100

99.84 99.82 99.61 99.82 99.85 99.84 99.84
91.3 90.24 83.22 87.98 93.96 91.29 91.27

WVS
99.81 99.81 100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81
99.97 99.82 99.7 99.74 99.74 99.97 99.97
97.62 90.24 89.56 82.93 87.49 97.6 97.6

WHD
99.81 99.81 100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81
99.7 99.61 99.7 99.54 99.55 99.69 99.69
88.88 83.22 89.56 81.1 81.43 88.86 88.86

WTD
99.81 99.81 100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81
99.75 99.82 99.74 99.54 99.81 99.75 99.75
83.35 87.98 82.93 81.1 87.74 83.35 83.34

GRD
100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81 100 100

99.75 99.85 99.74 99.55 99.81 99.75 99.75
88.03 93.96 87.49 81.43 87.74 88 88.02

DIS
100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81 100 100
100 99.84 99.97 99.75 99.75 99.75 100

99.98 91.29 97.6 83.35 83.35 88 99.96

STD
100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81 100 100
100 99.84 99.97 99.75 99.75 99.75 100

99.95 91.27 97.6 83.34 83.34 88.02 99.96

Table 4.16: ELBA SMOOTH: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are reported
the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green), the
Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
99.77 85.14 85.55 78.6 96.4 93.92 84.91
99.89 99.84 97.13 99.68 99.65 99.79 99.86

89 75.65 70.44 67.88 74.88 81.76 76.92

BBD
99.77 85.33 85.36 78.78 96.61 94.13 85.1
99.89 99.75 97.09 99.68 99.67 99.7 99.77

89 74.21 69.6 71.33 78.45 79.48 74.76

WVS
85.14 85.33 72.83 92.33 88.32 90.65 99.74
99.84 99.75 97.02 99.76 99.71 99.87 99.94
75.65 74.21 72.93 83.21 82.49 90.08 93.88

WHD
85.55 85.36 72.83 67.24 82.47 80.35 72.64
97.13 97.09 97.02 96.96 97 97.09 97.02
70.44 69.6 72.93 68.89 74.43 78.05 73.17

WTD
78.6 78.78 92.33 67.24 81.54 83.69 92.57
99.68 99.68 99.76 96.96 99.68 99.72 99.76
67.88 71.33 83.21 68.89 78.14 79.88 83.42

GRD
96.4 96.61 88.32 82.47 81.54 97.43 88.08
99.65 99.67 99.71 97 99.68 99.78 99.71
74.88 78.45 82.49 74.43 78.14 89.48 82.57

DIS
93.92 94.13 90.65 83.69 83.69 97.43 90.41
99.79 99.7 99.87 99.72 99.72 99.78 99.89
81.76 79.48 90.08 79.88 79.88 89.48 91.31

STD
84.91 85.1 99.74 92.57 92.57 88.08 90.41
99.86 99.77 99.94 99.76 99.76 99.71 99.89
76.92 74.76 93.88 83.42 83.42 82.57 91.31

Table 4.17: ELBA RAW mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
99.73 98.67 99.2 99.2 99.47 99.47 99.47
99.88 99.94 98.84 99.82 99.76 99.96 99.95
94.42 96.74 87.66 91.09 90.74 97.85 97.63

BBD
99.73 98.94 99.47 99.47 99.73 99.73 99.73
99.88 99.85 98.8 99.85 99.81 99.86 99.96
94.42 92.78 85.04 92.83 92.61 93.07 91.44

WVS
98.67 98.94 99.47 99.47 99.2 99.2 99.2
99.94 99.85 98.84 99.83 99.77 99.95 99.84
96.74 92.78 88.5 91.46 91.04 97.32 97.62

WHD
99.2 99.47 99.47 100 99.73 99.73 99.73
98.84 98.8 98.84 98.79 98.7 98.84 99.95
87.66 85.04 88.5 85.93 84.48 88.3 91.16

WTD
99.2 99.47 99.47 100 99.73 99.73 99.73
99.82 99.85 99.83 98.79 99.8 99.83 98.84
91.09 92.83 91.46 85.93 91.4 91.37 97.19

GRD
99.47 99.73 99.2 99.73 99.73 100 100
99.76 99.81 99.77 98.7 99.8 99.77 99.83
90.74 92.61 91.04 84.48 91.4 91.51 88.58

DIS
99.47 99.73 99.2 99.73 99.73 100 100
99.96 99.86 99.95 99.83 99.83 99.77 99.83
97.85 93.07 97.32 91.37 91.37 91.51 93.15

STD
99.47 99.73 99.2 99.73 99.73 100 100
99.95 99.96 99.84 98.84 98.84 99.83 99.83
97.63 91.44 97.62 97.19 97.19 88.58 93.15

Table 4.18: ELBA PL-MORSE mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.42 99.42 99.42 100 100 99.81

99.75 99.97 99.91 99.67 99.67 100 99.69
94.88 99.18 97.19 92.14 93.52 99.98 88.86

BBD
100 99.42 99.42 99.42 100 100 99.81

99.75 99.73 99.7 99.8 99.84 99.75 99.81
94.88 94.51 93.16 94.47 96.27 94.86 87.74

WVS
99.42 99.42 100 100 99.42 100 99.81
99.97 99.73 99.92 99.66 99.67 99.74 99.75
99.18 94.51 97.62 92.02 93.4 82.93 83.35

WHD
99.42 99.42 100 99.81 99.81 99.81 99.81
99.91 99.7 99.92 99.74 99.97 99.97 99.75
97.19 93.16 97.62 87.49 97.6 97.6 83.34

WTD
99.42 99.42 100 99.81 100 99.81 100
99.67 99.8 99.66 99.74 99.54 99.55 99.75
92.14 94.47 92.02 87.49 81.1 81.43 88

GRD
100 100 99.42 99.81 100 99.81 100

99.67 99.84 99.67 99.97 99.54 99.69 99.75
93.52 96.27 93.4 97.6 81.1 88.86 88.02

DIS
100 100 100 99.81 99.81 99.81 100
100 99.75 99.74 99.55 99.55 99.69 100

99.98 94.86 82.93 81.43 81.43 88.86 99.96

STD
99.81 99.81 99.81 100 100 100 100
99.69 99.81 99.75 99.75 99.75 99.75 100
88.86 87.74 83.35 88 88 88.02 99.96

Table 4.19: ELBA SMOOTH mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 85.34 89.59 89.59 99.03 98.34 85.62
99.9 99.87 97.42 99.6 99.8 99.91 99.88
84.94 62.78 74.39 68.95 67.58 81.83 64.99

BBD
100 85.34 89.59 89.59 99.03 98.34 85.62
99.9 99.79 97.37 99.63 99.84 99.82 99.79
84.94 54.93 66.65 74.1 74.51 70.31 56.23

WVS
85.34 85.34 76.46 76.46 86.17 86.78 99.68
99.87 99.79 97.31 99.49 99.81 99.92 99.98
62.78 54.93 57.04 55.94 64.51 76.75 93.54

WHD
89.59 89.59 76.46 100 88.72 88.1 76.7
97.42 97.37 97.31 97.32 97.32 97.38 97.32
74.39 66.65 57.04 69.9 63.29 72.82 57.93

WTD
89.59 89.59 76.46 100 88.72 88.1 76.7
99.6 99.63 99.49 97.32 99.59 99.55 99.49
68.95 74.1 55.94 69.9 74.11 68.47 56.51

GRD
99.03 99.03 86.17 88.72 88.72 99.3 86.45
99.8 99.84 99.81 97.32 99.59 99.87 99.81
67.58 74.51 64.51 63.29 74.11 80.36 65.47

DIS
98.34 98.34 86.78 88.1 88.1 99.3 87.06
99.91 99.82 99.92 99.55 99.55 99.87 99.93
81.83 70.31 76.75 68.47 68.47 80.36 79.38

STD
85.62 85.62 99.68 76.7 76.7 86.45 87.06
99.88 99.79 99.98 99.49 99.49 99.81 99.93
64.99 56.23 93.54 56.51 56.51 65.47 79.38

Table 4.20: MONVISO RAW mesh: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.84 99.84 99.84 99.68 100 100

99.89 99.98 99.75 99.86 99.84 99.99 99.98
86.92 97.84 93.06 83.14 82.76 99.1 98.55

BBD
100 99.84 99.84 99.84 99.68 100 100

99.89 99.88 99.66 99.9 99.91 99.88 99.88
86.92 85.66 83.02 88.13 89.29 86.18 85.8

WVS
99.84 99.84 100 100 99.51 99.84 100
99.98 99.88 99.75 99.85 99.84 99.98 99.97
97.84 85.66 93.21 82.71 82.66 97.75 97.7

WHD
99.84 99.84 100 100 99.51 99.84 100
99.75 99.66 99.75 99.64 99.63 99.76 99.75
93.06 83.02 93.21 80.15 80.44 93.1 93.1

WTD
99.84 99.84 100 100 99.51 99.84 100
99.86 99.9 99.85 99.64 99.89 99.85 99.84
83.14 88.13 82.71 80.15 88.02 82.78 82.97

GRD
99.68 99.68 99.51 99.51 99.51 99.68 99.68
99.84 99.91 99.84 99.63 99.89 99.84 99.84
82.76 89.29 82.66 80.44 88.02 82.54 82.65

DIS
100 100 99.84 99.84 99.84 99.68 100

99.99 99.88 99.98 99.85 99.85 99.84 99.99
99.1 86.18 97.75 82.78 82.78 82.54 99.32

STD
100 100 100 100 100 99.68 100

99.98 99.88 99.97 99.84 99.84 99.84 99.99
98.55 85.8 97.7 82.97 82.97 82.65 99.32

Table 4.21: MONVISO PL-MORSE mesh: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 100 99.22 99.22 100 100 98.81

99.85 99.95 99.67 99.82 99.81 100 99.96
91.18 98.93 93.81 87.79 89.82 99.99 99.06

BBD
100 100 99.22 99.22 100 100 98.81

99.85 99.81 99.55 99.9 99.91 99.85 99.81
91.18 90.59 86.48 94.13 95.32 91.19 90.52

WVS
100 100 99.22 99.22 100 100 98.81

99.95 99.81 99.63 99.78 99.77 99.95 99.99
98.93 90.59 93.23 87.3 89.33 98.94 99.34

WHD
99.22 99.22 99.22 100 99.22 99.22 98.04
99.67 99.55 99.63 99.56 99.53 99.67 99.63
93.81 86.48 93.23 85.35 86.49 94.57 93.07

WTD
99.22 99.22 99.22 100 99.22 99.22 98.04
99.82 99.9 99.78 99.56 99.88 99.82 99.78
87.79 94.13 87.3 85.35 92.45 87.85 87.19

GRD
100 100 100 99.22 99.22 100 98.81

99.81 99.91 99.77 99.53 99.88 99.81 99.77
89.82 95.32 89.33 86.49 92.45 89.83 89.2

DIS
100 100 100 99.22 99.22 100 98.81
100 99.85 99.95 99.82 99.82 99.81 99.96

99.99 91.19 98.94 87.85 87.85 89.83 99.07

STD
98.81 98.81 98.81 98.04 98.04 98.81 98.81
99.96 99.81 99.99 99.78 99.78 99.77 99.96
99.06 90.52 99.34 87.19 87.19 89.2 99.07

Table 4.22: MONVISO SMOOTH mesh: stable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 94.67 96.04 96.04 98.89 98.39 94.57

99.93 99.96 97.61 99.82 99.9 99.98 99.97
0 88.11 81.1 0 82.56 0 0

BBD
100 94.67 96.04 96.04 98.89 98.39 94.57

99.93 99.9 97.57 99.85 99.94 99.91 99.9
0 0 0 84.1 0 84.11 79.84

WVS
94.67 94.67 90.92 90.92 95.73 96.22 99.89
99.96 99.9 97.59 99.79 99.89 99.97 99.98
88.11 0 76.53 0 79.44 0 0

WHD
96.04 96.04 90.92 100 94.98 94.49 90.82
97.61 97.57 97.59 97.59 97.56 97.61 97.59
81.1 0 76.53 0 74.19 0 0

WTD
96.04 96.04 90.92 100 94.98 94.49 90.82
99.82 99.85 99.79 97.59 99.85 99.81 99.8

0 84.1 0 0 0 79.74 76.26

GRD
98.89 98.89 95.73 94.98 94.98 99.49 95.63
99.9 99.94 99.89 97.56 99.85 99.9 99.89
82.56 0 79.44 74.19 0 0 0

DIS
98.39 98.39 96.22 94.49 94.49 99.49 96.11
99.98 99.91 99.97 99.81 99.81 99.9 99.97

0 84.11 0 79.74 79.74 0 93.27

STD
94.57 94.57 99.89 90.82 90.82 95.63 96.11
99.97 99.9 99.98 99.8 99.8 99.89 99.97

0 79.84 0 76.26 76.26 0 93.27

Table 4.23: MONVISO RAW mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric are
reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in green),
the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 99.89 99.89 99.89 99.89 100 100

99.92 99.98 99.79 99.9 99.91 99.99 99.86
88.38 97.31 92.42 84.79 85.99 98.83 97.94

BBD
100 99.89 99.89 99.89 99.89 100 100

99.92 99.92 99.74 99.94 99.95 99.92 99.91
88.38 87.4 83.66 89.26 92.08 87.67 88.14

WVS
99.89 99.89 100 100 99.79 99.89 100
99.98 99.92 99.8 99.9 99.9 99.99 99.98
97.31 87.4 93.1 84.6 85.85 97.54 97.44

WHD
99.89 99.89 100 100 99.79 99.89 100
99.79 99.74 99.8 99.73 99.73 99.79 99.84
92.42 83.66 93.1 82.63 83.43 92.38 92.4

WTD
99.89 99.89 100 100 99.79 99.89 100
99.9 99.94 99.9 99.73 99.94 99.9 99.91
84.79 89.26 84.6 82.63 89.56 84.65 84.68

GRD
99.89 99.89 99.79 99.79 99.79 99.89 99.89
99.91 99.95 99.9 99.73 99.94 99.91 99.9
85.99 92.08 85.85 83.43 89.56 86.05 86.01

DIS
100 100 99.89 99.89 99.89 99.89 100

99.99 99.92 99.99 99.9 99.9 99.91 99.99
98.83 87.67 97.54 84.65 84.65 86.05 98.65

STD
100 100 100 100 100 99.89 100

99.86 99.91 99.98 99.91 99.91 99.9 99.99
97.94 88.14 97.44 84.68 84.68 86.01 98.65

Table 4.24: MONVISO PL-MORSE mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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RN
TKH BBD WVS WHD WTD GRD DIS STDRI

HD

TKH
100 100 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.76

99.91 99.99 99.96 99.89 99.89 100 100
93.77 99.23 97.51 92.04 91.99 99.97 99.97

BBD
100 100 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.76

99.91 99.91 99.88 99.93 99.94 99.91 99.91
93.77 93.43 92.4 95.06 95.73 93.75 93.75

WVS
100 100 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.76 99.76

99.99 99.91 99.96 99.89 99.88 99.99 99.99
99.23 93.43 97.79 92.02 91.91 99.25 99.25

WHD
99.76 99.76 99.76 100 99.52 99.52 99.52
99.96 99.88 99.96 99.87 99.86 99.95 99.95
97.51 92.4 97.79 91.26 91.08 97.49 97.49

WTD
99.76 99.76 99.76 100 99.52 99.52 99.52
99.89 99.93 99.89 99.87 99.92 99.89 99.89
92.04 95.06 92.02 91.26 94.29 92.03 92.03

GRD
99.76 99.76 99.76 99.52 99.52 100 100
99.89 99.94 99.88 99.86 99.92 99.89 99.89
91.99 95.73 91.91 91.08 94.29 92 92

DIS
99.76 99.76 99.76 99.52 99.52 100 100
100 99.91 99.99 99.89 99.89 99.89 100

99.97 93.75 99.25 92.03 92.03 92 99.99

STD
99.76 99.76 99.76 99.52 99.52 100 100
100 99.91 99.99 99.89 99.89 99.89 100

99.97 93.75 99.25 92.03 92.03 92 99.99

Table 4.25: MONVISO SMOOTH mesh: unstable decomposition. For each pair of metric
are reported the values of the region number metric (in red), the Rand index metric (in
green), the Hamming Distance metric (in blue).
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Chapter 5

Morphology-based Multiresolution
Terrain Models

We have seen cell complexes used as decomposition-based models for representing the ge-
ometry (regular or simplicial models) and the topology (Morse and Morse-Smale complex)
of a scalar field. For topological models, it often happens that a detailed Morse-(Smale)
complex includes too fine, irrelevant, or even noisy, shape features. On other hand, the
appropriate level of abstraction for (geometric or topological) model depends on the spe-
cific application, e.g., terrain analysis at the continental level with respect to regional level,
or on the specific operation that is being performed in the current working session, e.g.,
interactive visualization with respect to flood simulation. Often the ideal level of detail is
not spatially uniform, but we may need to focus the attention, in a certain area of interest
in which the operation is being applied. This is true for both the geometrical and the
topological representation. Multi-resolution models provide a way to handle this problem.

In Section 5.1, we briefly describe a framework for a multi-resolution model, called Multi-
Complex, introduced in [DMP99, Mag99]. In Section 5.2, we introduce the approaches
presented in literature for a hierarchical representation of a Morse-Smale complex and of
Morse complexes. Then, in Section 5.3, we present a multi-resolution model of a Morse-
Smale complex, called Multi-resolution Morse-Smale complex (MMSC) [DDV07], that is
based on the Multi-Complex. Starting from the dual representation of a Morse-Smale
complex, described in Section 5.5.2, in Section 5.4, we present a representation of an
MMSC that is based on the incidence graph. Furthermore, we extend the MMSC to a
model that takes into account Morse functions that do not satisfy the Smale condition. In
Section 5.5, we present this model, that is called Multi-resolution Morse complex (MMC)
[DDVM07]. In Section 5.6, we give a representation of an MMC, based on the two-level
dual representation for Morse complexes [DFMV10], presented in Section 2.4.
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M1 M2

Γ modified throughΓ modified throughΓM1 M2

Figure 5.1: u1 is not a modification because it modified the boundary. u2 is a modification.
The bottom row shows a mesh Γ and the results of applying u1 and u2 to Γ, respectively
(from [DM02a]).

5.1 Multi-Complex: Multi-resolution Cell Complex

The basic idea behind multi-resolution modeling is to provide several alternative cell com-
plexes that decompose the same spatial object at different scales, where the scale is allowed
to vary in different parts of the object.

In Section 5.1.1, we briefly describe a framework for multi-scale modeling introduced in
[Mag99, DMP99], and generalizing a number of different multi-scale techniques proposed
in the literature (see [DM02b]). Such framework is called a Multi-Complex.

5.1.1 The Multi-Complex

A Multi-Complex (MC) is composed of a base cell complex at coarse scale, plus a set
of modifications that can be applied to locally refine such complex, or to locally coarsen
an already refined complex. Such modifications are connected in a dependency relation
that guides such refinement/coarsening process in order to always obtain well-formed cell
complexes.

Thus, before defining an MC, we introduce the concept of modification, and that of de-
pendency relation among modifications. For simplicity, we define modifications in the case
of cell complexes without boundary, later we generalize the definition to complexes with
boundary.
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Γ modified throughΓ

M

M

Figure 5.2: A (portion of a) two-dimensional cell complex Γ with boundary (the thick
line is the boundary, and the dashed lines represent the dummy cells), and the result of
applying modification M to Γ. (from [DMP99])

A modification is a pair of cell complexes u = (Γ1,Γ2), such that the boundaries of Γ1 and
Γ2 are coincident as sets of cells. The intuitive idea is that u specifies how to modify a
cell complex Γ, containing Γ1, by replacing Γ1 with Γ2. The condition on the boundaries
ensures that Γ2 fits the hole left in Γ by the removal of Γ1 (see Figure 5.1).

The result of replacing Γ1 with Γ2 in Γ is the set of cells Γ′ = Γ \ Γ1 ∪ Γ2.

In general, Γ′ may not be a cell complex, due to possible intersections between the interiors
of the top-cells of Γ \ Γ1 and Γ2. If no intersection occurs, then modification M can be
applied with success.

A modification u = (Γ1,Γ2) is said to be non-redundant if no top-cell can belong to both
Γ1 and Γ2, i.e., if u does not delete and re-create the same cell. From now on, we will
assume that all modifications we consider are non-redundant.

A cell complex Γ with boundary can be reduced to one without boundary by considering,
for each boundary facet σ of a cell of u, another dummy cell γ obtained by joining σ to a
dummy vertex. Modifications include such dummy cells, and, therefore, they are allowed
to change the boundary of u. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.

A modification can be reversed. The reverse of u = (Γ1,Γ2) is u−1 = (Γ2,Γ1). We say that
a modification u = (Γ1,Γ2) is a refinement if #Γ2 > #Γ1; we say that u is a coarsening if
#Γ2 < #Γ1.

We will also use the alternative notation u− and u+ to denote the two cell complexes
forming a modification u, following the intuition that u− has fewer cells than u+.

We consider a cell complex Γ0 and a set of refinement modifications u1, u2, . . . uh, such
that, for each cell γ ∈ u−i , i = 1, . . . h, exactly one of the following two conditions holds:
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either γ ∈ Γ0, or γ ∈ u+
j for exactly one j 6= i.

Intuitively, the above condition means that each top-cell must either appear in the base
cell complex, or be created by some modification. Figure 5.3 shows a set of modifications
satisfying the above requirement.

We define a dependency relation between modifications as follows. Intuitively, two modifi-
cations are considered to be independent if they do not affect the same top-cells. We say
that a modification uj directly depends on a modification ui if uj removes some top-cell
inserted by ui. More formally, uj depends on ui if there exists some top-cell which belongs
to both u−j and u+

i . For instance, in the example of Figure 5.3, modification u8 depends
on u3 and u7.

If the transitive closure ≺ of the direct dependency relation defined above is a partial order,
then we say that the triplet (Γ0, {u1, . . . uh},≺) is a Multi-Complex.

We call Γ0 is the base cell complex, since it is the cell complex at lowest level of detail
(LOD), and modifications in set {u1, . . . uh} tend to refine it.

We consider the collection of all cells γ contained in Γ0∪{u+
i |i = 1 . . . h} and not contained

in ∪{u−i |i = 1 . . . h}. Assuming that such collection of cells is a cell complex, we call it the
reference cell complex, and we denote it with Γ∞, since its cells are not further refined by
any other modification.

We represent a multi- resolution cell complex as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) in which
the nodes describe modifications, and the arcs describe links of direct dependency among
modifications. By convention, arcs are directed from ui to uj if uj directly depends on
ui (see Figure 5.4). An MC is a concise representation of the collection of all the cell
complexes that can be obtained by applying some of the modifications in set {u1, . . . uh} to
the base cell complex Γ0. Consider starting from the base cell complex Γ0 and applying all
modifications of set {u1, . . . uh} to it in a sequence corresponding to a total order extending
≺. Regardless of the specific order, all such sequences produce the reference cell complex
Γ∞. The intermediate cell complexes generated in the process correspond to representations
at intermediate Levels of Details (LoDs), and they depend on the specific sequence used.
All possible sorted sequences extending ≺ give all possible intermediate cell complexes.

Note that any of such intermediate cell complex, in principle, could be self-intersecting.
However, its combinatorial structure would be still that of a cell complex. In practice,
when applying common simplification strategies, self-intersections almost never occur.

We can truncate the refinement process described above by selecting a proper subset of
the modifications in {M1, . . .Mh}, which is consistent with respect to the partial order.
A subset of the modifications in a multi-resolution cell complex is called consistent if, for
each modifications Mj in the set, all modifications Mj, such that Mi depends on Mj, are
in the set.
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Figure 5.3: A (portion of a) two-dimensional cell complex Γ0 and a set of modifications
u1, . . . u10. The part of Γ0 affected by the modifications is shaded. Each cell that is created
in a modification and removed in another one is filled with the same color, and labeled
with the same number, in both modifications (from [DMP99]).
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Figure 5.4: The DAG representing the partial order among the modifications of Figure 5.3.
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(a)

{M4, M6}{M1, M3, M7, M8}{M1, M2, M9}

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) The reference cell complex for the multi-resolution cell complex of Figure
5.4. (b) Three consistent sets of modifications from the same multi-resolution cell complex,
and the corresponding extracted cell complexes (from [DMP99]).

A consistent subset of modifications can be applied to the base cell complex Γ0, in any
total order extending ≺. Each consistent subset S provides a set of cells ΓS, i.e., the result
of applying its modifications to Γ0. If such set is a cell complex, we call it an extracted cell
complex. Conversely, for any cell complex that can be obtained by combining the cells of
a multi-resolution cell complex, there exists a consistent set S such that that cell complex
is the same as ΓS. Figure 5.5 shows some consistent subsets of modifications on the DAG
representation, and the corresponding cell complexes.

5.1.2 Selective Refinement Queries

Selective refinement queries on a multi-resolution cell complex consist of extracting a cell
complex satisfying some application-dependent requirements. Common requirement is to
minimize the number of cells. In case of a cell complex Γ, we define its size as the number
of top-cells in Γ.

Application-dependent requirements are usually related with desired accuracy in approx-
imating the original spatial object. The desired accuracy can be uniform or variable in
space. In case of uniform resolution, we can extract a cell complex with as fewer as possible
cells, so that none of the cells has an approximation error higher than a given threshold.
In case of variable resolution, the constraint on the persistence and on the approximation
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error are enforced only within a region of interest, which can be a window, a circle for
range queries, or a polyline describing, for instance, a road or a river. Outside the region
of interest, the approximation error can be arbitrary large, so we are interested into tech-
niques that are able to include all the required detail in the RoI (Region of Interest), and
minimize the information about the remaining part of the domain.

In order to formalize such requirements in an application-independent way, we simply
consider a Boolean function τ , defined over the set of all top-cells of a MC, which returns
the value true if a cell γ satisfies the requirements, a value false otherwise. We say that a
given cell complex Γ satisfies a given scale criterion τ if τ assumes the value true over all
cells of Γ.

Thus, given a Boolean function τ as above, a selective refinement query can be formulated
as follows on an MC: compute the cell complex ΓS of minimum size extracted from the MC
that satisfies τ . This is equivalent to the cell complex associated with the consistent set S
of minimum cardinality such that ΓS satisfies τ [DMP99] (since any modification increases
the cell complex size).

Algorithms for performing selective refinement traverse the partially ordered set of mod-
ifications and construct the consistent set S, whose associated cell complex ΓS is the
solution to the query. During traversal, a current consistent set S of modifications is main-
tained, which contains the modifications currently applied to the base cell complex Γ0, and
uniquely defines a currently extracted cell complex ΓS. Set S is updated through insertion
and removal of nodes in the partial order, and cell complex ΓS is updated by doing and
undoing the corresponding modifications.

The traversal can be performed in a top-down, bottom-up, or incremental fashion.

The top-down algorithm starts with an empty set S and with the base cell complex Γ0, and
progressively adds a modification M if cell complex M− does not satisfy τ ; if set S ∪ {M}
is not consistent, then we also add all modifications preceding M in the order. Thus, the
need for guaranteeing a consistent set of modifications enforces the addition of some extra
modifications.

The bottom-up algorithm starts from a set S containing all modifications, and with the
reference cell complex as the current cell complex. Then a modifications M is progressively
removed from S when M− satisfies τ , and set S \{M} is still a consistent set (the need for
guaranteeing a consistent set of modifications prevents the removal of some modifications).
A top-down approach is more efficient than a bottom-up one, since it performs fewer steps
in the typical situation in which the extracted cell complex has small size in comparison
with the reference cell complex.

When solutions of two consecutive queries differ only slightly, both the top-down and
bottom-up algorithms are not adequate, and thus an incremental approach, which slightly
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modifies a previously computed solution, is more suitable. The basic idea underlying the
incremental approach is to search for the solution to the current query by starting from
the consistent set of modifications generated by a previous query. Such set is updated by
adding those modifications M , such that M− does not satisfy τ , and removing those for
which M− satisfies τ , under the usual constraint that the set must remain consistent.

5.2 Multi-resolution Morphological Representations:

State-of-the-art

Two major issues arise when computing a representation of a scalar field as a Morse, or
a Morse-Smale complex. The first issue is the over-segmentation due to the presence of
noise in the data sets. To this aim, simplification algorithms have been developed by
several authors to locally simplify the structure of a Morse-Smale complex [Wol04, EHZ01,
BEHP04, TIKU95, Tak04, GNP+05]. The simplification of 3D Morse-Smale complexes
has been recently investigated [GNP+05]. This method extends the technique discussed
in [BEHP04, EHZ01] to functions defined over 3-manifolds. The second issue is related
to the large size and complexity of available scientific data sets. Thus, a multi-resolution
representation is crucial for an interactive exploration of such data sets (see Subsection
5.1).

There have been a few approaches in the literature that either include the morphology of
the terrain in a mesh-based multi-resolution model, or produce hierarchical models of the
Morse-Smale complex, based on the simplification operations, or of the catchment basins,
generated by a watershed algorithm.

The first class of morphology-based methods are those that include the morphology of
the terrain, or of the scalar field in a simplified representation of the field. In this case,
it is performed a simplification, with preserving topological structure. Bajaj and Shikore
[BS98] compute the critical points and the integral lines connecting critical points from a
regular square grid by using numerical integration techniques and then simplify mesh by
using a bottom-up edge-collapse simplification technique. Mesh simplification is applied
only if it preserves the local topology, i.e. if critical points and integral lines are kept. In a
similar way in [DDM+03a], an approach is developed to simplify mesh without destroying
the topological structure. At each simplification step, the critical points are maintained
while integral lines are simplified in their geometry, but are never removed.

A different approach developed in the literature has been motivated by the over-segmentation
produced by a Morse or Morse-Smale decomposition. The goal of this approach is to sim-
plify the topological structure, by removing less significant cells in the Morse complexes, or
of Morse-Smale complex. In the following, we discuss simplification operators for Morse-
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Figure 5.6: Simplification operator collapses a pair maximum p - saddle s in a maximum q

Smale complex and hierarchical Morse-Smale complexes, as they have been introduced in
[EHZ01, BEHP03, BEHP04, Tak04, Wol04, BPH05]. Moreover, we discuss hierarchical
watershed approaches developed both in case 2D and 3D images [Beu94], where adjacent
catchment basins are merged together according to some measure such as their depth, size,
or shape.

5.2.1 Generalization Operators

Simplification (often called generalization) operations applied to a Morse-Smale complex
produce a Morse-Smale complex that is still topologically consistent. Two simplification
operators have been introduced in the literature, that guarantee that the resulting complex
is a Morse-Smale complex.

The generalization of a Morse-Smale complex for a two-dimensional scalar field consists
of collapsing a maximum-saddle M1 − s pair into an other maximum M2, or a minimum-
saddle m1 − s pair into the other minimum m2, in order to maintain the consistency of
the underlying complex. Notice that, in order to perform generalization, there must be an
edge of the surface network (see Section 1.4 for a definition) that connects pair M1− s (or
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m1− s), and another edge of the surface network that connect M2 (or m1) with s Usually,
this operation is viewed as the cancellation of a pair of critical points, namely, a maximum
and a saddle, or a minimum and a saddle. A cancellation simulates the smoothing of the
scalar field by modifying the gradient flows around two critical points (see Figure 5.6).

The main difference among the methods proposed in the literature is in the way pairs of
critical points are selected to be canceled. In [Wol04], a minimum (maximum) p is chosen
for cancellation together with its lowest (highest) adjacent saddle s. The order in which
the minima and maxima are chosen for the cancellation is not explained. In [EHZ01], and
later in [BEHP03], a saddle s is selected together with its adjacent maximum at lower
elevation, or its adjacent minimum at higher elevation.

Persistence

Iterative algorithms for simplification of a Morse-Smale complex usually rely on a measure
of the importance of an edge in the complex: if an edge is almost flat, the corresponding
feature is nearly invisible and we can remove it without introducing a large error. In
general, the order of simplification is based on a measure, called persistence.

Persistence is the most widely used measure for 2-cells of Morse (-Smale) complexes and
for catchment basins. Intuitively, persistence measures the depth of a catchment basin
as the difference of field values between a minimum and the vertex on its boundary with
lowest value. The lower the persistence of a catchment basin is, the easier is to fill the
catchment basin and remove the minimum.

In general, we can associate persistence to each pair of critical points p, q adjacent on the
surface network. We define persistence of the edge (p, q) on the Morse-Smale complex,
as the absolute value of the difference of the field values at p and at q; i.e., P (p, q) =
|f(p)− f(q)| and we denote it as P (p, q).

Every technique proposes to simplify first the edges with lower persistence. In the general-
ization algorithm proposed in [Tak04], a pair of adjacent critical points p and s is chosen in
such a way that the difference in elevation between p and s is minimal among all (unsigned)
differences in elevation between a saddle and an adjacent minimum, or a saddle and an
adjacent maximum.

5.2.2 Existing multi-resolution Morse-Smale Complex

Starting from the generalization operators, some multi-resolution models of Morse-Smale
complex have been developed. The model proposed in [BEHP04] is based on the simplifica-
tion of the critical net (see Section 1.4), and thus is a combined geometrical and topological
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uv w v

Figure 5.7: In [BEHP04], diamond is the central element in the topological structure.
In gray the diamond relative to saddle u is depicted. A generalization operator deletes
a diamond. Topological structure before generalization (a). Topological structure after
generalization (b).

uv w

Figure 5.8: In dark gray the diamond, in gray the region of influence of the diamond, in
[BEHP04]
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hierarchy.

In [BEHP04], the central element of this data structure is the diamond. Intuitively, a
diamond is the area of influence of a saddle σ, it is centered at σ and has on the boundary
each maximum that has a ridge that connects σ with this maximum, and each minimum
that has a valley that connects σ with this minimum. As we have seen in Section 1.4,
each 2-cell of a Morse-Smale complex is a quadrangle whose vertices are critical points of
f of index 1,0,1,2 (saddle, minimum, saddle, maximum) in this order around the region.
A diamond is composed of the halves of the 2-cell that share the saddle σ as one of their
vertices. Since each saddle is vertex in four quadrangles, each diamond is a quadrangle
whose vertices alternate between minima and maxima around the saddle in its center.
Each diamond D contains exactly four edges e1, . . . e4 of the surface network (i.e., the
combinatorial representation of the critical net, see Section 1.4). These edges are the two
valleys and the two ridges that connect σ with the four critical points at the diamonds
vertices. Figure 5.7(a) shows the diamond around saddle u. We observe that it is possible
that two vertices are the same and the boundary of the diamond is glued to itself along
two consecutive diagonals.

In this context, a generalization operator is defined that corresponds to removing a diamond
and re-connecting its neighbors. Figure 5.7(b) shows the effect of a generalization operator
on the triplet v, u, w. The diamond around u is deleted and the hole is filled by reconnecting
the neighbors.

According to the definition of dependence given in Section 5.1.1, two operations are defined
to be independent, if the resulting mesh does not depend on the order according which
they are applied to the model. In this case, two generalization operators are independent if
resulting mesh does not depend on the order in which diamonds are removed. In [BEHP04],
the requirement to assure independence of generalization operators is that the diamonds
of the two cancellations do not share any vertices.

The dependency relation proposed in [BEHP04] is too strong, i.e. two modification are
defined as not independent, even if the subset of the model affected by them is not overlap-
ping. This results in poor selectivity for a multi-resolution model based on such notion of
dependency. If we try to extract a representation of the terrain morphology which focuses
only on a subset of the domain (a region of interest), we get a large number of details
even far from the region of interest. Minimizing the dependencies among modification
can strongly improve selectivity (i.e., the ability to focus on a region of interest, without
adding undesired details). For this reason, two new hierarchical representation have been
developed independently [DDPV05, BPH05], in order to improve over the previous hier-
archical representation by reducing the number of dependencies. In [BPH05], Bremer et
al. encode the hierarchical MS complex in two part: a so-called cancellation forest which
represents the generalization operations and dependency graph. Each edge represents a
generalization operation and the two extreme points of the edge correspond to the two
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Portion of mesh before (a) and after (b) generalization operator maximum-
saddle-maximum. Figure shows how synchronization between morphological and geomet-
rical representation is keep, by applying smoothing to the original mesh. (Courtesy of
[BEHP04])

maxima or minima affected by a modification. The dependency graph is a DAG encod-
ing the dependency relation among generalization operations. The dependency relation is
computed by considering the region of influence of each modification (i.e., the cells of the
Morse-Smale complex affected by the modification). The region of influence of a general-
ization collapsing vertex u in v is defined as the set of cells incident in v. The approach
presented in [DDPV05] will be fully described in Section 5.3.

Consistency of the underlying geometrical model

The morphological model of a terrain is useful to extract terrain features, and a hierarchical
morphological model provides a guideline to analyze and understand the most important
features. Thus, a hierarchical morphological model can be considered as an index to
navigate the original TIN. For this reasons, it is important to keep the morphological
model and geometrical model synchronized.

Bremen et al. in [BEHP04] faced this issue. After a generalization operation, that collapses
a pair v−w into the vertex u, they propose to adapt locally the geometry through gradient
smoothing. Figure 5.9 shows the mesh before (a) and after (b) generalization. In partic-
ular, the algorithm applies standard Laplacian smoothing to each 2-cell of Morse-Smale
complex having v or w as vertices. During each iteration, the coordinates of vertices are
averaged with those of their neighbors. The smoothing procedure is repeated until the
2-cells involved becomes monotonic. Then, valleys and ridges that are affected by gener-
alization are deleted and recomputed using the new geometry. Furthermore, they apply
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again a gradient smoothing to force the 1-cells to be monotone and the error introduced
to be at most an half of persistence of the 1-cell collapsed. The last step is to smooth the
new regions until all vertices are regular.

This geometry fitting algorithm can be very slow to converge and does not construct a
hierarchy on the geometrical model. A simple fitting of the geometrical mesh does not
affect the number of triangles even if paired with a very simple morphology, and thus,
the result can be a geometrical mesh with a large number of nearly flat triangles. To
avoid that, Bremen et al. proposed to parametrically remesh each 2-cell of Morse-Smale
complex. Since each 2-cell is independently remeshed depending on a local evaluation of
the approximation error, the resulting mesh can be non-conforming, that is, it may contain
T-junctions in the mesh and therefore discontinuities in the field.

5.2.3 Multi-resolution Catchment Basins

Watershed approaches have been developed originally for image segmentation. In [BM91]
a hierarchical segmentation is proposed. A tree representation is defined in which, at the
lowest level, there are all catchment basins, while the other level stores new basins that are
obtained by merging two adjacent catchment basins. In [Beu94], this approach is extended
in order to handle both 2D and 3D images.

In [MW99], a hierarchy of catchment basins is proposed, for the case of TINs. In this case,
the algorithm computes the depth of each catchment basin as the difference between its
minimum vm and the lowest vertex vb of its watershed boundary. A catchment basin is
merged with the adjacent catchment basin, which shares the vertex vb on the watershed
boundary. Catchment basins are merged according to ascending order of depth.

We notice that, by applying this approach to meshes in which the scalar function associated
with vertices is a Morse function, this approach corresponds to a hierarchy of Morse un-
stable 2-cells, and thus to a hierarchical structure imposed over the stable Morse complex.
In this case, we can transpose the definition of depth of a 2-cell of stable Morse complex,
as the difference between minimum of the 2-cell and the saddle on the boundary with the
lowest field value.

5.3 The Multi-resolution Morse-Smale Complex (MMSC)

In this Section, we introduce a hierarchy of Morse-Smale complexes based on the dual
representation of the stable and unstable complexes introduced in Section 2.4. This leads
to a multi-scale representation of the Morse-Smale complex, that we call a Multi-resolution
Morse-Smale Complex (MMSC). This work has been presented in [DDPV05, DDV07].
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This framework is an instance of the MC framework presented in Section 5.1. Here, we
consider a Morse-Smale complex, and each modification transforms a cell of a Morse-Smale
complex in another cell of the complex. As we have seen in Section 1.4, the 2-cells of a
Morse-Smale complex are quadrangular, and their vertices are an ordered sequence of one
saddle, one maximum, one saddle, one minimum.

To define the MMSC, we define simplification and expansion operators, that modify the
cells and lead to coarsening and refinement modifications, respectively, on the Morse-Smale
complex. Then, we present the dependency relation, according to definition proposed in
Section 5.1, that guides such refinement/coarsening process in order to obtain always well-
formed cell complexes.

5.3.1 Simplification Operators for a Morse-Smale Complex

Let Γ denote the Morse-Smale complex, that is the intersection between Γs and Γu, the
stable and unstable Morse complexes, respectively. We transpose the generalization oper-
ators, that we have presented in Section 5.2.1, to this context. We present two operators,
minimum-saddle-minimum and maximum-saddle-maximum, that we apply at the same
time to Γs and Γu, in order to simplify the Morse -Smale complex Γ.

� A minimum-saddle-minimum operation, that we call an m-s-m operation for short, is
defined by the ordered triplet (m1, s,m2), where m1 and m2 are two minima and s is
a saddle, and consists of merging m1 into m2 by eliminating the saddle s separating
them. This operation is allowed only if the minimum m2 has field value lower than
field value of each saddle that is connected with m1.

� A maximum-saddle-maximum operation, that we call an M-s-M operation, is defined
by the ordered triplet (M1, s,M2), where M1 and M2 are two maxima and s is a
saddle, and consists of merging M1 into M2 by eliminating the saddle s separating
them. This operation is allowed only if the maximum M2 has field value higher than
field value of each saddle that is connected with M1.

In the stable complex Γs, an m-s-m operation corresponds to merging the two 2-cells
corresponding to m1 and m2 by eliminating the 1-cell corresponding to s shared by the
two 2-cells. The new 2-cell in the simplified stable complex Γ′s corresponds to m2 and is
bounded by the set of 1-cells bounding 2-cells m1 and m2 except for the one corresponding
to s.

The m − s − m operation on the unstable complex Γu consists of collapsing two 0-cells
corresponding to m1 and m2, and eliminating the 1-cell corresponding to s shared by them.
The new 0-cell in the simplified unstable complex Γ′u corresponds to m2 and the 1-cells in
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Figure 5.10: Stable complex before (a) and after (b) an m − s −m simplification; corre-
sponding unstable complex before (c) and after the simplification (d); Morse-Smale complex
before (e) and after (f) an m− s−m simplification;
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its star are the set of 1-cells bounding 2-cells m1 and m2 except for the one corresponding
to s.

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of a minimum-saddle-minimum simplification on the stable
5.10 (a, b) and unstable 5.10 (c, d) complexes. Minima m1 and m2 and saddle s are
collapsed into a single minimum m2. In the stable complex, the 2-cells corresponding to
the two minima are merged, thus removing a 2-cell and a 1-cell from the complex. In
the unstable complex, the 1-cell connecting the two minima, which corresponds to the
intermediate saddle, is collapsed. Thus, in case of an m−s−m operation we have a region
merging in the stable complex, and an edge collapse in the unstable complex. In case of
an M − s−M operation the behavior is completely dual, so we have a region merging in
the unstable complex and an edge collapse in the stable one.

The m−s−m and the M−s−M operations maintain the Euler formula, i.e., the relation
among the number of minima, maxima and saddles and the consistency in both the stable
and unstable complex (see Section 2.6). An m − s −m operation on the stable complex
corresponds to Euler operator Kill Edge and Face (KEF), while it corresponds to Euler
operator Kill Edge and Vertex (KEV) on the unstable complex [Man87]. The opposite
holds for the M − s −M operation. KEF and KEV are commonly used for modifying
boundary models of solid objects.

5.3.2 Inverse Expansion Operators

In order to define the multi-resolution representation for a Morse-Smale complex, we need
to define the inverse operations with respect to m− s−m and M − s−M operations, that
we call minimum expansion and maximum expansion, respectively.

A minimum expansion consists of expanding a minimum m2 into the triplet (m1, s,m2),
where m1 is a new minimum and s is the new saddle point connecting m1 and m2. Since
s is a saddle, it is connected to two minima and two maxima. The two minima are m1

and m2, while the two maxima are not specified by the triplet (m1, s,m2). To completely
specify the minimum expansion operation, we actually need to specify also the two maxima
M1 and M2 joined by saddle s.

A minimum expansion is thus defined by the 5-tuple (M1,m1, s,m2,M2). Figures 5.10 (b,d)
show the configuration before the expansion, and Figures 5.10 (a,c) show the final config-
uration of the stable and unstable complexes, respectively.

A maximum expansion consists of expanding a maximum M2 into the triplet (M1, s,M2),
where M1 is a new maximum and s is the new saddle point connecting M1 and M2. Here
also, we actually need to specify the two minima m1 and m2 joined by saddle s. Thus, a
maximum expansion is defined by the 5-tuple (M1,m1, s,m2,M2). As we can see, the 5-
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tuple (M1,m1, s,m2,M2) completely specifies both an m−s−m and M−s−M operation
and both a minimum expansion and a maximum expansion.

5.3.3 Dependency Relation

Intuitively, a modification affects only a small region in a Morse-Smale complex. We call
influence set of a modification the cells, affected by a modification. We define the influence
sets of the four modifications we have introduced as follows:

� The influence set Smin of the m-s-m operation defined by (m1, s,m2) containsm1, s,m2,
the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m1, the sequence of maxima
on the boundary of the region associated with m1, and all the arcs connecting them.
Note that, when we say that the influence set contains a set of maximua, minima,
saddles, we mean that it contains all the arcs connecting them.

� The influence set Smax of the M-s-M operation defined by (M1, s,M2) containsM1, s,M2,
the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M1 and the sequence of minima
on the boundary of the region associated with M1.

� The influence set Emin of the minimum expansion operation defined by (M1,m1, s,m2,M2)
contains m2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m2, starting from
the saddle connected with M1 and ending with the saddle connected with M2 in
counter clockwise order, and the sequence of maxima on the boundary of the region
associated with m2, starting from M1 and ending with M2 in counter clockwise order.

� The influence set Emax of the maximum expansion operation defined by (M1,m1, s,m2,M2)
contains M2, the ordered sequence of saddles connected to maximum M2, starting
from the saddle connected with m1 and ending with the saddle connected with m2

in counter clockwise order, the sequence of minima on the boundary of the region
associated with M2, starting from m1 and ending with m2 in counter clockwise order.

Thus, a minimum expansion and its inverse m-s-m operation can be defined by the pair
of influence sets Emin, Smin. A minimum expansion can be seen as replacing the critical
elements in Emin with those in Smin, while an m-s-m operation can be viewed as replacing
the critical elements in Smin with those in Emin. Thus, a minimum expansion is defined by
the ordered pair (Emin, Smin) and the m-s-m operation by the pair (Smin, Emin). Similarly,
a maximum expansion and its inverse M-s-M operation can be defined by the pair of
influence sets (Emax, Smax).

We denote a generic expansion modification with a pair u = (u−, u+), with the meaning
that replacing u− with u+ increases the amount of details in the representation (by adding
critical points).
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Figure 5.11: Three expansion modifications. Bold red arcs are affected by the modification.
Modification in (b) depends on modification in (a), while modifications in (a) and in (c)
are independent.
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As we have seen in Section 5.1.1, we define a dependency relation between two expansion
modifications u1 = (u−1 , u

+
1 ) and u2 = (u−2 , u

+
2 ) as follows: u2 directly depends on u1 if and

only if u2 removes some of the critical elements inserted by u1, i.e., u+
1 ∩u−2 6= ∅. This means

that u1 needs to be applied before u2 in order to be able to extract representations of the
Morse complexes at uniform or variable resolution. Also, if u1 and u2 are two independent
modifications, then u1 can be applied before u2, or u2 before u1.

Figure 5.11 shows three expansion modifications. Gray shaded areas represent the region
of influence of each modification. Modification b depends on modification a. Modifications
a and c are independent.

5.3.4 Generalization and Expansion Criterion: Persistence

The operations described so far, if applied to a Morse complex, generate a modified Morse
complex, even in case of a sequence of generalization and expansion operations. In order to
decide which generalization operations are to be performed at each step of the simplification
process, we have to define a criterion, so that we can assign a priority to the possible
generalization operations, that we can perform on a given Morse complex.

We decided to use persistence, introduced in Section 5.2.1, as such criterion. This measure
computes the difference of field values between two adjacent critical points. In particular,
we consider the persistence of pairs of adjacent critical points, that we want to collapse, such
as a pair saddle-maximum or saddle-minimum. We perform the collapse that minimize the
persistence. We adopt persistence to assign priorities, either in case of generalization and
in case of expansion. In our multi-resolution model, we associate an error value with each
modification-, that is the persistence of the pair of points collapsed by the modification.

As we have seen in Section 5.1.1, we represent a multi-resolution Morse-Smale complex as
a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) in which nodes describe modifications, and arcs describe
direct dependency among modifications. On the root of the DAG we store the coarsest
representation of the Morse-Smale complex. The shape of the DAG (such as its height
and the number of arcs) depends on the generalization criterion and on the policy used
to select which generalization operation has to be performed. We traverse the DAG top-
down, from the coarsest representation by adding modifications, among the children of
the nodes already inserted, until error associate to the modification is more than a given
persistence value. When is no longer possible to add a node having persistence higher than
the threshold, we stop the traversal. Please refer to [Mag99] for a comprehensive analysis
on how generalization policies can affect the shape of the DAG.
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Figure 5.12: (a) An incidence graph G = (C,A). The arcs in I+ are highlighted in dark
blue. (b) An incidence graph G′ = (C ′, A′) obtained from G by cancellation of two nodes
s and p. The arcs in I− are highlighted in purple.

5.3.5 Selective Refinement Queries

An MMSC allows a user to dynamically select a desired topological configuration by spec-
ifying the desired accuracy in each part of the domain of the terrain. There are two major
queries that a user may want to perform on an MMSC: extract a representation of the dual
Morse complexes at a uniform or at a variable resolution. As we have seen in Section 5.1.2,
in case of MC, in order to formalize multi-scale requirements, we consider a Boolean func-
tion τ , defined over the modifications of the multi-resolution model, that we call an LOD
criterion. Function τ returns a value true if a modification u satisfies the requirements,
a value false otherwise. The general selective refinement query on an MMSC can then
be formulated as follows: given criterion τ , extract from the MMSC the representation of
minimum size that satisfies τ .

A representation at a uniform resolution is obtained by using a scale criterion τ that is
defined as true or false depending on whether a modification has a persistence higher or
lower than a constant value p. In order to obtain a variable-resolution representation, we
can define τ based on a persistence threshold p and a region of interest.

Algorithms for performing selective refinement traverse the DAG of modifications and
construct a Morse-Smale complex that is the solution to the query. As we have seen in
Section 5.1.2, the traversal can be performed in a top-down, bottom-up, or incremental
fashion. The resulting complex is the Morse-Smale complex with the minimum number of
cells, that satisfies the query (this property is shown in [Mag99]).
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5.4 An Incidence Based Representation for an MMSC

We can give a compact representation of the stable and the unstable Morse complex in the
form of an incidence graph.

As we have seen in Section 2.3, the incidence graph describes a 2-complex, by encoding
its 0-, 1- and 2-cells. Nodes of the incidence graph are 0- 1- 2- cells of Morse Smale
complexes, while arcs represent adjacencies between cells. For each 0-cell, it encodes the
1-cells incident in it. For each 2-cell the 1-cells bounding it. For each 1-cell, it encodes
the two 0-cells bounding it and the two 2-cells bounded by it. The same graph represents
both stable and unstable complexes. In case of stable complex, list of minima correspond
to list of 0-cells of the stable complex, list of saddle correspond to list of 1-cells (i.e. list
of valleys), and list of maxima correspond to list of 2-cells. In case of unstable complex,
the same graph has a difference meaning: list of maxima correspond to list of 0-cells of the
unstable complex, list of saddle correspond to list of 1-cells (i.e. list of ridges), and list of
minima correspond to list of 2-cells. Figure 5.12 (a) shows an example of a incidence graph
G = (C,A), here nodes of the graph, that are 0- 1- or 2- cells of Morse-Smale complex,
are represented by its associated critical point. Each node represents one cell in unstable
Morse complex and one cell in stable Morse complex.

In order to describe MMSC, we need to translate the simplifications and expansions oper-
ators presented in Section 5.5.2, in terms of the incidence graph.

5.4.1 Simplification and Expansion Operators on the Incidence
Graph

Let G = (C,A) denote the incidence graph for a Morse-Smale complex. Let p, q and s be
three nodes in C, such that arcs (p, s) and (q, s) are in A. Nodes p and q can represent
either both two maxima or both two minima, while node s represents a saddle. Here
we describe, how we expand the (m − s − m) and (M − s −M) operator defined in an
incidence-based representation.

We call I+ of (p, s) the collection of arcs a1, . . . , ak in A which are incident either in p or
in s.

I+ = {e ≡ (t, v) ∈ A, |{p, s} ∩ {t, v} 6= ∅}

We call relevant saddles those saddles, different from s, which are connected to p through
an arc belonging to I+. Let Rp,s denote the set of relevant saddles with respect to the pair
(p, s).

Rp,s = {si ∈ C, si 6= s|∃e ∈ I+ ∧ e ≡ (si, p)}
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Moreover, because we consider Morse-Smale functions, i.e. functions without multiple
saddles, if p is a minimum (maximum) there must exist exactly one other minimum (max-
imum), different from p, connected to s through an arc in I+. We denote this node with q.
We connect node q through an arc to each relevant saddle with respect to the pair (p, s),
and we denote with I− the set of arcs connecting q with all the relevant saddles. Thus,

I− = {(q, si)|si ∈ Rp,s}

and, obviously, I− ∩ A = ∅.

A simplification operation can be expressed as a pair (I+, I−). In fact, let p be a minimum
and s a saddle. This operation corresponds to an m-s-m operation defined by the ordered
triplet (p, s, q). Analogously, if p is a maximum and s a saddle, this operation corresponds
to an M-s-M operation.

The generalization operation (I+, I−) transforms the incidence graph G = (C,A) in a
graph G′ = (C ′, A′), so that are defined as follows:

C ′ = C \ {p, s},

A′ = (A \ I+) ∪ I−

In other words, nodes p and s are removed from C and the arcs in I+ are replaced with
the arcs in I− in G.

Figure 5.12 (a) shows an example of a incidence graph G = (C,A). The arcs in I+ are
highlighted in dark blue. Figure 5.12 (b) illustrates the incidence graph G′ = (C ′, A′)
obtained from S by canceling the points s and p, where s is a saddle and p is a minimum.
The arcs in I− are highlighted in purple.

The expansion operation applied to G′ consists of replacing the arcs in I− with those in I+,
thus yielding graph G as result. An expansion m = (I−, I+) can be applied to a incidence
graph G = (C,A), if and only if I− ⊂ A and also m′ = (I+, I−) satisfies the requirements
to be a generalization (see Section 5.1.1).

5.4.2 Dependency Relation

Let m1, m2 be two expansions, with m1 = (I−1 , I
+
1 ) and m2 = (I−2 , I

+
2 ). We can define a

dependency relation between m1 and m2 as an instance of dependency relation defined in
5.1.1, m2 directly depends on m1 if and only if m2 removes some of the arcs inserted by
m1, thus if and only if I+

1 ∩ I−2 6= ∅.

Figure 5.13 shows an incidence graph at the coarsest resolution and the expansion with
their dependency relations. The modifications 1 ≡ m1 = (I−1 , I

+
1 ) and 2 ≡ m2 = (I−2 , I

+
2 )
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involving pairs (s1, p1) and (s2, p2), respectively, are independent. Note that I−1 ∩ I+
2 = ∅

and I−2 ∩ I+
1 = ∅. The expansion 3 ≡ m3 = (I−3 , I

+
3 ) depends on both the modifications 1

and 2, since I−3 ∩ I+
1 = p1 and I−3 ∩ I+

2 = p2.

It can be easily seen that any extracted graph is a planar graph. The base graph is a
planar graph, since each modification removes a set of arcs I− which are all internal to a
cycle defined by the relevant saddles and the new set of arcs I+ are internal to the same
cycle.

5.4.3 Compact Representation

A direct encoding of an MMSC by storing, for each update m = (I−, I+), the set of arcs
in I− and I+ can be too inefficient in term of space. Thus, we have developed a compact
representation that we describe below. The direct dependency relation is encoded as a
DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) in which the nodes correspond to the expansion and the
arcs describe the direct dependency relation.

Modifications are described procedurally. The encoded information must be sufficient to
perform both generalization and expansion on any currently extracted incidence graph. An
expansion is required when extracting an incidence graph at some intermediate resolution
by top-down traversal of the DAG, while we need to perform cancellations to coarsen
locally any extracted graph.

The generalization operation is entirely specified by the pair of critical points (s, p) re-
moved, where s is a saddle point and p a minimum (maximum). To perform the inverse
expansion transformation m = (I−, I+) we need to specify the two critical points p and s
inserted be the expansion (coordinates and field value), and an implicit description of I−.

This latter is obtained by specifying:

� the critical point q which is the extreme vertex of every arc in I−.

� ordered pair of relevant saddle points (s1, s3) which satisfy the following condition

– there exist two arcs (s1, q) and (s3, q) which are incident in q.

– I− is the set of arcs incident in q which are between arcs (s1, q) and (s3, q) by
considering the arcs incident in q in counterclockwise order around q (see Figure
5.12).

Note that I+ is then completely defined since the extreme nodes of the arcs in I− which
are different from q define the relevant saddles (see Section 5.4.1). Thus, a modification
is encoded in 24 bytes since we assume to store coordinates, the field value, or pointer in
four Bytes.
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Figure 5.13: The DAG of the refinement modifications. On the top of the picture the
base graph is depicted. The refinement modifications 1 and 2 are independent, while the
modification 3 depends on both 1 and 2.
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5.5 The Multi-resolution Morse Complex (MMC)

As we have seen in Section 1.4, Morse-Smale functions are a subset of Morse functions.
Unfortunately, in many cases we can have Morse functions that do not satisfy the Smale
condition. In these cases, we can have configurations such as multiple saddles, i.e.saddles
connected with more than two maxima and two minima, and macro-saddles, i.e. saddles
directly connected with other saddles. In those cases, we cannot compute a Morse-Smale
complex, so we consider the Morse complexes.

In the following, we will extend the MMSC, presented in Section 5.3, to a more general
multi-resolution model, which consider Morse functions, that does not satisfy the Smale
condition. We call this model Multi-resolution Morse Complex (MMC). We have presented
MMC in [DDVM07].

As we have seen in Section 1.5.2, we can classify a saddle s by considering the horizontal
plane (the plane parallel to the x − y-plane) passing through s: if the plane intersects
four times the polyhedral surface around s, the saddle s is a simple saddle, while if the
plane intersects six or more times the polyhedral surface, s is a multiple saddle. We call
multiplicity of a saddle s, half of the number of the intersections between the horizontal
plane with the polyhedral surface.

Furthermore, we consider functions that present macro-saddles. We have defined in Section
2.4 a macro-saddle as a maximal connected set of 1-cells, such that each 1-cell in the set
is incident into two saddles. The number k of saddles s1, . . . sk forming a macro-saddle σ
is called the cardinality of σ, and σ is called a k-saddle. We say that σ = {s1, . . . sk}.

5.5.1 Simplification Operators

In this Section, we generalize the simplification operators minimum-saddle-minimum and
maximum-saddle-maximum, presented in Section 5.5.2, to handle general Morse complexes.
In particular, we extend such operators to handle multiple saddles and macro-saddles.

In this context, the minimum-saddle-minimum (m-s-m) operation is defined by the ordered
triplet (m1, σ,m2), where m1 and m2 are two minima and σ is a set of simple or multiple
saddles, that are connected. This operation has a different effect dependency on whether
σ is a simple, a multiple or a macro-saddle.

� If σ = {s}, with s simple saddle, the operator m-s-m, is the same operator presented
in Section 5.5.2. This operation is defined by the ordered triplet (m1, s,m2), where
m1 and m2 are two minima and s simple saddle, and consists of merging m1 into m2

by eliminating saddle s separating them.
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Figure 5.14: Overlay of the stable and of the unstable complexes before (a) and after (b)
a m-sh-m operation with h = 3.

� If σ = {s}, with s multiple saddle, i.e., a saddle s connecting h maxima and h
minima, with h > 2. A minimum-saddleh-minimum (m-sh-m) operation is defined
by the ordered triplet (m1, σ,m2), where m1 and m2 are two minima and σ = {sh},
with sh multiple-saddle. This merges m1 into m2 by reducing the degree of multiple
saddle sh (see Figure 5.14). To apply this operation, minima m1 and m2 must be
consecutive according to radial order around σ. Under this assumption, there is only
one maximum M1 between m1 and m2. Thus, a saddle connecting h maxima and h
minima becomes a saddle connecting h− 1 maxima and h− 1 minima.

� If σ = {s1, · · · , sk} is a macro-saddle, of cardinality k > 1. A minimum-k-saddle-
minimum (m-k-s-m) operation is defined by the ordered triplet (m1, σ,m2), where
m1 and m2 are two minima and σ = {s1, . . . sk}, with s1, . . . sk simple saddles. This
merges m1 into m2 by removing the saddle si connecting m1 and m2 (see Figure 5.15
for k = 2, macro-saddle σ = {s1, s2}, and i = 1). To apply this operation, saddle si
must be connected with two minima m1 and m2, a maximum M and a saddle sj ∈ σ.
The k-saddle σ becomes a (k−1)-saddle σ = {s1, . . . si−1, si+1, . . . sk}. In the example
in Figure 5.15, macro-saddle σ = {s1, s2} becomes a simple saddle σ′ = {s2}.

In a completely similar way, we define the maximum-saddle-maximum (M-s-M) operation
by the ordered triplet (M1, σ,M2), where M1 and M2 are two maxima and σ is a set of
simple or multiple saddles, that are connected.

� If σ = {s}, with s simple saddle, the operator M-s-M, as we seen in Section 5.5.2, is
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Figure 5.15: Overlay of the stable and of the unstable complexes before (a) and after (b)
an m-k-s-m operation with k = 2.

defined by the ordered triplet (M1, s ,M2), where M1 and M2 are two maxima and s
simple saddle, consists of merging M1 into M2 by eliminating the saddle s separating
them.

� A maximum-saddleh-maximum (M-sh-M for short) operation is defined by the ordered
triplet (M1, σ, M2), where M1 and M2 are two maxima and σ = {s}, with s multiple
saddle. It is defined in a completely similar way as the m-sh-m operation and consists
of merging M1 into M2 by reducing the degree of saddle s. The two maxima M1 and
M2 must be two consecutive minima in clockwise or counter-clockwise order around
σ. Under this assumption there is only a minimum m which is in-between M1 and
M2. In this case, the degree of s is reduced from h to h− 1.

� A maximum-k-saddle-maximum (M-k-s-M for short) operation is defined by the or-
dered triplet (M1, σ, M2), where M1 and M2 are two maxima and σ = {s1, . . . sk},
with s1, . . . sk simple-saddles. It is defined in a completely similar way as the m-
k-s-m operation and consists of merging M1 into M2 by removing the saddle si
connecting M1 and M2. Saddle si connecting the two maxima M1 and M2 must be
connected to only a saddle sj ∈ σ. Under this assumption, there is only one mini-
mum m which is connected to si. In this case, the k-saddle σ becomes a k− 1-saddle
σ = {s1, . . . si−1, si+1, . . . sk}. An M-k-s-M simplification operation can be performed
only if the field value f associated with saddles incident in M1 is lower than f(M2).

A Morse complex can also present a pair of simple or multiple saddles p and q, connected
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Figure 5.16: Topological structure with a saddle-saddle edge e before (a) and after (b) its
collapse. Representation of the data structure encoding the decomposition before (c) and
after (d) the saddle-saddle collapse.

by an 1-cell e, it is possible to collapse the 1-cell e, and obtain a saddle with higher degree.
A saddle-saddle (s-s for short) operation is defined by the ordered pair (σ1, σ2), where σ1

is a k-saddle and σ2 is a j-saddle. Thus, the resulting saddle σ2 becomes a k + j-saddle.
Since edge e connects two saddles, it belongs to the boundary of cells either of the stable
and of the unstable complexes. For this reason, this edge contraction has exactly the same
effect on the stable and on the unstable complex. This operation can be also applied to
produce a complex satisfying the Smale condition: if every edge connecting two saddle
points is collapsed, boundaries of the resulting stable and unstable decomposition cross
transversally, like in the Morse-Smale complex.

Figure 5.16 (a, b) shows the effect of a saddle-saddle collapse performed on the topolog-
ical structure. This affects both the stable and unstable decompositions: in the stable
decomposition (Figure 5.16(c, d)), the edge e connecting saddles s′ and s” is collapsed in
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a monkey saddle s (see Section 1.3.1, for a definition of monkey saddle).

5.5.2 Simplification Operators as Euler Operators

As we have seen in Section 5.3, the m-s-m and the M-s-M operations maintain the relation
among the number of minima, maxima and saddles and the consistency in both the stable
and unstable complex, since they correspond to Euler operators Kill Edge and Face (KEF)
and Kill Edge and Vertex (KEV), we can analyze if the generalization operators on MMC,
presented in Section 5.5.1, correspond to Euler operators.

Operation m-sh-m, defined by triplet (m1, σ,m2) on the stable complex corresponds to
Euler operator Kill Edge and Face (KEF), since it deletes the 2-cell of m1, and the 1-
cell that connects M1 with σ. On the unstable complex it corresponds to Euler operator
Kill Edge and Vertex (KEV), since it deletes the 1-cell that connects m1 with σ and delete
m1, that is a 0-cell (see Figure 5.14).

Operation m − k − s − m, defined by triplet (m1, σ,m2) on stable complex corresponds
to two Euler operators: Kill Edge and Face (KEF) and Kill Edge and Vertex (KEV) on
the unstable complex, since it deletes the 2-cell of m1, and the 1-cell that connects M
with s1, and deletes the 1-cell that connects s1 with s2 and the 0-cell s1. While, on the
unstable complex, it corresponds to Euler operator Kill Edge and Vertex (KEV) applied
twice, since it deletes the 1-cell that connects m1 with σ and deletes m1, that is a 0-cell,
and deletes the 1-cell that connect s1 with m2 and the 0-cell s1. (see Figure 5.15).

The s-s operation, defined by the ordered pair (σ1, σ2), corresponds to Euler operator
Kill Edge and Vertex (KEV) both on stable and unstable complex, since it deletes the
1-cell that connects σ1, σ2 and deletes the 0-cell σ1.

5.5.3 Expansion Operators

In order to define MMC, we define the inverse of the simplification operations, that we call
expansion operations. We define the inverse expansion operations of the three simplifica-
tion operations which collapse minima and the inverse expansion operations of the three
simplification operations which collapse maxima.

A minimum expansion operations expands a minimum m2 into the triplet (m1, σ = {s},m2)
where m1 is a new minimum and s is a new simple saddle. We also need to specify the
pair of maxima (M1,M2) that will be connected by s. Thus, the minimum expansion is
defined by the 5-tuple (M1,m1, σ,m2,M2). Saddle s connects minima m1,m2 and existing
maxima M1,M2. Expansion splits the 2-cells corresponding to minimum m2 in the stable
complex into two 2-cells corresponding to minima m1 and m2.
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Figure 5.17: Influence set Smin (left) and Emin (right) of the m-s-m operation defined by
m1,s,m2 and of its inverse minimum-expansion.

A maximum expansion expands a maximum M2 in the triplet (M1, σ = {s},M2) where M1

is a new maximum and s is a new simple saddle. To correctly specify the operation, we need
to specify a pair of minima (m1,m2), which are the two minima which will be connected
by s. Thus, the maximum expansion is defined by the 5-tuple (M1,m1, σ,m2,M2).

A minimum expansionh operation expands a minimum m2 in the triplet (m1, σ = {s},m2)
where m1 is a new minimum and s is a saddle already connected to m2 and other h −
1 minima. After the minimum expansion, s becomes a multiple saddle connected to h
maxima and minima. We also need to specify a pair of maxima (M1,M2), where M1 is the
new maximum connected by s and M2 is a maximum already connected by s such that
the boundary of the 2-cell corresponding to M2 will be affected by inserting m1. Thus, the
minimum expansionh is defined by the 5-tuple (M1,m1, σ,m2,M2). Figure 5.14 from right
to left shows an example of a minimum expansionh applied to (M,m1, σ = {s},m2,M2).
where m2 is the existing minimum, m1 the new minimum created and s is the simple saddle
which becomes a multiple saddle as consequence of this operation. Saddle s connects also
minimum m1 and an existing maximum M . Expansion splits the 2-cells corresponding to
minimum m2 in the stable complex, into two 2-cells corresponding to minima m1 and m2,
as effect of introducing m1, and minimum m1 becomes part of the boundary of the 2-cells
corresponding to maxima M and M2.

A maximum expansionh consists of expanding a maximum M2 in the triplet (M1, σ =
{s},M2) where M1 is a new maximum and s is a saddle already connected to M2 and
other h − 2 maxima. After the maximum expansion s becomes a multi-saddle connected
to h maxima and minima. To correctly specify the operation, we need to specify a pair
of minima (m1,m2), where m1 is the new minimum connected by s and m2 is a minimum
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already connected by s such that the boundary of the 2-cell corresponding to m2 will
be affected by inserting M1. Thus, the maximum expansionh is defined by the 5-tuple
(M1,m1, σ,m2,M2).

A minimum k-expansion expands a minimum m2 in the triplet (m1, σ = {s1, . . . sk},m2),
where m1 is a new minimum and si is a new simple saddle which becomes connected to a
saddle sj ∈ σ. To correctly specify the operation, we need to specify a maximum M that
will be connected with the new saddle si and the saddle sj ∈ σ that will be connected
with si. Thus, the minimum k-expansion is defined by the 5-tuple (M,m1, σ,m2, sj).
Figure 5.15 from right to left shows an example of a minimum k-expansion applied to
(M,m1, σ = {s1, s2},m2, s2), where m2 is the existing minimum, m1 the new minimum
created, and s2 is the saddle in σ which will be connected with s1. Saddle s1 connects also
minimum m1 and an existing maximum M . Expansion splits the 2-cells corresponding to
minimum m2 in the stable complex, into two 2-cells corresponding to minima m1 and m2, as
effect of introducing m1, and m1 becomes part of the boundary of the 2-cells corresponding
to maxima M and M2.

A maximum k-expansion consists of expanding a maximum M2 in the triplet (M1, σ =
{si, sj},M2) where M1 is a new maximum and sj is a saddle already connected with M2

and other k − 2 maxima. After the maximum expansion, si becomes a macro-saddle
connected with k maxima and minima. To correctly specify the operation, we need to
specify a pair of minima (m1, s, where m1 is the new minimum connected by si and m2

is a minimum already connected by σ such that the boundary of the 2-cell corresponding
to m2 will be affected by inserting M1. Thus, the maximum k-expansion is defined by the
5-tuple (M1,m1, σ,m2, sj).

A saddle expansion consists of expanding a k + j − 1-saddle s in the pair (s, s1) where s
becomes a k-saddle and s1 is a j-saddle. To correctly specify the operation, we need to
specify also the two extreme points p1, p2 joined to saddle s. They allow discriminating
between extreme points that remain connected with s, and extreme points that will be
connected with s1. Thus the saddle expansion is defined by the 4-tuple (p1, p2, s, s− 1).

5.5.4 Dependency Relation

We define here the influence sets for the simplification and the expansion operations, that
will determine the modifications and their dependency relation as defined in Section 5.1.1.

� The influence set Smin of an m-s-m operation defined by m1, σ,m2 contains m1, σ,m2,
the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m1 and the sequence of maxima
on the boundary of the region associated with m1. Note that, when we say that the
influence set contains a set of maximua, minima, saddles, we mean that it contains
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Figure 5.18: Influence set Sminh
(left) and Eminh

(rigth) of the m-sh-m operation defined
by m1,s,m2 and of its inverse minimum-expansionh.

all the arcs connecting them. In Figures 5.17 (a), we show the influence set Smin on
the extended incidence graph.

� The influence set Emin of the minimum expansion operation defined by (M1, m1,
σ, m2, M2) contains m2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m2,
starting from the saddle connected with M1 and ending with the saddle connected
with M2 in counter clockwise order, the sequence of maxima on the boundary of the
region associated with m2, starting from M1 and ending with M2 in counter clockwise
order. Figures 5.17 (b) show the the influence set Emin on the extended incidence
graph.

� The influence set Smax of an M-s-M operation defined byM1, σ,M2 containsM1, σ,M2,
the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M1 and the sequence of minima
on the boundary of the region associated with M1.

� The influence set Emax of the maximum expansion operation defined by (M1, m1,
σ, m2, M2) contains M2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M2,
starting from the saddle connected with m1 and ending with the saddle connected
with m2 in counter clockwise order, and the sequence of minima on the boundary
of the region associated with M2, starting from m1 and ending with m2 in counter
clockwise order.

� The influence set Sminh
of an m-sh-m operation defined bym1, σ,m2 containsm1, σ,m2,

the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m1 and the sequence of maxima
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on the boundary of the region associated with m1. In Figures 5.18 (a), we show the
cells belonging to Sminh

on the extended incidence graph.

� The influence set Eminh
of the minimum expansionh operation defined by (M1, m1,

σ, m2, M2) contains m2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m2,
starting from the saddle connected with M2 and ending with the saddle connected
with M1 in counter clockwise order, and the sequence of maxima on the boundary
of the region associated with m2, starting from M2 and ending with M1 in counter
clockwise order. In Figures 5.18 (b), we show the cells belonging to Eminh

on the
extended incidence graph.

� The influence set Smaxh
of an M-sh-M operation defined byM1, σ,M2 containsM1, σ,M2,

the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M1 and the sequence of minima
on the boundary of the region associated with M1.

� The influence set Emaxh
of the maximum expansionh operation defined by (M1, m1,

σ, m2, M2) contains M2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M2,
starting from the saddle connected with m2 and ending with the saddle connected
with m1 in counter clockwise order, and the sequence of minima on the boundary
of the region associated with M2, starting from m2 and ending with m1 in counter
clockwise order.

� The influence set Sk−min of an m-k-s-m operation defined by m1, σ = {s1, . . . sk},m2

contains m1, si,m2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m1, the
sequence of maxima on the boundary of the region associated with m1 and the
maxima having si on their boundary. In Figures 5.19 (a), we show the cells belonging
to Sk−min on the extended incidence graph.

� The influence set Ek−min of the minimum k-expansion operation defined by (M, m1,
σ, m2, sj) contains m2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in minimum m2,
starting from the saddle sj and ending with the saddle connected with M in counter
clockwise order, and the maxima on the boundary of the region associated with m2,
starting from maximum connected with sj and ending with M in counter clockwise
order. In Figures 5.19 (b), we show the cells belonging to Sk−min on the extended
incidence graph, with σ = {s1, s2} and j = 2.

� The influence set Sk−max of an M-k-s-M operation defined by M1, σ = {s1, . . . sk},M2

contains M1, si,M2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M1, the
sequence of minima on the boundary of the region associated with M1 and the minima
having si on their boundary.

� The influence set Ek−max of the maximum k-expansion operation defined by (M1, m,
σ, sj, M2) contains M2, the ordered sequence of saddles incident in maximum M2,
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Figure 5.19: Influence set Sk−min (left) and Ek−min (rigth) of the m-k-s-m operation defined
by m1,s,m2 and of its inverse minimum-k-expansion.

starting from the saddle sj and ending with the saddle connected with m in counter
clockwise order, and the minima on the boundary of the region associated with M2,
starting from minimum connected with sj and ending with m in counter clockwise
order.

� The influence set Ssad of the s-s operation defined by s, s1 contains s and s1.

� The influence set Esad of the saddle expansion operation defined by (p1, p2, s, s − 1)
contains (p1, p2, s, s− 1).

Thus, a minimum expansion and its inverse m-s-m operation can be defined by the pair of
influence sets (Emin, Smin). A minimum expansion can be seen as replacing the elements in
Emin with those in Smin, while an m-s-m operation can be viewed as replacing the elements
in Smin with those in Emin. Thus, a minimum expansion is defined by the ordered pair
(Emin, Smin) and the m-s-m operation by the pair (Smin, Emin). Similarly, a minimum
expansionh operation and its inverse is defined by pair (Eminh

, Sminh
) and a minimum

k-expansion operation and its inverse is define by (Ek−min,Sk−min)

As we have defined for the modifications of a Morse Smale complex (see Section 5.3.3),
we define a dependency relation between pairs of expansion modifications. We define the
direct dependency between two expansion modifications u1 = (u−1 , u

+
1 ) and u2 = (u−2 , u

+
2 )

as follows: u2 directly depends on u1 if and only if u2 removes some of the critical elements
inserted by u1, i.e., u+

1 ∩ u−2 6= ∅.
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5.5.5 LOD Criterion

In order to define LOD criteria for selective refinement queries on a MMC, we extend
the notion of persistence in this context. The persistence of the operation (m1-sh-m2) is
f(s) − f(m1), with s a simple or multiple saddle. The persistence of the operation (m1-
k−s-m2) is f(si) − f(m1), with si the saddle, that is incident in m1. In a similar way,
we define the persistence of the operation (M1-sh-M2) as f(M1) − f(s), with s a simple
or multiple saddle, and the persistence of the operation (M1-k−s-M2) as f(M1) − f(si),
with si the saddle, that is incident in M1. The persistence of the operation (s′ - s” ) is
f(s′)− f(s”).

5.6 An Incidence-Based Representation for an MMC

In Section 2.4, we have presented an extension of the incidence graph, called expanded
incidence graph, for representing functions that do not satisfy the Smale condition. Here
we give a representation of MSC, which extends the incidence based representation of the
MMSC. As we have seen in Section 2.5, each macro-saddle is expanded, in order to represent
its internal structure, when there are only simple saddles, this structure is identical to the
incidence-based representation of the MMSC, but it is capable to represent macro-saddles,
if needed.

In this context, we have modified simplification and expansion operators, discussed in
Section 5.5.1.

Let G = (C,A) denote the incidence graph for a Morse-Smale complex. Let p, q and s be
three nodes in C, such that arcs (p, s) and (q, s) are in A. Nodes p and q can represent
either both two maxima or both two minima, while node s represents a saddle. Let us
consider s a simple saddle, that is connected with at most two maxima and two minima,
the generalization and expansion operators are defined exactly as in Section 5.4.1. In the
following, we present the operators in case of multiple or macro saddles saddles.

5.6.1 Simplification and Expansion Operators in case of Multiple
Saddle

Let p, q and s be nodes in C, such that arcs (p, s) and (q, s) are in A. Nodes p and
q represent either both two maxima or two minima, and node s represents a multiple
saddle, i.e. a saddle connected with more than two maxima and minima. Let As denote
the set of arcs in A having s as an extreme. We can order the arcs in As in clockwise
or counter-clockwise order around s. Given the triplet of nodes (p, s, q), we can define a
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simplification operator only if there exists exactly an arc (r, s) ∈ As between arc (p, s) and
(q, s), according to order around s.

I+ is composed by the set of arcs a1, . . . , ak in A which are incident in p, plus (r, s).

I+ = {e ≡ (t, p) ∈ A}
⋃
{(r, s)}

We call relevant saddles, those saddles, different from s, which are connected to p through
an arc belonging to I+. Let Rp,s denote the set of relevant saddles with respect to the pair
(p, s).

Rp,s = {si ∈ C, si 6= s|∃e ∈ I+ ∧ e ≡ (si, p)}
We denote with I− the set of arcs connecting q with each saddle si ∈ Rp,s:

I− = {(q, si)|si ∈ Rp,s}

A simplification operation is expressed as a pair (I+, I−). Let p be a minimum, s a multiple
saddle, this operation corresponds to a m−sh−m operation defined by the ordered triplet
(p, s, q) Analogously, if p is a maximum, s a multiple saddle, this operation corresponds to
a M − sh −M operation.

5.6.2 Simplification and Expansion Operators in case of Macro-
Saddle

Let s be a simple saddle that belongs to a macro-saddle σ. Let be r and t, the two other
nodes connected through an arc with s. Given (p, s, q) the triplet of nodes, in order to
define a simplification operator, we require that only one between r and t is a saddle. We
denote with s′ this saddle.

As in case of simple saddle, that does not belong to a macro-saddle, I+ is composed by
the set of arcs a1, . . . , ak in A which are incident either in p or in s .

I+ = {e ≡ (t, v) ∈ A, |{p, s} ∩ {t, v} 6= ∅}

We call relevant saddles, those saddles, different from s, which are connected to p through
an arc belonging to I+. Let Rp,s denote the set of relevant saddles with respect to the pair
(p, s).

Rp,s = {si ∈ C, si 6= s|∃e ∈ I+ ∧ e ≡ (si, p)}

We denote with I− the set of arcs connecting q with each relevant saddle, plus the arc
(q, s′):

I− = {(q, si)|si ∈ Rp,s}
⋃
{(q, s′)}
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A generalization operation is expressed as a pair (I+, I−). Let m1 be a minimum, σ a
macro-saddle, this operation corresponds to a m-k-s-m operation defined by the ordered
triplet (m1, σ,m2) Analogously, let m1 be a maximum, σ a macro-saddle, this operation
corresponds to a M-k-s-M operation.

We can have modifications that affect only the internal structure of a macro-saddle, like the
collapse of a saddle-saddle edge. Let us consider two saddles si, sj ∈ σ, that are connected
by an arc in A. We call I+ the set of arcs in A that connect to si. We define relevant
critical points as the set of nodes, different from sj, that are connected with si, Let Nsi,sj

denote the set of relevant critical points with respect to the pair (si, sj), we denote with
I− the set of arcs connecting sj with each node in Nsi,sj

.

I− = {(n, sj)|n ∈ Nsi,sj
}

In this case, generalization operation is expressed as a pair (I+, I−). Let s1, s2 be saddles,
this operation corresponds to a s− s operation defined by (s1, s2)

5.6.3 Dependency Relation and Encoding of the MMC

Dependency relation among modifications and the corresponding dependency graph, as
in Section 5.1.1, are completely defined by I−, I+. In fact, let u1, u2 be two expansions
modification, with u1 = (I−1 , I

+
1 ) and u2 = (I−2 , I

+
2 ), u2 directly depends on u1 if and only

if u2 removes some of the arcs inserted by u1, thus if and only if I+
1 ∩ I−2 6= ∅.

A modification u = (I−, I+) transforms a Morse complex in a Morse complex. We can
represent Morse complex with the two-level incidence graph, or with the expanded inci-
dence graph. For the sake of simplicity, we have described modifications on the expanded
incidence graph. We could describe modifications on the two- level data structure, but this
is tedious. In fact, each modification affects on both level of the incidence graph, thus,
a modification is represented by a pair (I−, I+) on top level, and, on lower level, a pair
(J−s , J

+
s ) for each saddle s involved on the modification, i.e the collapsed saddle and each

relevant saddle.

In Chapter 6, we will present in detail our implementation of the multi-resolution model
for Morse complexes based on the expanded incidence graph.

5.7 Concluding Remarks

In this Chapter, we have presented a powerful model to represent a Morse-Smale complex
hierarchically. This model is derived from a well-studied hierarchical model called Multi-
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complex. Here we have presented such a hierarchical model, in order to represent Morse
complexes.

As we have seen in Section 5.2.2, an important issue is to have a morphological represen-
tation that is always synchronized with its geometrical representation, so that we can have
a mesh to a given morphological resolution. The algorithm presented by Bremer et al. in
[BEHP04] according to authors is very slow. Furthermore, to adapt the geometrical model,
they perform a parametric remeshing. This technique does not assure that the resulting
mesh is conforming, but only that it is built through conforming patches, that represent
the geometry of the 2-cells of Morse-Smale complex.

In Chapter 6, we will present our approach to combine a morphological multi-resolution
model of Morse (-Smale) complex, with a geometrical multi-resolution model of the un-
derlying mesh. In this case, the resulting geometrical representation is a conforming mesh
that is extracted on the fly from a multi-resolution model.
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Chapter 6

Multiresolution Morse Triangulation

In this Chapter, we address the problem of representing both the geometry and the mor-
phology of a terrain in an unified multi-resolution model. In Chapter 5, we have seen that,
in order to obtain a multi-resolution representation of a discrete scalar field, we can create
a model based on its geometrical representation (i.e., a triangulated surface), in which we
store coordinates and field value of vertices, and the adjacency relation between vertices,
or we can create a model based on its morphological representation, in which we encode
information about relevant features of the mesh.

Geometrical and morphological representations should be considered as complementary.
A geometrical representation is more verbose to handle, but since it provides an accurate
description of the terrain behavior, it is extremely useful in performing analysis and com-
putation. On the other hand, morphological representation is more compact and captures
the overall structure of the underlying scalar field, providing a light and efficient way to
inspect the salient features of the terrain model. Combining the two representations could
offer a really powerful structure, with the accuracy offered by the geometrical model, and
the abstraction power of the morphological decomposition.

As we have seen in Section 5.2.2, some techniques in literature have been proposed to
connect a multi-resolution morphological representation of a terrain with its geometrical
representation. A possible approach is to adapt the geometrical mesh at full resolution by
performing a smoothing process in order to delete those critical points that are simplified
in the morphological model. Bremer et al. in [BEHP04] propose a parametric remeshing
after the smoothing step. The resulting mesh is built by conforming patches (i.e., without
cracks), but the overall mesh is not necessarily conforming (cracks may appear at the
junction of two patches).

In the following, we will describe how to combine a multi-resolution morphological repre-
sentations MG with a multi-resolution geometric representation MΣ to obtain a unified
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multi-resolution representation that takes into account both geometric and morphological
information. We call such model a Multiresolution Morse Triangulation (MMT). In this
way we can extract complete representations of a terrain at variable resolutions starting
from a morphological representation at variable resolution and a geometrical representa-
tion at variable resolution, that are kept synchronized. The morphological model acts as
an index on the geometrical model, so that we can query the combined model by specify-
ing morphological properties and simultaneously obtain a morphological and a geometrical
representation satisfying the desired properties. With this framework, the user can freely
extract from an MMT a representation of the terrain at a variable resolution. Te user can
also browse the morphological structure, identify a morphological configuration that fits
his requirements, and then extract the desired topology from the geometric level represen-
tation of the terrain. The geometric representation can be further refined by specifying a
desired geometric error threshold.

In Section 6.1, we present a simple and efficient data structure for encoding a simplicial
Multi-Complex, that will be adopted for the multi-resolution representation of the terrain.
In Section 6.2, we present the generalization operators. Each operator combines an operator
on the geometrical representation and an operator on morphological representation. In
Section 6.3, we describe the Multi-resolution Morse Triangulation (MMT). In Section 6.4,
we describe how the MMT model is built. In Section 6.5, we describe how to encode an
MMT. In Section 6.6, we discuss the cost of our implementation. In Section 6.7, we give
a overview of possible queries on an MMT. In Section 6.8 we present some experimental
results. In Section 6.9, we discuss some foreseeable evolutions of te MMT.

6.1 Multi-Tessellation: a Simplicial Multi-Complex

In [DPM97] have been presented a Multi-Complex optimized for representing simplicial
models, that is called Multi-Tessellation. Such a model can be seen as an instance of the
MC (see Section 5.1) in a straight forward way.

If we consider a terrain model, it can be represented as a scalar field, such as with a
triangulated model embedded in R3. In this case, top cells are triangles, so we can simplify
the representation and encode only vertices, with their coordinates and field values, and,
for each triangle, we encode the links to its vertices and the approximation error.

This multi-resolution model is a special case of a Morse Complex. Thus, even in this case,
it is composed of a very coarse representation of the geometry of the terrain, and of a
set of modifications that refine the original representation of terrain. Such modifications
are organized on a directed acyclic graph (DAG) encoding the dependency relation among
modifications. Each modification affects only a small subset of the terrain representation,
by removing a coarse representation in that subset of the domain, and replacing the coarse
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representation with a more refined one. The number of affected triangles is usually limited
to 4 -6 triangles on average, in case of very common refinement operations used in terrain
generalization like vertex split or vertex insertion (see [DM02a]). For this reason, the
granularity offered by such a model is very good, and the number of modifications is very
high (close to the number of vertices composing the full-resolution representation of the
terrain model).

In [Mag99], a dimension-independent data structure for the Multi-Tessellation has been
proposed which explicitly describes the top simplices added and deleted by the modifica-
tions in a Multi-Tessellation as well as the dependency relation. We call such data structure
an explicit Multi-Tessellation (MT). In the following, we consider a d-dimensional MT.

In the following, we propose a new model for encoding a multi-resolution representation
of a terrain, that combines a geometric and a morphologic model. This model is based on
Multi-Tessellation.

6.2 Semplification Operators on a Terrain

Let T be a model of a terrain. As seen in Section 2.5, we can represent T as a triplet
(Σ, N,G), in which Σ represents the mesh describing the geometry of the terrain, N repre-
sents the generalized critical net, and G represents the incidence graph describing the dual
Morse complex.

In order to build a multi-resolution representation of T , we have to define generalization
operators that can simplify a terrain T . Simplifying a terrain T requires a simultaneous
simplification of Σ, N , and G. In Chapter 5, we have defined generalization operators for
a morphological terrain model and explained their effect on the incidence graph.

In the literature, generalization operators have been defined that can affect Σ and G
separately. We describe them in Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 respectively. Then, in Section
6.2.3, we propose a generalization operator that can simplify simultaneously Σ, N , and G.

6.2.1 Simplification Operators on the Geometrical Representa-
tion

On the geometrical representation, several distinct simplification operations have been
defined. The most widely used are vertex clustering, vertex decimation and edge collapse
(see [Gar99] for further details).

Vertex clustering methods spatially partition the vertex set into a set of clusters and find
a representation for all vertices within the same cluster. They are generally very fast, and
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work on arbitrary collections of triangles. Unfortunately, they can often produce relatively
poor quality approximations.

One of the most widely used simplification technique is vertex decimation [SZL92]. In each
step of the decimation process, a vertex is selected for removal, all the triangles incident
into that vertex are removed from the model, and the resulting hole is retriangulated. Since
the retriangulation requires a projection of the local surface onto a plane, these algorithms
are generally limited to manifold surfaces.

The largest class of simplification algorithms is based on edge collapse. We have already
mentioned this operator in Section 2.1.2 and used it to eliminate flat edges from a mesh.
An edge collapse, denoted (vi, vj) → v, collapses two vertices vi and vj connected by an
edge into a vertex v. Thus, each of the two triangles incident at edge (vi, vj) becomes an
edge incident at v and all other triangles incident a vi or vj become incident at v. If v
coincides with vi or vj, this operation is called half-edge collapse. This operation is very
simple and fast, and it affects on a small amount of triangles. In case of half-edge collapse,
each modification affects on 4-6 triangles on average (see [Dan05]).

6.2.2 Generalization Operators on the Morphological Represen-
tation

In Section 5.5.1, we have defined seven types of generalization operators on the incidence
graph of the Morse complexes:

� (m1 − s−m2)→ (m2), with m1 and m2 minima and s simple saddle.

� (m1 − sh −m2) → (sh−1 −m2), with m1 and m2 minima and sh and sh−1 multiple
saddles of multiplicity h and h− 1 respectively.

� (m1 − k − s −m2) → ((k − 1) − s −m2), with m1 and m2 minima and k − s and
(k − 1)− s macro-saddles of multiplicity k and k − 1 respectively.

� (M1 − s−M2)→ (M2), with M1 and M2 maxima and s simple saddle.

� (M1 − sh −M2)→ (sh−1 −M2), with M1 and M2 maxima and sh and sh−1 multiple
saddles of multiplicity h and h− 1 respectively.

� (M1 − k − s −M2) → ((k − 1) − s −M2), with M1 and M2 maxima and k − s and
(k − 1)− s macro-saddles of multiplicity k and k − 1 respectively.

� (sh, sk)→ (sh+k−1), with sh, sk and sh+k−1 multiple saddles of multiplicity h, k and
h+ k − 1 respectively.
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B
A A

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Ridges and valleys in black, and the edge to be collapsed in red. (A,B) → B
operation is not allowed. (A,B)→ A operation is allowed. Figures show the mesh before
edge collapse (a), after edge collapse (b).

6.2.3 Generalization Operators on (Σ, N,G)

In order to define a generalization operator mT on T , we consider a triplet of generalization
operators mΣ,mN ,mG, that transform a terrain T = (Σ, N,G) into T ′ = (Σ′, N ′, G′). In
order to define mT , first, we define mΣ then, we analyze the impact of a generalization
step mΣ on N and G, and we define mN , mG, as the generalization operators induced by
mΣ on N and G, respectively.

Among the generalization operators summarized in Subsection 6.2.1, we decided to adopt
half-edge collapse as our mΣ operator. We have chosen this simplification operator for
two main reasons: the number of triangles affected by this operation is quite small (6 on
average), and its behavior is similar to morphological generalization operators in the sense
that we explain below. Let us consider a morphological simplification step (m1−s−m2)→
(m2), in which minimum m1 and saddle s are connected by a 1-cell in G, and s is a saddle
connected with two minima m1 and m2. The morphological simplification collapses m1

and s on m2. If the geometrical mesh is coarse enough, m1 and s are directly connected by
an edge e in the mesh Σ. An half-edge collapse operation, collapsing e (which is equivalent
to collapsing m1 in s), also affects the morphological structure of s. After the half-edge
collapse s is no longer a saddle, since it remains connected only to a single minimum
m2. So collapsing edge e in the geometric mesh we induce a morphological operation
(m1 − s−m2)→ (m2).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Ridges and valleys in black, and the edge to be collapsed in red. Edge (C,D)
cannot be collapsed, since C and D belong to two distinct 1-cells. Edge (A,B) can be
collapsed. Figures show the mesh before edge collapse (A,B)→ B (a), after edge collapse
(b).

Since an edge collapse of a TIN can modify the morphology of the TIN, the application
of this operator is allowed only in those cases in which it does not modify morphology, or
it induces a generalization modification of one of the types that we have listed in Section
6.2.2.

A simplification step on Σ can induce modifications on N and on G. We can subdivide
simplification operators on Σ into three groups:

1. simplifications that affect only the interior of stable and unstable cells (and thus they
do not induce modifications either on N or on G);

2. simplifications that affect N , but not G;

3. simplifications that affect both N and G.

The first group only affects the triangulated representation of the terrain, thus only Σ,
the second group modifies both the triangulated representation and its generalized critical
net (i.e., Σ and N), the third group of modifications has an impact on all the three
models. Experimental results show that, during a simplification process, the number of
modifications belonging to the third group is two orders of magnitude smaller than the
number of geometrical modifications (see Section 6.8).
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Figure 6.3: Separatrix lines in black, the edge to be collapsed in red. Edge collapses
(A,B)→ B and (A,C)→ C are not allowed, since they remove critical point A. (A,B)→
A and (A,C) → A do not modify the morphology. Mesh before (a), and after (b) edge
collapses: (A,B)→ A and (A,C)→ A.

In the following, we will describe constraints for simplification operator mΣ based on the
position of the edge to collapse. Specifically, we observe a different behavior in case this
edge is inside a 2-cell of the Morse complexes, or has one or both vertices on the extended
critical net, or one or both its extreme vertices are critical points. We call boundary point
a vertex that belongs to the boundary of a 2-cell of the stable or unstable Morse complex,
but is not a critical point. We call boundary edge an edge that belongs to the boundary of
a 2-cell of the Morse complexes, i.e., that belongs to the critical net.

Let (v1 − v2) → v2 be an half-edge collapse, that collapses edge (v1 − v2) into vertex v2.
If v1 and v2 are nor critical points nor boundary points, the half-edge collapse affects only
the interior of stable and unstable 2-cells and does not induce modifications on any ridge
or valley, i.e., on N and on G. This edge collapse is always allowed. Note that it is a
geometrical generalization of type 1.

Let v1 and v2 be non-critical, and let v1 be a boundary point, and v2 be an interior point.
The operation (v1 − v2)→ v1 is allowed, since it does not induce modifications on N and
G. The operation (v1 − v2) → v2 is not allowed, since it modifies the path of a ridge or
valley. Figure 6.1(a) shows in blue ridges and valleys, in red the edge to be collapsed.
Operation (A,B) → B is not allowed. Figure 6.1(b) shows the mesh after edge collapse
(A,B)→ A. Notice that edge collapse does not modify the extended critical net, thus mΣ

does not induce any generalization mN neither mG. This is a geometrical generalization of
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type 1.

Let v1 and v2 be two boundary points.

� If v1 and v2 belong to two distinct separatrix lines, edge collapse is not allowed, since
it joins two distinct paths. This operation can create a new 2-cell, that does not
correspond to any new morphological feature. Edge (C, D) in Figure 6.2 cannot be
collapsed.

� If v1 and v2 belong to the same 1-cell, both (v1 − v2) → v1 and (v1 − v2) → v2 are
allowed. In this case, mΣ induces a generalization mN on N , but it does not induce
any generalization in G, thus, it is geometrical generalization of type 2. In this case,
operator mN is a half-edge collapse.

Let v1 be a critical point and let v2 be a non-critical point. The operation (v1 − v2)→ v1

is allowed, it since does not induce generalizations on G. In case of v2 is a boundary point,
(v1 − v2)→ v1 is a geometrical simplification of type 2, i.e., it induces a generalization on
N , which is a half edge collapse. Otherwise it is a geometrical simplification of type 1, i.e.,
it does not induce generalizations on N . Operation (v1 − v2)→ v2 is not allowed, since it
deletes critical point v1 (see Figure 6.3).

Now, we consider the case in which both v1 and v2 are critical points. In this case, we
have to check carefully both the geometrical and the morphological configuration around
v1 and v2 in order to decide about the feasibility of the operation. The generalization
operations (v1−v2)→ v1 and (v1−v2)→ v2 are allowed only if they induce a morphological
generalization mG, among those listed in 6.2.2, as explained in the following.

Let v1 and v2 be two critical points. In the following, we consider each possible configuration
of edge (v1−v2), so that half-edge collapse (v1−v2)→ v1 induces a generalization on N and
on G , i.e., mΣ is of type 3. We will discuss the impact of such geometrical simplifications
on the T , and the constraints over the Σ, N and G so that mΣ is allowed.

Simple Saddle-Minimum Let v1 be a simple saddle, and let v2 be a minimum. Let
(v1 − v2) → v1 be an operation that deletes a minimum v2, so that saddle v1 is no longer
connected with two minima and becomes a regular point.

This half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (m1 − s −m2) → (m2),
where v1 ≡ s, v2 ≡ m1 and m2 is the minimum that is connected with s, other than m1.
(m1− s−m2)→ (m2) affects G, as we have seen in Section 5.5.1. Let s1, .., sn be relevant
saddles, i.e. those saddles that are different from s, which are connected to m1. Each
valley that, before modification, connected a relevant saddle si with m1, now connects si
with m2. Moreover, the 1-cells that start from s are deleted.
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v2 v1 v1

(a) (b)

m2

v2 = m1

v1 = s

m2

(c) (d)

Figure 6.4: If v1 is a simple saddle and v2 a minimum, edge collapse (v1−v2)→ v1 induces
the (m1 − s −m2) → (m2) simplification on G. In (a) Σ in gray and N in black, before
edge collapse, in (b) Σ and N after edge collapse. In (c) and (d) G before and after the
corresponding simplification mG. Notice that, mG deletes ridges, that start from s. Edges
that belong to these ridges, are still present in Σ, but are no more in N .
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On N , boundary edges that belonged to 1-cell (m1, si) continue to be boundary, and belong
to 1-cell (m2, si). Boundary edges that belonged to 1-cells (m1, s) and (m2, s), continue
to be boundary, and belong to each 1-cell m2, si, with si relevant saddle for m1. While
boundary edges that belonged to 1-cell (M1, s) or to 1-cell (M2, s) are no longer boundary.
Figure 6.4(a) shows Σ and N before edge collapse, Figure 6.4(b) shows Σ and N after edge
collapse. Figures 6.4(c) and (d) show the corresponding generalization operation on G.

Generalization operation mT , that transform a terrain T = (Σ, N,G) in T ′ = (Σ′, N ′, G′),
is allowed under two constraints, one on Σ, one on G, so that T ′ = (Σ′, N ′, G′) is consistent.

� Constraint on G: minimum m2 must have a field value lower than the field value of
each relevant saddle, since the modification connects m2 with each relevant saddle.

� Constraint on Σ: each vertex adjacent to v2 must have a field value higher than the
field value of v1, otherwise this vertex would become a new minimum.

Simple Saddle-Maximum Let v1 be a simple saddle, and let v2 be a maximum. Let
(v1 − v2)→ v1 be an operation that deletes a maximum v2, so that saddle v1 is no longer
connected to two maxima and becomes a regular point. This case is symmetric with the
case presented before, namely simple saddle - minimum.

This half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (M1 − s −M2) → (M2),
where v1 ≡ s, v2 ≡ M1 and M2 is the maximum connected to s, distinct from M1.
(m1 − s−m2)→ (m2) affects G, as discussed in Section 5.5.1. Let Rs,M1 = {s1, .., sn} be
set of relevant saddles with respect to M1. Each ridge that, before modification, connected
a relevant saddle si with M1, now connects si with M2. Moreover, the two ridges and the
two valleys that start from s are deleted.

On N , boundary edges that belong to ridge (M1, si) continue to be boundary, and belong
to ridge (M2, si), boundary edges that belonged to ridges (M1, s) and (M2, s), continue
to be boundary, and belong to each ridge M2, si, with si relevant saddle for M1. While
boundary edges that belonged to ridge (M1, s) or to ridge (M2, s) are no longer boundary.

Generalization operation mT is allowed under two constraints:

� Constraint on G: maximum M2 must have a field value higher than the field value
of each si ∈ Rs,M1 , set of the relevant saddles with respect to M1.

� Constraint on Σ: each vertex adjacent to v2 must have a field value lower than the
field value of v1, (otherwise this vertex would become a new maximum).
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v2 v1 v1

(a) (b)

sh=v1
m2v2 = m1

M M

sh−1 = v1

m2

(c) (d)

Figure 6.5: If v1 is a multiple saddle and v2 a minimum, half-edge collapse (v1 − v2)→ v1

induces on G the (m1 − sh − m2) → (sh−1,m2) operation. In (a) Σ and N before edge
collapse, in (b) Σ and N after edge collapse. In (c) and (d) G before and after the
corresponding morphological generalization. Notice that valleys that are connected with
m1 before generalization, are geometrically connected with v1 after generalization, but are
morphologically connected with m2.
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Multiple Saddle-Minimum Let v1 be a multiple saddle of multiplicity h, and let v2

be a minimum. Operation (v1 − v2) → v1, deletes minimum v2 and saddle v1 becomes a
saddle of multiplicity h− 1.

This half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (m1−sh−m2)→ (sh−1−
m2), with v1 ≡ sh, v2 ≡ m1. Since h is the multiplicity of sh, there are h minima connected
to sh. We order the critical points around sh radially. Notice that minima and maxima
are alternated. Let n1 be the minimum that precedes m1, and n2 be minimum that follows
m1 in the order. Let m2 be the minimum with lower field value between n1 and n2,
(m1 − sh − m2) → (sh−1 − m2) affects the morphological representation, as discussed in
Section 5.5.1. Let Rm1,s = {s1, .., sn} be the set of relevant saddles with respect to m1.
Each valley that, before modification, connected a relevant saddle si ∈ Rm1,s to m1, after
modification connects si to m2. Since maxima and minima are alternated, there is only one
maximum M between m1 and m2 respect to the radial order around sh. The modification
deletes arcs (M, sh) and (sh,m1).

On N , boundary edges that belonged to valley (m1, si), for each relevant saddle si ∈ Rm1,s

continue to be boundary, and belong to valley (m2, si). Boundary edges that belonged
to valley (m1, sh), are still boundary, and belong to valley (m2, si), for each si ∈ Rm1,s.
Boundary edges that belonged to ridge (M, sh) are no longer boundary. Figure 6.5 (a)
shows Σ and N before edge collapse, Figure 6.5 (b) shows Σ and N after edge collapse.
Figure 6.5 (c) and (d) show the effect to corresponding generalization operator on G.

Similarly to the previous cases, in this case, mT is allowed under the following constraints,
on Σ and on G:

� constraint on G: minimum m2 must have a field value lower than the field value of
each relevant saddles.

� constraint on Σ: each vertex adjacent to v2 must have a field value higher than the
field value of v1.

Multiple Saddle-Maximum Let v1 be a multiple saddle of multiplicity h, and let v2

be a maximum. Operation (v1 − v2) → v1, deletes maximum v2, and saddle v1 becomes
a saddle of multiplicity h − 1. This operation is symmetric with respect to the operation
multiple saddle-minimum described above.

This half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (M1−sh−M2)→ (sh−1−
M2), with v1 ≡ sh, v2 ≡ M1. Since h is multiplicity of sh, there are h maxima connected
to sh. We order the critical points around sh radially, let M2 be the maximum with higher
field value between the maximum that precedes M1, and the maximum that follows M1

in the order. (M1 − sh −M2)→ (sh−1 −M2) affects on the morphological representation,
as discussed in Section 5.5.1. Let RM1,s = {s1, · · · , sn} be the set of relevant saddles with
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respect to M1. Each ridge that, before modification, connected a relevant saddle si ∈ RM1,s

to M1, after modification connects si to M2. Moreover, let m be the minimum between M1

and M2, according to radial order around sh. The arcs (m, sh) and (sh,M1) are deleted.

On N , boundary edges that belonged to ridge (M1, si), for each relevant saddle si ∈ RM1,s

are still boundary, and belonged to ridge (M2, si). Boundary edges that belong to ridge
(M1, sh), are still boundary, and belong to ridge (M2, si), for each si ∈ RM1,s. Boundary
edges that belonged to the valley (m, sh) are no longer boundary.

In this case, generalization operation mT is allowed under the constraints:

� constraint on G: maximum M2 must have a field value higher than the field value of
each relevant saddles.

� constraint on Σ: each vertex adjacent to v2 must have a field value lower than the
field value of v1.

Macro-Saddle-Minimum Let σ be a macro-saddle of index k > 1, thus σ = {σ1, · · · , σk}.
Let v1 be a saddle σi ∈ σ, and let v2 be a minimum. Operation (v1 − v2) → v1 deletes
minimum v2, and saddle v1 becomes a regular point so that macro-saddle σ has index k−1.

This half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (m1 − k − s − m2) →
((k − 1) − s − m2), where v1 ≡ σi, σi ∈ σ and v2 ≡ m1, and m2 is minimum that is
connected to σi, other than m1. (m1 − k − s−m2)→ ((k − 1)− s−m2), affects on G, as
we have seen in Section 5.5.1.

Let Rm1,s = {s1, .., sn} be the set of relevant saddles with respect to m1. Each valley that,
before modification, connected si to m1, after modification connects si to m2. Moreover,
ridges and valleys that start from σi are deleted.

On N , boundary edges that belonged to 1-cell (m1, si), with si ∈ Rm1,s continue to be
boundary, and belong to 1-cell (m2, si). While boundary edges that belonged to a 1-cell
starting from σi are no longer boundary. Figure 6.6(a) shows Σ and N before mT , Figure
6.6(b) shows Σ and N after mT . Figure 6.6(c) and (d) show G before and after mT .

Generalization operation mT is allowed under some constraints, on Σ and G:

� constraint on G:

– saddle σi ∈ σ must be connected with two minima m1, m2, i.e., the (one or
more) saddles σj ∈ σ, adjacent to σi, must have a field value greater than σi;

– minimum m2 must have a field value lower than the field value of each saddle
in Rm1,s.
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Figure 6.6: If v1 is saddle connected with another saddle and v2 a minimum, edge collapse
(v1 − v2) → v1 induces the (m1 − k − s − m2) → ((k − 1) − s,m2) operation on the
morphological representation. In (a) Σ and N before mΣ and its corresponding mN , in
(b) Σ and N after them. In (c) and (d) G before and after the corresponding modification
mG.
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� constraint on Σ: each vertex adjacent to v2 must have a field value higher than the
field value of v1.

Macro-Saddle-Maximum Let σ be a macro-saddle of index k > 1, thus σ = {σ1, · · · , σk}.
Let v1 be a saddle σi ∈ σ, and let v2 be a maximum. Operation (v1 − v2) → v1, deletes
maximum v2, and saddle v1 becomes a regular point, so that macro-saddle σ has index
k − 1. This operation is symmetric with the operation macro-saddle-minimum.

Half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (M1−k−s−M2)→ ((k−1)−
s −M2), where v1 ≡ σi, σi ∈ σ and v2 ≡ M1, and M2 is the maximum that is connected
to σi, other than M1. (M1 − k − s−M2)→ ((k − 1)− s−M2), affects on G, as discussed
in Section 5.5.1. Let RM1,s = {s1, .., sn} be the set of relevant saddles with respect to M1,
each ridge that, before modification, connected si to M1, after modification connects si to
M2. Moreover, ridges and valleys that start from σi are deleted.

On N , boundary edges that belonged to ridge (M1, si), with si ∈ RM1,s are still boundary,
and belong to ridge (M2, si). Boundary edges that belonged to a valley starting from σi
are no longer boundary.

Generalization operation mT is allowed under these constraints:

� constraint on G:

– saddle σi ∈ σ must be connected with two maxima M1, M2, i.e. the (one or
more) saddles σj ∈ σ, adjacent to σi, must have a field value lower than σi;

– maximum M2 must have a field value higher than the field value of each saddle
in RM1,s.

� constraint on Σ: each vertex adjacent to v2 must have a field value lower than the
field value of v1.

Saddle-Saddle Let v1, v2 be two saddles that belong to the same macro-saddle σ with
index k. Operation (v1 − v2) → v2, collapses two saddles into one with multiplicity equal
to the sum of the multiplicities of the two saddles minus one.

Half-edge collapse induces a generalization operation on G: (sh, sk) → (sh+k−1), with
v1 ≡ σ1 and v2 ≡ σ2, σ1, σ2 ∈ σ. (sh, sk) → (sh+k−1), affects G, as discussed in Section
5.5.1.

Let Rs1,m = {m1, ..,mn} be the set of relevant minima with respect to s1. Let Rs1,M =
{M1, ..,Mn} be the set of relevant maxima with respect to s1. Each valley that, before
modification, connected s1 to mi after modification connect s2 to mi, each ridge that,
before modification, connected s1 with Mi after modification connects s2 with Mi.
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On N , boundary edges that belong to valley (mi, s1), with mi ∈ Rs1,m are still boundary,
and belong to valley (mi, s2), and boundary edges that belong to ridge (Mi, s1), with
Mi ∈ Rs1,m continue to be boundary, and belong to ridge (Mi, s2).

In this case, generalization operation mT is allowed under constraints on G only:

� if saddle σ2 has a field value higher then σ1, each maximum in Rs1,M must have a
field value higher than the field value of σ2,

� else if saddle σ2 has a field value lower then σ1, each minimum in Rs1,m must have a
field value lower than the field value of σ2,

6.3 The Multi-resolution Morse Triangulation

A multi-resolution model is usually built by starting from a high resolution representation,
and by applying iteratively a simplification process. Thus, the fully simplified model is
used as the initial coarse representation, and simplification steps are reversed to become
refinement modifications. In case of a geometrical model, given a simplification procedure
that iteratively simplifies mesh Σ (e.g. by performing a sequence of edge collapse opera-
tions), it is possible to build a multi-resolution geometrical modelMΣ (see Section 6.1). In
case of a morphological model, we have seen in Section 5.5 how to build a multi-resolution
morphological model by applying iteratively generalization operators that simplify the mor-
phology of the Morse complexes at full resolution. The number of simplification steps is
obviously different for the two models, since an initial large set of geometrical simplification
steps has a little or no impact on the morphological structure, while, when the geometrical
model becomes coarse, the percentage of simplification steps that affect the morphological
structure is much higher.

Here, we want to define a multi-resolution model. We call this model multi-resolution
Morse triangulation (MMT). It is composed of a very coarse representation of the terrain
T0 = (Σ0, N0, G0), and of a set of modifications that refine T0.

As we have seen in Section 6.2.3, we can define a operation that simplify a terrain T , so
that each component Σ, N and G remain consistent with the others. Each generalization
operation induce a modification ( u− , u+ ) on T , that is composed of a modification ( u−Σ,
u+

Σ ) on Σ, a modification ( u−N , u+
N ) on N and a modification ( u−G, u+

G ) on G. As we have
seen in Section 5.1, we can reverse simplification steps to obtain expansion modifications.
We denote a generic expansion modification as a pair ( u+ , u− ), with the meaning that
replacing u− with u+ increases the amount of details in the representation. In this case,
an expansion modification ( u+ , u− ) on T is composed of a modification uΣ= ( u+

Σ, u−Σ
) on Σ, a modification uN= ( u+

N , u−N ) on N and a modification uG= ( u+
G, u−G ) on G.
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Such modifications are organized on three directed acyclic graphs (DAG) encoding the de-
pendency relation among modifications, one graph encodes the dependency relation among
geometrical modifications uΣ, one graph encodes the dependency relation among modi-
fications uN , and one graph encodes the dependency relation among modifications uG.
Furthermore, the three DAGs are linked, i.e., each modification uG is linked with the mod-
ification uN that induced the modification uG, and each modification uN is linked with the
modification uΣ that induced the modification uN .

The MMT is composed by a very coarse representation of the terrain T0 = (Σ0, N0, G0), and
a set of modifications u=(uΣ, uN , uG) organized in three linked DAGs. The representation
of MMT is based on three main components:

� MΣ: multi-resolution representation of the Σ, composed of Σ0 and a set of modifi-
cations uΣ;

� MN : multi-resolution representation of the N , composed of N0 and a set of modifi-
cations uN , where each modification is linked to a modification in MΣ;

� MG: multi-resolution representation of the G, composed of G0 and a set of modifi-
cations uG, where each modification is linked to a modification in MN ;

To represent MΣ, we adopted the Multi-Tesselation [DPM97] that have been briefly de-
scribed in Section 6.1. The MT is able to represent simplicial complex of arbitrary dimen-
sion, but here we focus on a two-dimensional instance embedded in a three-dimensional
space. To representMN , we adopted a one-dimensional instance of Multi-Tesselation em-
bedded in a three-dimensional space. In this case, the simplices are segments embedded in
R3. The morphological model MG that we adopt, is the MMC described in Section 5.5.

6.4 Building the MMT

In order to build an MMT, we are interested in building all MΣ, MN and MG, simul-
taneously. Here, we present a procedure for building the three models from the reference
mesh Σ and from its Morse decompositions.

In order to build the three distinct models simultaneously, the generalization of the geom-
etry and morphology has to be performed simultaneously, following a single simplification
criterion, and the impact of such criterion must be checked on Σ, N and G. We are in-
terested in producing a high quality representation of the terrain model, and to use the
morphological structure for its analysis. Moreover, we want to use the morphological struc-
ture as an index to access the multi-resolution representation of the geometrical model.
For these reasons, our approach simplifies the geometric model and at every simplification
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ID 24 in the DAG 23 22 21
first step

20 19 18 17

16 15 14 13

12 11 10 9

Figure 6.7: Sequence of simplification steps, applied on a regular mesh Σ, and their effect
on the morphological structure G. The region of influence of each simplification step is
shaded in light red.
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8 7 6 5

4 3 2 1

Figure 6.8: Second set of simplification steps, and their effect on the morphological struc-
ture. The region of influence of each simplification step is shaded in light red. In case of
modifications that affect the morphological structure, the region of influence is shaded in
light green.
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Figure 6.9: Starting from the simplification steps depicted in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, we can
build an MMT model, composed of MΣ (black, on the left), MN (blue, in center) and
MG (green, on the right).
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step checks if the morphological structure is affected. In such cases, we check the feasi-
bility of the morphological generalization according to the criteria defined in Section 6.2.
In Figures 6.7 and 6.10 we show a sequence of 24 simplification steps, applied on a small
regular mesh. Each simplification step performs an half-edge collapse operation on the
geometrical model. The region of influence of each simplification step is shaded in light
red.

In order to generate a high-quality simplified representation, without posing constraints on
the size of the model, we adopted a simplification procedure that iteratively performs half-
edge collapse, and uses quadric error metric [GH97] for accurate error estimation. We have
extended the tool, called Trimesh2MT [ADM07], developed for constructing geometrical
multi-resolution models and released under GPL license. The extended tool, that we have
develop, called Trimesh2MTT, builds the multi-resolution geometrical model, the multi-
resolution critical net model and the multi-resolution morphological model. According to
the quadric error metric, Trimesh2MTT selects an edge to collapse, checks the feasibility
of this generalization operation (by verifying the constraints described in Section 6.2). The
simplification proceeds until there are edges to be simplified. We do not impose constraints
on the approximation error of the coarsest representation.

In the following, we describe the main steps of MMT BUILDING procedure, that is the
algorithm that performs simplification simultaneously in the three models Σ, N and G.

1. Store all edges of Σ in a priority queue Q, according to error estimation performed
by quadric error metric

2. While Q is not empty, pop the first edge e of Q, and check if edge collapse is feasible,
according to to the criteria defined in Section 6.2.

3. If edge collapse is allowed, there are three distinct cases:

(a) Edge collapse does not affect boundary edges (thus not even morphology):
perform edge collapse on Σ and record modification mΣ = (u−Σ, u

+
Σ).

(b) Edge collapse affects boundary edges, but it does not affect morphology:
perform edge collapse on Σ and record mΣ = (u−Σ, u

+
Σ),

perform edge collapse on N and record mN = (u−N , u
+
N),

associate with mN an IDΣ of mΣ.

(c) Edge collapse affects boundary edges and morphology:
perform edge collapse on Σ and record mΣ = (u−Σ, u

+
Σ),

perform edge collapse on N and record mN = (u−N , u
+
N),

perform generalization on G and record mG = (u−G, u
+
G),

associate with mN an IDΣ of mΣ,
associate with mG an IDN of mN .
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4. Update in Q the edges affected by edge collapse;

Given a simplification procedure, building a multi-resolution model requires three addi-
tional steps: computation of the dependency relation, encoding of the modifications, en-
coding of the partial order. The two encodings are strongly related to the data structure
for the multi-resolution model.

In Figure 6.9 we show the MMT model that can be derived from the sequence of simplifi-
cation steps depicted in Figures 6.7 and 6.10. The MMT is composed by MΣ (black, on
the left),MN (blue, in center) andMG (green, on the right). Green dashed lines represent
links betweenMG andMN , while blue dashed lines represent links between theMN and
MΣ. It is easy to note that the size of MG is much smaller than MΣ, even in this tiny
example. On a real model, the difference is even larger. As we will show in Section 6.8, in
most cases, the number of modifications MG is two order of magnitude smaller than the
number of modifications in MΣ.

6.5 Encoding the MMT

As we have seen in Section 6.3, an MMT contains a two-dimensional MT, to represent
MΣ, and an one-dimensional MT to represent MN .

As we have seen in Section 6.1, to store a MT, we use three arrays.

� List of vertices of the final mesh.

� List of all simplices, that are created or deleted by a modification. Simplices created
in the same modification u are stored at consecutive entries.

� List of modifications.

In the following, we discuss in detail the way in which each MT is encoded.

Data Structure for MΣ We represent the geometry of Σ as an indexed triangulation.
Σ is represented by two arrays of elements: vertices, triangles.

� List of vertices vΣ. For each vertex vΣ, we have coordinates and field value.
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� List of triangles tΣ. For each triangle tΣ, we have the indexes of its three vertices.

Each modification mΣ(u−Σ, u
+
Σ) is encoded with:

� List and number of triangles in u−Σ. For each triangle, we store the list of the indexes
of triangles tΣ.

� Number of triangles in u+
Σ and index to its first triangle, since they are stored in

sequence.

� List and number of each parent of mΣ. For each parent, we store the list of the
indexes of the parents of mΣ.

� List and number of each child of mΣ. For each child, we store the list of the indexes
of the children of mΣ.

Data Structure forMN The critical net N is represented as a list of edges that belong
to a ridge or to a valley.

� List of boundary points vN . For each vertex vN , we have coordinates and field value.

� List of edges eN belonging to N0. For each edge eN , we store the indexes of its two
vertices.

Each modification mN = (u−N , u
+
N) is encoded with:

� List and number of edges in u−N . For each edge, we store list of the indexes of edges
eN .

� Number of edges in u+
N and index to its first edge, since they are stored in sequence.

� List and number of each parent of mN . For each parent, we store the list of the
indexes of the parents of mN .

� List and number of each child of mN . For each child, we store the list of the indexes
of the children of mN .

� IDΣ, index of the corresponding modification mΣ.
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Data Structure for MG As we have seen in Section 2.3, G is the incidence graph of Σ,
and its nodes are three sets of elements, namely minima, maxima and saddles.

� List of critical points vG. For each vertex vG, we have coordinates and field value.

� List of 1-cells eG belonging to G. For each edge eG, we store the indexes of its two
vertices.

Each modification mG = (u−G, u
+
G) is encoded as:

� List and number of 1-cell in u−G.

� Number of edges in u+
G and index to its first edge, since they are stored in sequence.

� List and number of each parent of mG. For each parent, we store the list of the
indexes of the parents of mG.

� List and number of each child of mG. For each child, we store the list of the indexes
of the children of mG.

� IDN , index of the corresponding modification mN .

6.6 Storage Costs of the MMT Data Structure

In this section we evaluate the storage cost for the MΣ, MN and MG. We assume that
coordinates, field values, and indexes are stored in 4 Bytes, while counters associated with
a modification are stored in one Byte.

Storage Costs of MΣ In case of MΣ, we consider a 2D scalar field embedded in R3.
We also assume that the simplification procedure is based on half-edge collapse operator.
Storing coordinates and field values of the model requires 12nΣ Bytes, with nΣ number of
vertices of the full-resolution triangulated surface. Storing the array of triangles requires
12tΣ Bytes, with tΣ total number of triangles in MΣ.

Encoding the structure of each modifications requires:

� 2 counters, each counter requires one Byte, so counters requires 2 Bytes;

� an index for each simplex in u−Σ (4 Byte times the number of triangles in u−Σ);

� an index (4 Byte) to the first simplex of u+
Σ.
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Since there are tΣ triangles in MΣ, summing the number of triangles in u−Σ for each
modification we get tΣ. Let cΣ the number of modifications in MΣ, it results that storing
array of modification requires 2cΣ + 4tΣ + 4cΣ = 6cΣ + 4tΣ Bytes.

Encoding the structure of the DAG requires, for each modification:

� 2 counters, each counter requires a Byte, so counters requires 2 Bytes;

� an index for each parent of u (4 Byte times the number of arcs entering in u);

� an index for each children of u (4 Byte times the number of arcs exiting from u).

Let aΣ be the total number of arc, by summing the number of arcs entering in mΣ, for
each modification mΣ, we get aΣ. We get the same summing the number of arcs exiting
from uΣ. The total cost for encoding the DAG is 2cΣ + 4aΣ + 4aΣ = 2cΣ + 8aΣ.

Summarizing, forMΣ we have 12nΣ for the vertices array, 12tΣ for triangles array, 6cΣ+4tΣ
for the modifications array and 2cΣ + 8aΣ for the DAG.

We evaluate the space complexity, assuming that MΣ is built through half-edge collapse.
Under this assumption, the number cΣ of nodes in the DAG can be approximated with the
number of vertices nΣ. Experimentally, we noticed that the number tΣ of triangles in an
2D MT is about 4 times the number of its vertices i.e., tΣ = 4nΣ, and the number of arcs
in the DAG is aΣ = 3nΣ. Thus, the total cost ofMΣ is equal to 12nΣ + 12× 4nΣ + 6nΣ +
4× 4nΣ + 2nΣ + 8× 3nΣ = 108nΣ Bytes, with nΣ number of vertices.

Storage Costs of MN In case ofMN , storing coordinates and field values of the model
requires 12nN Bytes, with nN number of vertices of the full-resolution critical net. Storing
the array of edges requires 8tN Bytes, with tN total number of edges. Encoding the
structure of each modifications requires:

� 2 counters, each counter requires a Byte, so counters requires 2 Bytes;

� an index for each simplex in u−N (4 Byte times the number of segments in u−N);

� an index (4 Byte) to the first simplex of u+
N ;

� an index (4 Byte) storing the link IDΣ.

Let cN the number of modifications in MN : it results that storing array of modification
requires 2cN+4tN+4cN+4cN = 10cN+4tN Bytes, where cN is the number of modifications
inMN , and tN is the total number of edges inMN . As in the previous case, the total cost
for encoding the DAG is 2cN + 8aN , with aN the number of the arcs of the DAG.
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Summarizing, forMN we have 12nN for the vertices array, 8tN for edges array, 10cN +4tN
for the modifications array and 2cN + 8aN for the DAG. Experimentally, we noticed that
the number tN of segments in a one-dimensional MT is about 3 times the number of its
vertices tN = 3nN , and the number of arcs in the DAG is aN = 2nN .

In case ofMN a modification introduces one vertex, if it does impact on the morphological
structure, otherwise introduces more vertices. Since in the most of the cases introduces one
vertex, we can use nN as an upper bound for cN . Thus, the total cost of the one-dimensional
MT is less or equal than 76nN Bytes, with nN number of vertices.

Storage Costs of MG Since a MG is encoded as an one-dimensional MT, storage cost
of MG are computed in the same way as in case of MN . Thus, for MG we have 12nG for
the critical points array, 8tG for 1-cells array, 10cG + 4tG for the modifications array and
2cG + 8aG for the DAG.

In MG, a modification introduces two vertices in most of cases, since it introduces one
vertex only in case of saddle-saddle operation. Thus, we can consider nG = 2cG. Therefore,
the total cost of MG is on average equal than 75nG Bytes, with nG number of vertices.

Storage Costs of MMT We will see in Section 6.8, that experimentally, nN , number
of vertices of N , is about 30% of nΣ, number of vertices of Σ, and nG, number of vertices
of G, is about 3% of nΣ. Thus, the total storage cost ofMN is about 20% ofMΣ and the
total storage cost of MG is about 2% of MΣ.

6.7 Variable-resolution queries on a MMT

As we have seen in Section 5.1.2, the general selective refinement query on an multi-
resolution model M can be formulated as follows: given a LOD criterion τ , extract from
M the mesh Σ of minimum size that satisfies τ . This is equivalent to finding the minimal
consistent set of modifications that satisfies τ , since any modification increases the mesh
size. In case of MMT, we formulate a selective refinement query as follows: compute the
terrain T = (Σ, N,G), with G of minimum size that satisfies LOD criterion τ , and N and
Σ of minimum size that are induced by G. During the computation of G fromMG, we get
a set of identifiers {IDN,1, . . . IDN,j} associated with modifications {uG,1, . . . uG,j} selected
in the morphological modelMG. Those IDs are the links to {uN,1, . . . uN,j}, modifications
in MN . Then, we query MN , enforcing {uN,1, . . . uN,j} to belong to the extracted model.
Modifications {uN,1, . . . uN,j} induce a set of modifications SN . For each modification
uN,i ∈ SN we consider IDΣ,i, that is link to a modification uΣ,i. As a last step, we query
MΣ, enforcing each uΣ,i to belong to the extracted mesh. This procedure grant us that N
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and Σ are compatible with G and contains the minimal number of elements.

The most common LOD criterion τ for morphological models is based on persistence (see
Section 5.2.1): we select those modifications that are associated with a persistence that is
below a desired threshold. Persistence takes into account the difference between the field
values of two adjacent nodes of G, and is not affected by x − y coordinates of nodes. We
can consider two additional LOD criteria:

1. based on the length of the arc of G, computed by taking into account only the x− y
coordinates of nodes,

2. based on the euclidean distance between the two nodes computed by taking into
account both the x− y coordinates and the field value of nodes.

The multi-resolution modelM is composed of a coarse representation and a set of modifi-
cations connected by a DAG. The simplest approach to extract from the model a represen-
tation that satisfies a selective refinement query, is to start from the coarse representation,
and then traverse the DAG, applying the modifications associated with the traversed node.
The traversal of the DAG stops when the minimum number of modifications required to
satisfy the selective refinement query is reached. We have to define a rule to traverse the
DAG, and a way to specify which modifications are required to achieve the resolution de-
sired by the user (LOD criterion). The algorithm to traverse the DAG, called Selective
Refinement algorithm, have been presented in Section 5.1.2 for a single MT.

During the traversal of the DAG, a set S of modifications is maintained, which uniquely
defines an extracted mesh ΓS. Set S is updated through insertion and removal of nodes
in the partial order, and mesh ΓS is updated by doing and undoing the corresponding
modifications. Here we will propose a selective refinement algorithm for the MMT. In
particular, we will extend the top-down algorithm for selective refinement, that we recall
briefly.

The top-down algorithm starts with an empty set S and with the base mesh Γ0, and
progressively adds a modification u if simplices in u− does not satisfy the LOD criterion τ .
If set S∪{u} is not closed, then we also add all modifications which are ancestors of u and
have not yet been included in S (the need for guaranteeing a closed set of modifications
enforces the addition of some modifications that satisfy τ).

Here, we extend this algorithm to the Multi-resolution Morse Triangulation. In this case,
the three models are to be visited simultaneously, while keeping a consistent set of selected
modifications. We can apply the selective refinement algorithm to each of the three models
composing a MMT M = (MΣ,MN ,MG). In this scenario, we have to keep three sets
of modifications: SΣ, SN , SG. Dealing with three models, we have to adapt the selective
refinement algorithm, so the three sets are kept in sync. According to selective refinement
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query, that we have presented above, we select a certain morphological configuration, for
example specifying a persistence threshold in a certain area, extract the morphological
models fitting our requests, and then automatically extract a geometric representation
that fulfills user requests in term of accuracy of the morphological structure. The idea is
to perform a selective refinement query on MG, applying a subset {uG,1, . . . uG,j} of the
modification inMG, and select fromMN andMΣ those modifications that are associated
with {uG,1, . . . uG,j}. More formally, this is equivalent to querying:

� MG with LOD threshold accepting a node mG, if its persistence is below a given
threshold.

� MN which accepts a node mN , if, for all modifications mG performed in MG, mN

is not equal, nor an ancestor of, the modification of MN whose IDN is stored with
mG.

� MΣ which accepts a node mΣ, if, for all modifications mN performed inMN , mΣ is
not equal, nor an ancestor of, the modification ofMΣ whose IDΣ is stored with mN .

A working example is shown in Figure 6.10: we set SG = {G0} (Figure 6.10 (a)), then we
traverseMG and we add modifications 1 and 2 to SG (Figure 6.10 (b)). Since modification
1 and 2 are associated with modifications 1 and 4 ofMN , we add 1 and 2 to SN , including
even 0 that is an ancestor of both 1 and 2 (Figure 6.10 (c)). Modifications 1 and 2 ofMN

are associated with modifications 1 and 3 ofMΣ, so we add to SΣ 1, 3 and their ancestors
0 and 2 (Figure 6.10 (d)).

6.8 Experimental Results

In this Section, we present some of the experiments that we have performed on our variable
LOD model, the MMT. We present the effects of MMT on the synthetic dataset EGGS,
that we have described in Section 4.4 and we show the experimental results obtained on
the hierarchical models built, starting from ten real datasets.

EGGS is a synthetic scalar field, built by sampling a function which is a combination of a
plane and 64 Gaussian surfaces. It is composed of 6561 vertices, 12800 triangles, and has
no flat edges.

We have computed the Morse decomposition by applying the STD algorithm. The extended
critical net N is composed of 1779 edges. G has 133 nodes: 33 maxima, 28 minima and 72
simple saddles, which are connected by 198 arcs.

We have applied to EGGS dataset the MMT building procedure. The resulting multi-
resolution terrain model MMT M = (MΣ,MN ,MG) has 6504 geometrical modification
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Figure 6.10: Selective refinement on a MMT: we start from the traversal of the morpho-
logical MT MG in (a), (b), then we traverse MN (c) and MΣ (d) to keep the three
representations extracted from MG,MN and MΣ in sync.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.11: A generalization step on the EGGS dataset. (a) shows the original morpho-
logical structure of the data set, and (b) shows a zoom on the affected area from another
point of view. (c) and (d) show the results of the first generalization operation which
removes a local maximum.
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Σ N G

#Vertices #Triangles #Vertices #Edges #Nodes #Arcs

Eggs 6561 12800 1557 1779 133 198

Cervino 263169 524288 74281 170637 5250 10084

Chianti 62500 124002 32928 55443 5978 11572

Chianti-ePL 59728 118498 26828 44188 4335 8298

Dolomiti 89994 178790 14485 30802 638 1112

Elba 35072 68326 12710 22822 2094 2523

Gargano 122731 243907 34900 71348 2954 5109

Mount Marcy 5000 9788 1186 1743 122 183

Mont Blanc 14394 28310 4409 9421 378 663

Monviso 159606 317623 42884 88876 3104 5868

Vobbia 58568 116739 5951 7476 2331 1021

Table 6.1: Datasets from which we have built the MMTs. The table shows for each model
the size of the geometric mesh Σ, of the generalized critical net N and of the morphological
structure G.

(#mΣ); 1485 modifications affect the extended critical net (#mN) and 43 modifications af-
fect the morphological structure (#mG). Less than 1% of geometrical modifications induce
a modification on the morphological structure, while more than 1/50 of the geometrical
modifications affect the extended critical net.

In Figure 6.11 (a) we show the representation extracted from M by inserting all the mor-
phological modifications, and in figure 6.11 (b) we show a closeup of the same representa-
tion. In Figure 6.11 (c),( d) we show the representation extracted fromM by inserting all
the morphological modifications but one. In Figure 6.11 (a), (c) we have highlighted the
affected area with a white circle.

We have applied MMT on ten real datasets: the three datasets that we have presented in
Section 4.5.1, and seven additional models. The sizes of models range from 5000 vertices
(Mount Marcy) to 263169 vertices (Cervino). The sizes of the extended critical net at
full resolution vary from 1743 edges (Mount Marcy) to more than 170k edges (Cervino).
Table 6.1 details for each dataset the size of the geometric model (number of vertices and
triangles), of the extended critical net (number of vertices and edges), and the size of the
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#Maxima #Minima #Simple #Multiple

Saddles Saddles

Eggs 33 28 72 0

Cervino 1496 1140 2404 210

Chianti 1449 1559 2514 456

Chianti-ePL 1081 1099 1920 235

Dolomiti 200 118 307 13

Elba 373 673 1012 36

Gargano 748 733 1390 83

Mount Marcy 37 25 55 5

Mont Blanc 113 80 174 11

Monviso 940 616 1425 123

Vobbia 1023 1045 230 33

Table 6.2: For each model of Table 6.1 the number of maxima, minima, simple saddles and
multiple saddles.
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extended incidence graph (number of nodes and arcs) before the simplification process.

In Table 6.2 we present the number of critical points that we have identified for each dataset,
subdivided according to the type of critical point: maxima, minima, simple saddles and
multiple saddles. The number of multiple saddles is on average 9% w.r.t. the number of
simple saddles.

Cervino, Dolomiti and Gargano are datasets obtained from DEMs that are freely available
on the web (CGIAR-CSI GeoPortal). Starting from a subset of such data, we have built a
triangulation in which vertices are distributed on a regular square grid, thus, the resulting
triangulation is composed by isosceles right triangles. Number of triangles is 524k, 179k
and 244k respectively.

Chianti dataset has been generated from a CGIAR-CSI GeoPortal DEM, and is composed
by 124k triangles. We have a PL-Morse version of Chianti dataset, which is called Chianti-
ePL and is composed by 118k triangles.

Three additional models (Elba, Mont Blanc and Monviso) are PL-Morse versions of datasets
generated from CGIAR-CSI GeoPortal DEMs and are composed by 68k, 28k and 318k tri-
angles respectively.

Mount Marcy, composed by nearly 10k triangles, is extracted from a dataset, courtesy of
U.S. Geological Survey.

Vobbia dataset, by 117k triangles, is a courtesy of Provincia di Genova.

In order to build an MMT, we use the algorithm presented in Section 6.4 which simul-
taneously performs simplification of the three models Σ,N and G. The MMT model M
is composed by the three models MΣ, MN and MG. Table 6.3 shows number of modi-
fications of each model, the ratio between number of modifications in N and those in Σ,
and the ratio between the number of modifications in G and those in Σ. We notice that
number of modifications in N is on average 24% of the number of modifications in Σ, and
that number of modifications in G is on average 1.5% of the number of modifications in Σ.

We show experimental results on two datasets: Mont Blanc (14k vertices, 28k triangles)
and Mount Marcy (5k vertices, 10k triangles). In Figure 6.12, we show the decomposition
of Mount Marcy at full resolution (a), and the result of an extraction with a threshold of
10 meters on persistence (b): the number of critical points is reduced from 37 maxima, 25
minima, 55 saddles and 5 multiple saddles, to 25 maxima, 17 minima, 40 saddles and 1
multiple saddle. In Figure 6.13, we show the decomposition of Mont Blanc at full resolution
(a), the result of an extraction with a threshold of 15 meters on persistence (b), a threshold
of 40 meters (c) and a threshold of 140 meters (d): in (a) we have 113 maxima, 80 minima,
174 saddles and 11 multiple saddles, in (b) 97 maxima, 47 minima, 113 saddles and 7
multiple saddle, in (c) 48 maxima, 26 minima, 68 saddles and 1 multiple saddle, and
finally, in (d) 32 maxima, 22 minima, 48 saddles and 1 multiple saddle.
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#mΣ #mN #mG #mN/#mΣ #mG/#mΣ

Eggs 6504 1485 43 22.83% 0.66%

Cervino 255583 55969 2335 21.90% 0.91%

Chianti 59507 26145 2706 43.94% 4.55%

Chianti-ePL 57381 21549 1954 37.55% 3.41%

Dolomiti 88852 11989 242 13.49% 0.27%

Elba 33557 10084 475 30.05% 1.42%

Gargano 119595 28574 1079 23.89% 0.90%

Mount Marcy 4903 1017 39 20.74% 0.80%

Mont Blanc 13965 3426 152 24.53% 1.09%

Monviso 155201 33062 1306 21.30% 0.84%

Vobbia 56909 3967 199 6.97% 0.35%

Table 6.3: The table shows for each model number of modifications of the multi-resolution
model MΣ, MN and MG.

6.9 Concluding Remarks

In this Chapter, we have defined a multi-resolution model that is able to combine a multi-
resolution morphological representations with a multi-resolution geometric representation,
to obtain a unified multi-resolution representation that takes into account geometric and
morphological model. The resulting model, called Multi-resolution Morse Triangulation
(MMT) is based on three multi-resolution models built and linked together.

The construction of the MMT is driven by a simplification of the geometrical model.
At each simplification step, we check for consistency between the morphological and the
geometrical model. As shown in the experimental results (see Section 6.8), this approach
is able to preserve as much as possible the morphological structure of the original terrain
model, but it is also able to smoothly simplify it as soon as the approximation error
induced by the morphological generalization is comparable to the approximation error on
the geometrical model.

Moreover the representation extracted from the MMT are conforming meshes (crack-free),
and extraction time is usually negligible and can be done in real-time for all the dataset
presented here. This is a major improvement with respect to the technique presented in
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Original decomposition of Mount Marcy (a), and representation extracted
from the MMT with a persistence threshold of 10 meters (b).

[BEHP04], since in this case each 2-cell is independently remeshed depending on a local
evaluation of the approximation error, and the resulting mesh can be non-conforming.

Up to now we have considered a single type of query on the MMT, based on a LOD criterion
on MG, which extract a representation according to a desired threshold on persistence.

Up to now we have defined queries based on the LOD criterion on the morphological
model, that act as an index for the geometrical model. We can also consider a variant
of the MMT model in which links between MΣ −MN and MN −MG are stored in the
opposite direction, thus specifying an LOD criterion on the geometrical model, we can
extract the corresponding morphological structure from MG, using MΣ as an index to
extract the corresponding morphological structure.

We can consider a more general setting, with two separated LOD criteria forMG andMΣ.
In case of an MMT, if we want to combine morphological and geometric queries, our LOD
criterion becomes a pair (τΣ, τG) in which τG refers to the morphological model and τΣ to
the geometric one. In order to define a LOD criterion on the geometric model, in general
we require that modifications are associated with an error value.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.13: Original decomposition of Mont Blanc (a), representation extracted from the
MMT with a persistence threshold of 15 meters (b), 40 meters (c) and 140 meters (d).
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

We have focused on Morse Theory and analyzed how Morse Theory can be transpose in a
discrete domain to analyze, decompose and model a two dimensional discrete scalar field.

In the following we outline main contributions of this thesis. and we discuss possible future
development and open problems.

Contribution of this thesis is in the field of analysis, decomposition and modeling of terrain
models represented discrete scalar fields, with a special attention to terrains as 2D fields.

The main contributions of the thesis are in these directions:

� extension of Morse theory in discrete domain;

� project and analysis of algorithms to compute Morse decomposition;

� multi-resolution Morse decomposition;

� multi-resolution model, that combines both morphology and geometry.

7.1 Extension of Morse Theory in Discrete Domain

Morse functions are smooth functions in which critical points must be isolated. These
constraints cannot be applied to functions piecewise defined on a discrete domain, since
they are not smooth. We have introduced a new condition, which is weaker than conditions
already presented in the literature, but sufficient to ensure that the function induces two
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cell decompositions, that have the same properties as Morse complexes in the continuum.
We have developed a dual representation for the stable and unstable Morse complex which
is a compact description of the Morse-Smale complex. In case of functions that do not
satisfy the Smale property, we have enriched this dual data structure by developing a
two-level dual representation of Morse complexes.

7.2 Algorithms to Compute Morse Decomposition

We have performed a comprehensive analysis, either theoretical and experimental, of the
techniques available in the literature for segmentation of terrain models. To achieve this
result, we have identified a wide range of decomposition techniques, presented in Chapter 3,
mainly based on Morse theory, that have been proposed in different field of the computer
science, like image segmentation, 3D shapes segmentation, mesh processing. Given the
various field of application, we had to implement and adapt such techniques, so that they
can be compared experimentally on a common set of datasets represented as triangulated
meshes. In particular, some of these techniques have been developed originally for regular
square grid. Thus, we have modified the algorithm to take a TIN as their input.

We have also presented a new algorithm to compute Morse decomposition, called STD. This
algorithm is region-growing, fully discrete, to avoid computational troubles, and simulates
the flow of integral lines.

We have analyzed and compared all techniques from different points of view: how they
compute critical points, how they transpose concept of gradient in a discrete context, how
they handle meshes with flat areas, etc.. Then, we have performed different experimental
comparisons on both synthetic and real datasets. To compare Morse decompositions com-
puted by different algorithms, we have applied metrics, that have been presented in the
literature to compare decompositions of 3D shapes.

7.3 Multi-resolution Morse Decomposition

We have presented a multi-resolution model of Morse-Smale complex, called Multi-resolution
Morse-Smale complex (MMSC). We have extend MMSC to a model that take into account
Morse functions that do not satisfy the Smale condition. We presented this model that is
called Multi-resolution Morse complex (MMC).

In this context, we have presented new simplification operators, that consider configu-
rations that are present in the morphological structure of functions that do not satisfy
Smale condition. In particular, we have handled configurations with multiple saddles and
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macro-saddles, i.e., set of saddles connected each others.

Furthermore, we have defined a multi-resolution morphological model based on a represen-
tation of the Morse complex as an incidence graph. This model can be extended to handle
multi-resolution morphological representation of Morse complex in higher dimension.

7.4 A Multi-resolution Morphological and Geometri-

cal Model

We have presented a multi-resolution morphological and geometrical representation that we
call Multi-resolution Morse Triangulation (MMT). With this framework, user can freely
extract from MMT a representation of the object at a variable resolution. He can also
browse the morphological structure, identify a morphological configuration that fits his
requirements, and then extract from the geometric level a representation of the object
having the desired topology. He can also refine the geometric representation, specifying a
desired geometric error threshold.

7.5 Possible Future Development

Morphological representations of objects have a great interest not only to help understand-
ing of scalar data in applications (e.g. physical simulations, medical images, etc..) but also
to classify, organize and retrieve geometric objects in a repository based on their features.

The possibly of coupling geometry and morphology, both represented at multiple reso-
lution, with a synchronization mechanism, opens many perspective for applications. The
approach needs further developments to include, e.g. non-geometric features of data and/or
multiple scalar fields. The concept of cell (simplicial) complex and multi-resolution simpli-
cial complex has shown to be a general powerful and elegant tool for both definition and
implementation of our models. This can facilitate further investigations and developments.
A multi-resolution approach is helpful when dealing with large dataset, since it gives to the
user the ability to dynamically select only those data that are really useful. Our current
implementation is based on the MT package, which is very flexible but not very compact.
An ad-hoc implementation can greatly reduce memory needs and improve efficiency, giving
the ability to handle very large models even without a graphic workstation.

An emerging field is the analysis of 3D and 4D data (such as time-varying 3D models).
In this context, the ability to extract and analyze critical features is really helpful in the
understanding of the behavior of the model.
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